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ABSTRACT
T his t h e sis  studies subsemigroups of groups from three perspectives: automatic 
structures, ordinary semigroup presentations, and Malcev presentaions. [A Malcev 
presentation is a presentation of a special type for a semigroup that can be embedded 
into a group. A group-embeddable semigroup is Malcev coherent if all of its finitely 
generated subsemigroups admit finite Malcev presentations.]
The theory of synchronous and asynchronous automatic structures for semi­
groups is expounded, particularly for group-embeddable semigroups. In particu­
lar, automatic semigroups embeddable into groups are shown to inherit many of 
the pleasant geometric properties of automatic groups. It is proved that group- 
embeddable automatic semigroups admit finite Malcev presentations, and such pre­
sentations can be found effectively. An algorithm is exhibited to test whether an 
automatic semigroup is a free semigroup. Cancellativity of automatic semigroups is 
proved to be undecidable.
Study is made of several classes of groups: virtually free groups; groups that sat­
isfy semigroup laws (in particular [virtually] nilpotent and [virtually] abelian groups); 
polycyclic groups; free and direct products of certain groups; and one-relator groups. 
For each of these classes, the question of Malcev coherence is considered, together 
with the problems of whether finitely generated subsemigroups are finitely presented 
or automatic. This study yields closure and containment results regarding the class 
of Malcev coherent groups.
The property of having a finite Malcev presentation is shown to be preserved 
under finite Rees index extensions and subsemigroups. Other concepts of index are 
also studied.
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PREFACE
It is not my intention to detain the reader by expatiating on 
the variety, or the importance of the subject, which 
I have undertaken to treat; since the merit of 
the choice would serve to render the weakness of the 
execution still more apparent, and still less excusable.
— Edward Gibbon, 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-88),
vol. I, preface
T his t h e sis  is largely concerned with subsemigroups of groups, and from its pages 
a reader may discover much of their character and a little of their history. The title 
is perhaps a little restrictive: the body of the thesis approaches subsemigroups of 
groups from three directions: ‘ordinary’ semigroup presentations, Malcev presenta­
tions, and automatic structures.
Malcev presentations are semigroup presentations of a special type for group- 
embeddable semigroups, introduced by Spehner (1 9 7 7 ). Informally, whilst an ‘ordi­
nary’ semigroup presentation defines a semigroup by means of generators and defin­
ing relations, a Malcev presentation defines a semigroup using generators, defining 
relations, and a rule of group-embeddability. This rule of group-embeddability is 
worth an infinite number of defining relations, in the sense that a semigroup may 
admit a finite Malcev presentation but no finite ordinary presentation. During the 
three decades since Spehner’s definition, little research was carried out in the area. 
This thesis should convince the reader that this neglect has been unfair. In prepara­
tion for the main body of the thesis, Chapter 1 formally defines Malcev presentations 
and establishes their basic properties.
Campbell, Robertson, Ruskuc & Thomas (2 0 0 1 ) extended the theory of syn­
chronous automatic structures from groups to semigroups, and Hoffmann, Kuske, 
Otto & Thomas (2 0 0 2 a) defined asynchronous automatic structures for monoids, 
generalizing such structures for groups. Their investigations showed that many of 
the pleasant properties of synchronous and asynchronous automatic groups are lost 
when one passes to semigroups or monoids. In particular, automatic structures for
xii
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groups have an elegant geometric characterization known as the ‘fellow traveller 
property’. This characterization does not extend to automatic structures for ar­
bitrary semigroups. Chapter 2  treats of synchronous and asynchronous automatic 
semigroups, and shows that if such semigroups embed into groups, then they re­
tain the geometric properties just mentioned. An important link between Malcev 
presentations and automatic structures is then established: every automatic semi­
group embeddable into a group admits a finite Malcev presentation (Theorem 2.5.1). 
Chapter 3 then considers various algorithmic questions for automatic semigroups. 
In particular. Section 3.5 shows that left-cancellativity is undecidable for automatic 
semigroups.
The core of the thesis. Chapters 4-8, takes a structural approach. In succes­
sive chapters are considered: virtually free groups (Chapter 4), groups that satisfy 
semigroup laws (Chapter 5), free products of groups (Chapter 6 ), direct products 
(Chapter 7), and certain one-relator semigroups and groups (Chapter 8 ). Bach chap­
ter considers whether finitely generated subsemigroups of the subject are finitely 
presented, have finite Malcev presentations, or admit automatic structures. The 
parallel results of these investigations, together with various facts regarding the clo­
sure of certain classes of groups established during these chapters, are collected and 
summarized in the Précis at the end of the thesis.
The other chapter in the main body of the thesis. Chapter 9, investigates, for 
group-embeddable semigroups, the interaction of subsemigroups and extensions that 
are finite with regard to certain concepts of index. In particular, the property of 
having a finite Malcev presentation is shown to be preserved under extensions and 
subsemigroups of finite Rees index. Section 9.5 considers the problem of whether 
the class of groups all of whose subsemigroups have finite Malcev presentations is 
closed under forming finite extensions.
The remaining chapters are of a secondary nature: Chapter 0 is mainly con­
cerned with making definitions and establishing notation, although Subsection 0.9.1 
surveys conditions for the group-embeddability of semigroups, and Appendix A gath­
ers various necessary results from the theory of formal languages and automata.
Many — if not most — of the results and examples herein have appeared in 
the work of Cain, Robertson & Ruskuc ( 2 0 0 5  a, 2 0 0 5 6 ) and Cain ( 2 0 0 5  a, 2 0 0 5 6 , 
2 0 0 5 c). Nevertheless-, the mode of exposition in this thesis is probably superior: 
those articles reflect the chronological order of the various discoveries, which does 
not coincide with the order that is best for understanding the corpus of work as a 
whole.
The opening sentence of this preface paraphrases that of the prologue to J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Lord 
of the Rings [Second edition. London: Allen & Unwin, 1965-6].
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CHAPTER ZERO
ELEMENTARY THEORY OF 
SEMIGROUPS 8 i GROUPS
Amid the vastness of the things among which we live, 
the existence of nothingness holds the first place 
— Leonardo da Vinci, Notebook xix 
(trans. J. P. Richter)
0.1. INTRODUCTION
A r e a s  o f group and sem igroup theory necessary for th e rem ainder o f th is  thesis  
are briefly covered in th is chapter, w hich also m akes definitions and estab lishes  
notation . Subsection  0.9.1 contains a brief survey o f conditions for a sem igroup to  
be em beddable into a group.
For further background information on the general theory of semigroups, see 
Clifford & Preston, The Algebraic Theory of Semigroups (Vols. I & II) [Providence: 
American Mathematical Society, 1 9 6 1  & 1 9 6 7 ] or Howie, Fundamentals o f Semigroup 
Theory [Oxford University Press, 1 9 9 5 ].
0.2. W ORDS, PREFIXES, AND SUFFIXES
A s e t  o f  f o r m a l  s y m b o l s  forms an alphabet A language over an alphabet A  
is a set of strings made up of the symbols in A. These strings are known as words, 
and the symbols within them as letters. The set of all strings over the alphabet A 
includes an em pty word, denoted £a. Formally, one should distinguish the empty 
words £A and Eg, where B  is another alphabet. Usually, however, this distinction is 
unimportant and £ denotes the empty word over any alphabet.
The set of all words over A  is denoted A* and is the free monoid with basis A. 
The multiplication in this monoid is concatenation of words; the identity element 
is the empty word. The set of all non-empty words, A+ =  A* — {e}, is the free 
semigroup with basis A.
Let w =  a i"  ‘ an he a word over the alphabet A, with a{ £ A  for each i =
1 , . . .  ,n , where n G N. The length of the word w, denoted |w|, is the number of
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symbols it contains, namely n. The empty word has length |e[ =  0, and it is the 
unique word with this property. The set of words of length 1 is identified with the 
alphabet A.
A subword of w is a word of the form • • • ay, where I < i  < j  < n .  A prefix of 
w is such a subword of the form a i • • • ay, where 1 < i  < n . A sufRx of w  is subword 
o-i’ " Q-nt where 1 <  i < n. Additionally, every word includes the empty word as a 
subword, a prefix, and a suffix.
For t G N U {0}, let
w{t) =  <
£ if t =  0 ,
ai • • • af i î  0 < t  <  n,
 ^Oi\ • • • Qifi if Tl ^ t,
and let
a(+i "  ' On if 0  < i <  n, 
£ if n < t.
So w{t) is the prefix of u up to and including the 6-th letter whilst w[t] is the 
suffix of w  after and not including the 6-th letter. Observe that for all 6 G N U {0}, 
w — w(6)w[6], and that if one formally assumes that af =  e for 6 > n, then w(64-l) =  
w(6)af+i and w[6] =  a(+iw [6 -f-1].
0.3. GENERATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES
F o llo w in g  Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ), the notation used in this thesis distinguishes 
a word over a set of generators from the element of the semigroup or group it 
represents. This is slightly unusual: in combinatorial semigroup theory, the same 
notation is normally used for the word and the element of the semigroup, and words 
are described as being ‘identically equal’ or ‘equal in the semigroup’. However, this 
would lead to confusion in some of the more complex arguments ahead, notably the 
proof of Theorem 4.4.1.
Let fi' be a semigroup and let X  be a generating set for S. Let A  be an alphabet 
and (f) : A X  he 3. surjective mapping. The letter a G A is said to represent, or 
be a representative of, the element acf) G X .  Observe that two different letters of A  
may represent the same element of X .
Extend the mapping 0 to a surjective homomorphism from the free semigroup 
A+ over A  onto S. The word w represents, or is a representative of, the element 
wj) G S. Unless the particular homomorphism (f) is important, denote w<p by w. If 
IF is a set of words, then W  is the image of W  under (f) — the set of elements of S  
represented by at least one word in W .
Let G be a group, and A  an alphabet representing a set of group generators 
for G. Let A~^ be a set in bisection with A  under the mapping a \-¥ a~^ for 
each a G A. Extend this mapping to an involution on (A U A “ )^* by defining 
ai • • • a^ a~^ - • ♦ a^ f^  for a% G A. To extend to a homomorphism from (AU A“ )^* 
onto G, let a~^ map to and the empty word e map to 1g- This extended
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mapping ^ factors through the free group over the alphabet A, which is denoted 
FG(A):
(A U A “ 1) * ^ F G (A )
J'
If X  is a subset of a semigroup S, then Sg(X) is the subsemigroup of S  that 
X  generates. Similarly, if S' is a monoid, then Mon(X) is the submonoid of S  that 
X  generates, and if 5  is a group, the subgroup of S  generated by X  is G p(X ). As 
noted above, the free group over the alphabet [or with basis] A  is denoted FG(A).
0.4. RELATIONS
L e t  S' be a semigroup, and let A  be an alphabet representing a set of generators 
for S'. The term ‘relation’ has two different usages in this thesis:
i.) A relation is a pair {u,v) G A+ x A'^. Such a relation holds or is valid in S' if 
u and V represent the same element of S'.
ii.) A [binary] relation is a set of pairs {u,v) G A+ x A+.
Let TZ be the kernel of the mapping (j) that takes a word to the element of S' it 
represents. That is,
TZ =  ker (f) =  {{u ,v )  £ A~^  x A'^ : uj) =  v(j)} .
Then 7Z is the set of all relations that hold in S', and S  c±,A+/%.
For any binary relation Q Ç A+ x A+, define the inverse relation Q~^ by
Q~^ =  {(r;, u) : {u, v) E Q } .
0,5. PRESENTATIONS
D e f in it io n s  and basic results regarding semigroup and group presentations needed 
elsewhere in this thesis are stated below. For further reading on group presenta­
tions, see Lyndon & Schupp, Combinatorial Group Theory [Berlin: Springer, 1 9 7 7 ]; 
for semigroup presentations, see Ruskuc, Semigroup Presentations [Ph.D. Thesis, 
University of St Andrews, 1 9 9 5 ].
Let A  be an alphabet, and let p be a binary relation on A*** — that is, a subset 
of A+ X A+. The congruence generated by p, denoted p^, is the smallest congruence 
on A+ containing p. More formally,
p^ =  P i {cT : cr D p, <t is a congruence on A**"} .
Then Sg(A|p) is a presentation for, or presents, or defines, [any semigroup isomorphic 
to] the factor semigroup A'"'/p^. Each word over the alphabet A represents its p^- 
congruence class: w ~  [w]^# for each w G A'^. The binary relation p is a set of
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deGning relations for 5 . The presentation Sg(A | p) is finite if A  and p  are both 
finite. A semigroup is Gnitely presented if it admits a finite presentation.
Two words u ,v  E A+ represent the same element of Sg(A j p) if and only if 
there is a sequence
U ~  Uq —>■ U i  Un =  V,
with n > 0 , where, for each i E {0 , . . . ,  n -  1}, there exist pi, ^ A* such that
Ui =  PiQiVi, Wi+i =  Piq[ri, and (%, g() G p or G p. That i s , u  =  v if and only
if it is possible to get from u to v by a finite number of replacements of a subword 
that forms one side of a defining relation in p with the word on the other side of 
that defining relation. Such a sequence is called a p-chain from u to w, or, where 
there is no risk of confusion, simply a chain. If {u,v) G p^ — and u and v are thus
linked by a p-chain — then {u,v)  is said to be a consequence of p.
The definitions above apply to monoids; the monoid presentation Mon(A | p) 
defines the monoid A*/p^, where p^  is the smallest congruence on A* containing p. 
In this case, p is a binary relation on A* — a defining relation may have the empty 
word on one side.
The group presentation Gp(A | p) defines the factor group FG (A )/A (p), where 
FG(A) is the free group on the alphabet A and N(p)  is the normal closure of the 
set {uv~^ : {u,v)  G p}. In particular, the free group on the alphabet A is presented 
by Gp(A I 0). For group presentations, defining relations are drawn from the set 
(AU A“ )^* X (AU A“ i)*.
If a semigroup, monoid, or group is finitely presented, and (A | p) is a presen­
tation for it with A being finite, then it admits a finite presentation (A | a)  with 
a Ç p.
Of course, any group has a monoid presentation:
Gp(A I p) =  M on(AU A~^ | pU {(ao“ ^,e), {a~^a,e) : a G A }). (i)
Similarly, every monoid has a semigroup presentation:
Mon (A I p) =  Sg(A U {e} | p' U {(ae, o), (ea, a) : a E A }), (2 )
where p' is obtained from p by replacing e by e whenever the former occurs as one 
side of a defining relation.
0.6. STRING-REWRITING SYSTEMS
S o m e  f a c t s  about string rewriting will be needed in Section 3.5. For further back­
ground information, see Book & Otto (1 9 9 3 ).
D efin ition  0 .6 .1 . A string rewriting system, or simply a rewriting system, is a 
pair (A,'JZ), where A is a finite alphabet and % is a set of pairs known as
rewriting rules, drawn from A* x A*. The single reduction relation is defined 
as follows: u v (where u ,v  E A*) if there exists a rewriting rule (l,r) E % 
and words x , y  E A* such that u =  xly  and v =  xry.  That is, u =>% v if one can
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obtain v  from u by substituting the word r for a subword I of u, where {I, r) is a 
rewriting rule. The reduction relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of 
[Where there is no possibility of confusion, and ‘4^’ are used, rather than 
‘^ 7^ ’ and ‘=4%’.] The process of replacing a subword I by a word r, where {I, r) G TZ, 
is called reduction, as is the iteration of this process.
A word w E A* is reducible if it contains a subword I that forms the left-hand 
side of a rewriting rule in 7Z; it is otherwise called irreducible.
The string rewriting system (A, TZ) is noetherian if there is no infinite sequence 
ui ,U2 , . .. € A* such that U( => Ui^i for all i E N. That is, (A,TZ) is noetherian if 
any process of reduction must eventually terminate with an irreducible word. The 
rewriting system (A, TZ) is conûuent if, for any words u, u',u" E A* with u ^  u' and 
u ^  u", there exists a word v  E A* such that u' ^  v  and u" ^  v.
The following results will be called upon in the proof of Theorem 3.5.6.
P ro p o sitio n  0 .6 .2  (Book & Otto 1 9 9 3 , p. 50). A ny string rewriting system  {A,TZ) 
is conûuent if  there are no overlaps between left-hand sides o f rewriting rules in TZ 
— that is, i f  there are no rules ( l i , r i )  and (^ 2 5 2^ ) in TZ with either
i.) li =  pq and I2 =  qr, where p, q, and r  are words over A with q non-empty; or
ii.) =  pl2 q, where p  and q are words over A. 0 .6.2
T h eorem  0.6 ,3  (Book & Otto 1 9 9 3 , Theorem 1.1.12). Let (A, 77.) be a string 
rewriting system  and suppose that it is both conûuent and noetherian. Then for 
any word u E A*, there is a unique irreducible word v  E A* with v. 0.6.3
Let (A, TZ) be a confluent noetherian string rewriting system. The set of irre­
ducible words are said to be in normal form, and the unique normal form to which 
a word w  can be reduced is denoted NP(w). The semigroup presented by Sg(A j TZ) 
may be identified with the set of normal form words under the operation of ‘con­
catenation plus reduction to normal form’.
0.7. CAYLEY GRAPHS AND GEOMETRY
T h r o u g h o u t  th is section , let 5  b e  a sem igroup and let A b e an a lphabet repre­
senting a generating set for S.
D efin ition  0.7.1. The [right] Cayley graph of S  with respect to A, denoted r(S', A), 
is a labelled directed graph with vertex set S  and, for each s , t  E S, an edge from s 
to t  labelled by a if and only if sa =  t.
The Cayley graph of the free monoid on two letters is shown in Figure 0.1.
D efin ition  0 .7 .2 . Define a metric ûa on F(<5', A) as follows. For any two elements 
s, t  of S, let d,A{s, t) — the distance between s and t  — be the infimum of the lengths 
of the undirected paths from s to t, or oo if there are no such paths.
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Figure 0.1. The Cayley graph of the free monoid {a, b}*. Every horizon­
tal edge is labelled a and every vertical edge by b. The identity e serves 
as basepoint.
If the semigroup 5  happens to be a group, then F (5, A) is always connected. 
Furthermore, in this circumstance, F(S,A)  is homogeneous: for any g e  S,  the 
transformation defined on vertices by s gs and edges by (s ,t )  -4- {gs^gt) is an 
automorphism of the graph. This means that any neighbourhood of a vertex ‘looks 
like’ the corresponding neighbourhood of any other vertex.
If S' is a monoid, the vertex I5  is a natural basepoint for the Cayley graph 
T{SyA):  the path labelled by any word w  E A^  starting at I5  ends at w.  If S  is 
not a monoid, one can add a vertex lj that behaves like an identity to serve as a 
basepoint: for all a E A^  there is an edge from w to ü labelled by a. This thesis 
assumes that every Cayley graph is equipped with a basepoint. Denote by w  the 
unique path labelled by w  starting at the basepoint (and ending at w) .  [In graph 
theory, the term ‘path’ is usually reserved for a walk that visits no vertex twice. For 
the purposes of Cayley graphs, such a distinction is unimportant.]
D efin ition  0 .7 .3 . Let r G N. The open ball of radius r  around the element s E S  
is the set
Br{s) =  { t  E S  : dA(s, t)  <  r}.
The following result relates distance in a semigroup and distance in a subsemi­
group:
P rop osition  0 .7 .4 . Let B  be an alphabet representing a generating set for a 
subsemigroup T  o f S. For each b E B , choose a word over A  representing b. Let m  
be the maximum length o f these words. Then, for all elements s and t  o f T:
dA{s^t)  <  m  X d B{ s , t ) .
That is, the distance from s to t  with respect to A is bounded by the distance from 
s to t with respect to B  multiplied by m. 0.7.4
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0.8. SEMIGROUPS AND UNIVERSAL GROUPS
M a n y  o f  t h e  basic properties of semigroups embeddable into groups rely on the re­
sults regarding universal groups of semigroups contained in this section. For further 
background on this subject, see Chapter 12 of Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 7 ).
D efin ition  0 .8 .1 . Let 5  be a semigroup. An S'-group is a pair ( ^ ,7 ), where G is a 
group and 7  is a homomorphism from S to G whose image generates G as a group. 
A universal group of S  (or free S-group) is an 5-group (G, 7 ) with the property that 
if (Lf, 77) is an 5-group, then there exists a homomorphism a  i G H  satisfying 
'yoi =  77, or equivalently such that the following diagram commutes:
5 — ^ G
H
[Note that Clifford & Preston prefer the term ‘free 5-group’ to ‘universal group 
of 5 ’.]
P ro p o sitio n  0 .8 .2 . Let S be a semigroup. Suppose 5  is presented by  Sg(A | p) for 
some alphabet A and set o f deûning relations p. Then (Gp(A \ p) ,^) is a universal 
group of S, where 7  is the homomorphism extending the iden tity mapping on A.
Proof of 0.8.2. See Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 7 , Construction 12.6). 0 .8.2
P ro p o sitio n  0 .8 .3 . Let S  be a semigroup, and let { G, j )  and (77,77) both be 
universal groups o f  5 . Then there is an isomorphism from G to H  tha t m aps S j  to 
577.
Proof of 0.8.3. Since (G ,7 ) is a universal group of 5  and {H, 77) is an 5-group, there 
is a homomorphism a  : G H  with 7 0 ; =  77. Similarly, there is a homomorphism 
P : H  G with rj/S =  7 .
5
/  ^*7
G „::3 h
p
Observe that s j a P  =  spP =  5 7  for s E S.  Therefore aP  is the identity map on S'y. 
Since S'y generates G as, a group, aP is the identity map on G. Similarly, Pa  is the 
identity map on H. Therefore a  : G H  and P : H  G are mutually inverse
isomorphisms that map S'y to Sr] and vice versa. 0.8.3
In light of Proposition 0.8.3, it is sensible to write of the universal group of 
a semigroup. Furthermore, although the universal group (G ,7 ) of the semigroup 
5  is formally a pair, one normally writes of G being the universal group of 5  and 
suppresses mention of the homomorphism 7 .
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0.9. EMBEDDING SEMIGROUPS INTO GROUPS
A SEMIGROUP S  embeds in a group G if there is a monomorphism from S  into G. 
A semigroup S  is embeddable into a group, or is group-embeddable, if there exists 
some group G  into which S  embeds.
P ro p o sitio n  0 .9 .1 . Let S  be a semigroup and let (G,'y) be its universal group. 
Suppose S  embeds in a group. Then 7  : 5  ^  G is a monomorphism: S  is embedded 
into its universal group G b y j .
Proof of 0.9.1. Let (G ,7 ) be the universal group of S. Let 17 be a group in which S  
embeds by means of a monomorphism 77. By restricting, if necessary, to the subgroup 
generated by Sr], assume that the image of S  generates H . Therefore {H,rj) is an S- 
group. By the definition of a universal group, there is a homomorphism a  : G H  
satisfying 7 0 ; =  77. Since 77 is injective, 7  is injective. Therefore 7  embeds S  into
G. 0.9.1
Suppose that 5  is a subsemigroup of a group G, and that H  is the subgroup of 
G generated by S. In general, the universal group of 5  is not isomorphic to H , as 
the following example illustrates:
E xam ple 0 .9 .2 . Let G be the free group on the letters x  and y. Identify elements 
of G with reduced words on x  and y. Let the alphabet A =  {a,b,c ,d}  represent 
elements of G in the following way:
Ü =  b =  xy,  c =  yx, d =
Let S  be the subsemigroup and H  the subgroup of G generated by A.
The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem asserts that every subgroup of a free group is 
free (see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.6). Therefore i f  is a free group. 
The rank of H  is at most 4. If it were free of rank 4, it would be free with the given 
generating set as a basis (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.7). However, the 
relation {bd~^c, a) holds: the group H  cannot be free of rank 4. It must therefore 
be free of rank at most 3.
However, it is easy to prove that 5  is a free semigroup of rank 4. (Either 
reason directly or use one of the algorithms described in Subsection 4.2.1.) By 
Proposition 0.8.2, its universal group is the free group of rank 4, which is not iso­
morphic to H.
Furthermore, the universal group of a semigroup may be finitely generated even 
if the semigroup itself is not finitely generated:
E xam ple 0 .9 .3 . Let G =  Z x Z, and let S  be the subsemigroup of G generated by 
the set
{(l,7i) :n  e N}.
None of the elements in this generating set can be decomposed in Si therefore the 
semigroup S  is not finitely generated. However, the universal group of 5  is G itself, 
which has rank 2 . [To prove that G is the universal group of S, one can either reason 
directly or appeal to Corollary 5.2.7.]
■J/,.-'
0.9.1 SURVEY OF CONDITIONS FOR GROUP-EM BEDDABILITY
D efin ition  0 .9 .4 . Let G be a group. A subsemigroup 5  of G is a positive subsemi­
group if it generates G as a group.
The next two results show that the embedding of a semigroup in a group is 
reflected by an embedding of Cayley graphs. These results are particularly important 
in the theory of automatic semigroups embeddable in groups (see Section 2.3).
P ro p o sitio n  0 .9 .5 . Let S be a semigroup and let G be a group into which it 
embeds and which it generates. Let A represent a generating set for S  and thus a 
group generating set for G. Then F(5, A) is a subgraph o f F(G, A  U A~^). 0.9.5
C orollary 0 .9 .6 . Let S, G, and A be as in Proposition 0.9.5. Let s , t  E S. Then 
the distance from s to t  in F(G, A U A~^) is no more than the distance from s to t 
i nV{S,A) . 0.9.6
0.9.1. Survey of conditions for group-embeddability
Most of this thesis deals with subsemigroups of groups: semigroups that are already 
known to be group-embeddable. However, there has been much research into con­
ditions necessary or sufficient for a semigroup to be embeddable into a group. The 
present section gives a brief overview of this work.
Groups are cancellative: thus cancellativity is certainly a necessary condition 
for a semigroup to be embeddable into a group. Furthermore, all periodic can­
cellative semigroups are groups (Clifford & Preston 1 9 6 1 , Exercise 1.7:6(c)). It was 
asked whether all cancellative semigroups were group-embeddable. Malcev (1 9 3 7 ) 
answered this question in the negative, and later established a necessary and suffi­
cient condition for a semigroup to be group-embeddable (Malcev 1 9 3 9 ). Malcev’s 
condition takes the form of an infinite set of equational implications that are sat­
isfied if and only if the semigroup is embeddable in a group. Malcev also showed 
that no finite subset of these implications suffices to distinguish group-embeddable 
semigroups (Malcev 1 9 4 0 ). A special case of Malcev’s result gives the quotient condi­
tion: if a semigroup S  is embeddable into a group, it satisfies the quotient condition 
(Clifford & Preston 1 9 6 7 , Section 12.4):
(Va, b, c, d, e, f , g , h  E 5 ) (ae =  b f  A c f  =  de A dg =  ch = >  ag =  bh). (3 )
[Malcev (1 9 3 7 ) calls (3 ) ‘condition Z’. It is interesting to compare this condition with 
Example 1.4.1.] Another necessary and sufficient condition for group-embeddablility 
was given by Lambek (1 9 5 1 ). Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 7 , Chapter 12) discuss and 
compare Malcev’s and Lambek’s results.
Ore’s (1 9 3 1 ) Theorem was originally stated as a sufficient condition for embed­
ding rings without zero divisors into division rings. However, it readily adapts to 
embedding semigroups into groups. Several definitions are needed in order to state 
the theorem.
D efin ition  0 .9 .7 . A semigroup is right-reversible (respectively, left-reversible) if 
any two of its principal left ideals (respectively, principal right ideals) intersect.
-iji.
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Therefore, a semigroup S  is right-reversible if every two elements of S  have a 
common left multiple: if, for every s ,t  G 5  there exist p ,g G S such that ps =  qt. 
Similarly, a semigroup is left-reversible if every two elements have a common right 
multiple.
D efin ition  0 .9 .8 . A group o f left quotients (respectively, group of right quotients) 
of a semigroup 5  is a group containing S  in which every element can be expressed 
as s~H  (respectively, st~^) for some elements s , t  E S,
Observe that a group of left or right quotients of a semigroup (even one that 
is group-embeddable) may not exist. However, if a group of left or right quotients 
of a semigroup S  does exist, then by definition S  embeds therein.
T h eorem  0 .9 .9  (Ore’s Theorem). Any right-reversible or left-reversible cancellative
semigroup S  embeds in a group. 0.9.9
Ore’s (1 9 3 1 ) original proof for rings applies to semigroups. Rees (1 9 4 8 ) gave an 
elegant proof, reproduced in Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 1 , Theorem 1.23). Dubreil (1 9 4 3  
& 1 9 5 4 , p. 269) strengthened Ore’s result to give the following:
T h eorem  0 .9 .10  (Dubreil’s Theorem). Let S  be a cancellative semigroup. Then 
S  is right-reversible i f  and only if  a group of left quotients o f S  exists. Similarly, 
such a semigroup is left-reversible if  and only i f  a group of right quotients o f S
exists. 0.9.10
[The theorems of Ore and Dubreil will prove their worth in Chapter 5, where 
they are used to prove results on Malcev presentations. This is why they are dis­
cussed in some detail above. Although further results on groups of quotients will be 
required, their statement is deferred until Subsection 5.2.1.]
Adjan (1 9 6 6 6 , Theorem II.4) established the following sufficient condition for 
group-embeddability:
D efin ition  0 .9 .11 . The left graph of the presentation Sg(A | p) is an undirected 
graph with vertex set A  and, for every relation {au, bv) G p  (where a,b E A  and 
u ,v  E A*), an edge from a to b. The right graph is defined analogously, using the 
last letters on each side of relations {ua, vb) E p.
T h eorem  0 .9 .12  (Adjan’s Theorem). Let S  be the semigroup defined by a presen­
tation Sg(A I p) whose left and right graphs contain no non-trivial cycles. Then S  is 
embeddable in a group. 0.9.12
[Theorem 0.9.12 specializes to Adyan’s (1 9 6 0 a) result that every one-relator 
cancellative semigroup embeds into a group.] An elegant geometric proof of Adjan’s 
Theorem is due to Remmers (1 9 8 0 ). Stallings (1 9 8 7 ) used a graph-theoretical lemma 
to give a third proof.
Cuba (1 9 9 4 6 ) and Kashintsev (1 9 9 2 ) studied generalizations of Adjan’s Theo­
rem. Their results require the following definitions:
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D efin ition  0 .9 .13 . Consider a semigroup presentation Sg{A | p). Let R  ~  {u , v  : 
(îi, v) G p}. An s-piece (relative to R) is word w  G A+ such that there exist u ,v  E R, 
p,p', q, q' E A*, with p  ^  q ox p' ^  q’, satisfying u =  pwg and v =  p'wq'.
Condition Cs{k) is satisfied if no word in R  can be expressed as a product of 
fewer than k s-pieces.
Condition D{1) is satisfied if neither the left graph nor the right graph of Sg(A|p) 
has a cycle of length less than I.
A semigroup belongs to the class A'jj if it has a presentation satisfying conditions 
Cs{k) and D{1). Formally define as
[The condition (7g(A:) is based on the ‘small cancellation conditions’ of com­
binatorial group theory (see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Chapter V). Observe that
D K1  D K I  D . . .  and K [  D 3  ATg D . . .  for all k ,l e N .  More concisely,
K [  Ç A "L i n  ATJt  ^ for all k , l > 2 .
Cuba (1 9 9 4 6 ) proved that U is strictly contained in ATg.]
Using Definition 0.9.13, Adjan’s Theorem can be restated as: ‘every semigroup 
of class Arf° is group-embeddable’.
Kashintsev (1 9 9 2 ) showed that any semigroup of class A"g or K \  embeds into 
a group, and also that for any natural number I there exists a semigroup of class 
K q, that is not group-embeddable. Answering questions posed by Kashintsev, Cuba 
(1 9 9 4 6 ) proved that semigroups of class ATg are group-embeddable, and strengthened 
Kashintsev’s other result to show that the class ATg always contains a cancellative 
semigroup that does not embed in a group. Both Cuba and Kashinstev noted that 
Adjan’s result is therefore the ‘best possible’ for semigroups satisfying D(oo).
Kashintsev (2 0 0 1 a) continued working on this theme, though the results ob­
tained and the arguments involved are perhaps less elegant than his earlier research.
0.10. MISCELLANEOUS
G athered  in this section are a few remaining definitions and results needed else­
where.
D efin ition  0 .10 .1 . Let S' be a semigroup. The semigroup with a zero adjoined S® is 
the set S  U {0} with multiplication in S  C S*^  being as before, and sQ =  Os =  GO — 0 
for all s E S. Similarly, the semigroup with an identity adjoined S  ^ has set S  U { !} , 
where s i  =  Is =  s for all s G S U { !} , multiplication in S  C S  ^ being unchanged.
Recall that a group-theoretical property  is formally defined as a property pos­
sessed by the trivial group and which is preserved under isomorphism (see Robinson 
1 9 9 6 , Section 2.3). Examples of group-theoretical properties are commutativity, 
freedom, nilpotency, and solvability. A group-theoretical property 3^ is hereditary if 
a subgroup of a ^  group also has property ÇJ3. A group is virtually  3^ if it contains 
a finite-index subgroup with property 3^.
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The three main instances of virtually ^  groups encountered in this thesis are 
virtually free groups, introduced in Chapter 4, and virtually nilpotent and virtually 
abelian groups, both found in Chapter 5.
Propositions 0.10.2 and 0.10.3 are well-known, but the difficulty of finding 
their formal statement in the literature and the brevity of their proofs makes their 
reproduction worthwhile:
P ro p o sitio n  0 .10 .2 . Let ^  be a hereditary group-theoretical property. Then a 
virtually ^  group possesses a Bnite-index normal subgroup with property
Proof of 0.10.2. Let G be a virtually ^  group. Let i f  be a subgroup of G with 
property ^  and with [G : if]  finite. Then the core of i f  in G,
% =  n  < H,geG
is a normal subgroup of G and has index dividing [G : if]! (see, for example, Robinson 
1 9 9 6 , p. 16 and Theorem 1.6.9). Since the class of groups with property ^  is closed
under taking subgroups, H q also has property 10 .10.2
P ro p o sitio n  0 .10 .3 . Let ^  be a hereditary group-theoretical property. Then the 
property o f being virtually ^  is also hereditary.
The following lemma is obvious, but the use of the argument it contains at 
several different points in this thesis justifies its explicit statement.
L em m a 0 .10 .4 . If  G is a group and E  is a Gnite extension o f G, then each subgroup 
H  of E  is a Gnite extension o f the subgroup G D i f  o f G.
Proof of 0.10.4- Let i f  be a subgroup of E. By the second isomorphism theorem, 
H /G  n H  is isomorphic to G if/G , which is a subgroup of the finite factor group
E/ G.  Therefore [ if  : G fl Ü] is finite and i f  is a finite extension of G fl i f .  0.10.4
Proof of 0.10.3. Let U be a virtually ^  group. By Proposition 0.10.2, suppose V  is 
a finite extension of a group G with property 3^. Choose an arbitrary subgroup i f  
of V. By Lemma 0.10.4, i f  is a finite extension of a subgroup of G, which, since the
property ^  is hereditary, also has property Therefore i f  is virtually 0.10.3
CHAPTER ONE
FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF 
MALCEV PRESENTATIONS
I feel like someone who wades out into the sea after being 
initially attracted to the water by the shallows next 
to the shore; and I foresee any advance only taking 
me into even more enormous, Indeed bottomless, 
depths, and that this undertaking of mine, which 
seemed to be diminishing as I was completing 
the earliest sections, is now almost increasing in size.
—  Livy, Ab urbe condita libri, ch. xxxi.l  
(trans. J .C . Yardley)
1.1. INTRODUCTION
A M a l c e v  p r e s e n t a t io n  is a presentation of a special type for a semigroup that 
embeds in a group. Informally, a Malcev presentation defines a semigroup by means 
of generators, defining relations, and the unwritten rule that the semigroup so de­
fined must be embeddable in a group. Spehner (1 9 7 7 ) introduced Malcev presen­
tations, though they are based on Malcev’s necessary and sufficient condition for 
the embeddability of a semigroup in a group (Malcev 1 9 3 9 ). Spehner exhibited an 
example of a finitely generated submonoid of a free monoid that admitted a finite 
Malcev presentation but which was not finitely presented. He later showed that 
all finitely generated submonoids of free monoids have finite Malcev presentations 
(Spehner 1 9 8 9 ). Until recently, Spehner’s articles represented the whole of the lit­
erature on Malcev presentations.
The foundations of the theory of Malcev presentations have never appeared in 
detail: Spehner sketches the bare minimum and refers the reader to Malcev’s work. 
The following sections therefore explain the basic concepts in depth.
1.2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
T h is  s e c t io n  contains the foundations of the theory of Malcev presentations for 
semigroups, but each definition and result applies m utatis mutandis to monoids. To
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obtain the corresponding monoidal result, it usually suffices to replace ‘semigroup’ 
with ‘monoid’ and free semigroups with free monoids A* for all alphabets A. 
At any point where this rule breaks down, a note will indicate the problem and its 
solution.
A loose definition of a Malcev presentation was given in Section 1.1: the semi­
group defined by a Malcev presentation has the given generators, satisfies the given 
defining relations, and is embeddable into a group. The first task is to formalize 
this notion. The second is to establish syntactic rules that determine when two 
words represent the same element of the semigroup defined by the presentation. 
These rules are more complex than the corresponding ones for ‘ordinary’ semigroup 
presentations.
D efin ition  1 .2 .1 . Let S  be any semigroup. A congruence cj on 6 ' is called a Malcev 
congruence if the corresponding factor semigroup S /a  is embeddable in a group.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .2 . Let S  be a semigroup, and let {ai : i E 1} be a collection of 
Malcev congruences on S. Then a  =  fliGi aiso a Malcev congruence on S.
Proof of 1.2.2. For each i E I, there exists a group Gi and a monomorphism from 
3 / ai to Gi. These embedding mappings define a monomorphism if : Pljef 
H ie/ Define a mapping
X
(f) : S /a  -> W ^S/ai, by [s]a for all s E S.
ie i
Since a Ç ai, all elements related by a  are related by every ai, and so the mapping 
(j) is well-defined. It is clearly a homomorphism.
Suppose that s , t  E S  are such that [s]o-0 =  Then [s]o-. =  [tjo-f for each
i E I. By the definition of a, therefore, [sj  ^ =  The mapping (f) is therefore 
injective, and so (fif is an embedding of S /a  into the group So a  is a
Malcev congruence. 1.2.2
The following definition makes sense in light of Proposition 1.2.2 and the ob­
servation that there is always at least one Malcev congruence on any semigroup S, 
namely S  x S.
D efin ition  1 .2 .3 . Let A"** be the free semigroup on an alphabet A. Let p Ç A~^  x 
A+ be any binary relation on A+. Denote by p^  the smallest Malcev congruence 
containing p — namely,
=  P i {a  : (7 3  p, <7 is a Malcev congruence on .
The relation is called the Malcev congruence generated by p.
D efin ition  1 .2 .4 . Let A+ be the free semigroup on an alphabet A. Let p Ç A"^  X A+ 
be any binary relation on A"^ . Then SgM(A | p) is a Malcev presentation for A"^/p^,
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or any semigroup to which it is isomorphic. If the alphabet A  and the set of defining 
relations p are both finite, then the Malcev presentation SgM(A | p) is said to be 
finite.
The notation SgM(A | p) distinguishes the Malcev presentation with genera­
tors A  and defining relations p from the ordinary semigroup presentation Sg(A | p), 
which defines AAfp^, and the group presentation Gp(A | p). [The monoid Malcev 
presentation MonM(A | p) defines the monoid A*/p^.]
The first of the two goals of this section has been achieved: the remainder 
of the section is devoted to establishing the syntactic rules mentioned above. The 
reasoning that follows is elementary but rather technical.
Fix and p as in Definition 1.2.4 and let S  == A"^/p^. Let A"-, be two 
sets in bijection with A under the mappings a i-> a*-, a respectively, with
A, A^, A^ being pairwise disjoint.
Extend the mappings o a*- and a i-)- to anti-isomorphisms from A* to 
(A^)* and {A^)* in the obvious way: for w =  a \a 2 ' a» 6  A*, with a* G A, define
=  { a i" '  an)^ =  Onok-l • ' • ^1 a.nd =  (ai • • • =  ®n^n-l ■ * • .
Let
T =  p U I (aa^, e), (a^d, e) : a G A | .  ( i)
For each a G A, the letters a*- and will both represent the inverse of a in 
the universal group of the semigroup S. The reason for having two representatives 
for each such inverse is to develop the syntactic rules given in Proposition 1.2.9, 
which distinguish between the insertion and deletion of ‘generator-inverse pairs’ 
aa^ and a^a. [At this point, the reader may wish to look ahead to Proposition 1.2.9 
to see the destination of the course of reasoning below.]
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .5 . The Malcev congruence generated by p is the congruence 
generated by r  restricted to A+ ;
T# n  (A+ X A+) =  p^.
Proof of 1.2.5. Let <7 =  r^ . (Recall that is a congruence on (A U A*- U A* )^*.) 
Let G — Mon(A U A*- U A*^  | r) =  (A U A*- U Af^Y'/a.
L em m a 1 .2 .6 . Let uj be any congruence on (A U A*- U A^)* that contains cr =  T^. 
Then the factor monoid (A U A'- U A ^Y /u  is a group, with  [ a ] =  [a ]^w =  [d^]w Ai 
particular, the monoid G is a group.
Proof of 1.2.6. Let T  be the factor monoid (A U A  ^U A^Y/^- The element [ejw is 
the identity element of T. For any o G A,
[a%  =  [a'-aa^]w =  [a' l^w
Furthermore, for each a G A,
[a^jwMw =  [a^ajw == [e]w
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and
[a]uj[d ]a> ~  [dfz ]ü; — [dû dd — [dd — [^]w
So the inverse of [d]w in T is [d ]^  ^ — [d^ ]^ ;. A similar argument applies to [d ]^ ,^. 
Since A U A*- U generates T, all elements of T have inverses. Therefore T is a 
group. 1.2.6
Since is defined to be the smallest congruence on (AU A*- U A^)* containing 
r such that the corresponding factor monoid embeds in a group, =z =  a.
L em m a 1.2 .7 . The Malcev congruence is contained in a  D x A+).
Proof of 1.2.7. Let pi (where i E I) he the congruences on (A U A*- U A*^ )* that 
contain r. By Lemma 1.2.6, the factor monoid (A U A^ U A^)*/pi forms a group for 
each i E I. Therefore for each i E I, ivi =  p if \  (A+ x A+) is a Malcev congruence on 
A+ that contains p, since A+/i/* embeds in (AU A"-U A )^*/p% and Tfl (A"^  x A"**) =  p. 
Therefore
p^ =  : p 3  p ,p  is a Malcev congruence on A"*"}
ie i
=  f | ( w  n  (A+ X yi+))
ie i
= [ f |w]n ( . 4+xA+)
ie i
=  T *r[  (A+ X A+)
=  (7 n (A+ X A+),
and the result follows. 1.2.7
Define 7  : 5  ->■ G by [w]^ M -)■ [w]o-, so that (p^ ) ^ 7  =  ct^ \a+' Lemma 1.2.7 shows 
that if {w ,w') E p^, then {w ,w') E a: the homomorphism 7  is thus well-defined. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the situation.
[For any equivalence relation o: on a set X , the natural map of^  : X  X /a  
sends æ G X  to its equivalence class [æj .^ If X  is a semigroup and a  is a congruence, 
then is a homomorphism.]
L em m a 1.2 .8 . The universal group of the semigroup S  is (G, 7 ).
Proof of 1.2.8. The image of S  under 7  generates G as a group: (G, 7 ) is an 5-group. 
Let {H,r}) be another 5-group, as per Definition 0.8.1. Therefore rj : S H  is a 
homomorphism whose image generates H . Define a homomorphism 0 : G ^  H  by
[a]a M- aip^Yi], [a^]a ^  (d (p ^ )S )" \ i-i {a{p^Ÿv)~^
for any a G A, and extend to G in the obvious way.
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A  =--------------------------------A u  A ^ U A ^
= > (A U A*- U A ^ y
S =  A + /p^  =---------- ^  G =  (A U A ^U  A ^ y /a
Figure 1.1. The relationship between A+, (A U A'- U A* )^+, S,  and G.
Let w, I) G (AUA^UA^)* be such that w r u. i;) G p, then 
so uO =  v9. Similarly, if {u, v) G T —p, then u and v differ only by a^a or aa^. These
letters, however, have inverse images in H , and so u6 — vO. The mapping 6 is
therefore well-defined on G.
Finally, (p^)^7<9 =  (by the definition of 7 ) and cr'^ |^+0 =  (p^)^?) (by the
definition of 6). Therefore 7 0  =  77, since (p^)^ maps onto 5 , which is the domain of
7  and 77. Hence, by Definition 0.8.1, (G ,7 ) is the universal group of S. 1.2.8
The congruence p^ is defined so that S  embeds in a group. Thus it embeds in 
its own universal group G: the homomorphism 7  is therefore injective. Recall that 
(pM)tl.y =  cr^U+-
Let {u,v) G <7 n  (A+ X A+). Then ua^ =  va^, so u {p ^ Y j  =  7;(p^)^7 . The 
injectivity of 7  implies that n(p^)^ =  î;(p^)^, whence {u,v) G p^. So p^ contains 
(7 n  {A^ X A" )^. The opposite inclusion was established by Lemma 1.2.7. Therefore:
=  O- n (A+ X A t)  = r * n  (A+ X A+). 1.2.5
Proposition 1.2.5 shows that two words u ,v  E A+ represent the same element 
of S  if and only if there is a sequence
U — ^ 0  ^1  ^  ^  ^)
with 72 > 0, where, for each % G { 0 , . . . ,72 — 1}, there ex istp«, G (AUA^UA^)*
such that Ui =  PiQin, m +i and (gi,g-) G r  or (g(, g$) G r.
In fact, one can find a more restrictive set of syntactic rules:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .9 . Two words u ,v  E A+ represent the same element o f S  if  any 
only i f  there exists a sequence
zi zlq y  ^ ■ 11 ^
with 72 > 0, where, for each i  E { 0 , . . .  ,72 — 1}, there exist p% G (A U A*-)*, r{ E
(A U A^)*, and (qi, q[) E r  or (gL g*) G r  such that Ui =  Piqm , -  Pigjr*.,
Proof of 1.2.9. See Lemma 12.19 of Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 7 ). 1.2.9
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This restriction on the letters that can appear in pi and simply means that 
no changes can occur to the left of an or to the right of an a^. For the purposes 
of this thesis, a sequence of the form in Proposition 1.2.9 is called a Malcev p-chain 
from u to V, or, where there is no risk of confusion, simply a Malcev chain. If 
(Ujv) G p^  — and are thus linked by a Malcev p-chain — then (u,v) is said to be a 
Malcev consequence of p.
Malcev chains that obey this restriction have proved a useful tool. They were 
introduced by Malcev (1 9 3 9 ) in order to prove his necessary and sufficient condition 
for group-embeddability. The original proof of Adjan’s (1 9 6 6 a) sufficient condi­
tion for a semigroup to be embeddable in a group also makes use of them. (See 
Subsection 0.9.1 for discussion of Adjan’s result.)
[Caveat lector: there is much disagreement on the correct terminology for se­
quences obeying the restriction described by Proposition 1.2.9. Adjan (1 9 6 6 a) — or 
at least the translated version of his work (Adjan 1 9 6 6 6 ) — uses the adjective ‘proper’ 
to describe Malcev chains obeying these rules, as does Spehner (1 9 7 7 , 1 9 8 9 ). How­
ever, the explanation of Malcev’s work in Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 7 ) uses the word 
‘normal’, reserving ‘proper’ for a stronger, more technical, restriction. Furthermore, 
Adjan and Spehner prefer ‘Malcev sequence’ to ‘Malcev chain’, though Clifford & 
Preston use the former term for a different purpose.
Matters are further obscured by Spehner’s discussion of a third class of sequence 
obeying a restriction weaker than that in Proposition 1.2.9. These weaker rules 
govern the order in which generator-inverse pairs a^a and aa^ can be inserted and 
deleted. Spehner’s ‘ordinary’ Malcev chains always obey this lesser restriction.
This thesis follows Clifford & Preston in preferring ‘Malcev chain’, and, as the 
only Malcev chains explicitly used henceforth are as described in Proposition 1.2.9, 
adjectives ‘proper’ or ‘normal’ are suppressed throughout.]
1.3. BASIC PROPERTIES
T h e  e l e m e n t a r y  p r o p e r t i e s  of Malcev presentations established below are gen­
erally easy to prove. They are included for the sake of rigour, for completeness, and 
because they have not yet appeared in the literature.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .1 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds into a group. I f  SgM(A j p) 
is a Malcev presentation S, then the universal group of S  is presented by  Gp(A | p). 
Conversely, i f  Gp(A | p) is a presentation for the universal group o f S, where A 
represents a generating set for S  and p Ç A+ x A+, then SgM(A | p) is a Malcev 
presentation S.
Proof of 1.3.1. The proof of Proposition 1.2.5 shows that the universal group G of 
S  is defined by the monoid presentation Mon(A U A*- U A*^  | r), where r is given by 
(1 ). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 1.2.6, the relations (a*',a'^) for each a G A 
are consequences of r. For each a G A, using Tietze transformations, replace and 
a^) by the new symbol a~^ G A"^. So G is presented by
M on(AU A“  ^ I pU  {{aa~^,e),{a~^a,e) : a G A }),
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which, by Equation 0 .5 -(i), is the group Gp(A | p).
To obtain the converse result, reverse the Tietze transformations to pass from 
Gp(A I p) to Mon (A U A  ^ U A^ | r). Every relation {u,v) G A+ x that holds 
in G is a consequence of r, and is therefore a Malcev consequence of those in p. 
Since the image of A+ under (r^)^ in G is [the embedded image of] 5 , the Malcev
presentation SgM(A | p) defines S. 1.3.1
C orollary 1 .3 .2 . I f  a group-embeddahle semigroup S  has a finite Malcev presenta­
tion, then its universal group is finitely presented. Conversely, if  the universal group 
of S  is finitely presented and S  itse lf is finitely generated, then S  adm its a finite 
Malcev presentation.
Proof of 1.3.2. Any finite Malcev presentation for 5  is a finite presentation for G 
by Proposition 1.3.1.
To prove the second statement, let Sg(A | p) be any presentation for S  with 
A being finite. Then the universal group G of 5  is presented by Gp(A \ p), by 
Proposition 1.3.1. Since G is finitely presented, there is a finite subset <7 of p such 
that Gp(A I cr) is a presentation for G. Using Proposition 1.3.1 again, SgM(A | a) is
a finite Malcev presentation for S. 1.3.2
[Example 0.9.3 exhibits a group-embeddable semigroup that is not itself finitely 
generated but whose universal group is finitely generated. The finite generation 
condition in the second part of Corollary 1.3.2 is therefore not superfluous.]
The proof of Propostion 1.3.3 follows easily by appealling to the corresponding 
group-theoretical result. A direct proof exists, but is less concise.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .3 . Let S  be a group-embeddable semigroup that adm its a Gnite 
Malcev presentation, and let SgM(A | p) be a Malcev presentation for S, with A  
being Gnite and p possib ly being inGnite. Then S  adm its a Gnite Malcev presentation 
SgM(A I cr), where a  Ç p.
Proof of 1.3.3. Let G be the universal group of S. Since S  admits a finite Malcev 
presentation, G is finitely presented by Corollary 1.3.2. In particular, since G is 
presented by Gp(A | p), it is presented by Gp(A | cr), where cr is a finite subset of p. 
Since A represents a finite generating set for S, the semigroup S  has a finite Malcev
presentation SgM(A | cr) by Proposition 1.3.1. 1.3.3
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .4 . Let S  be a semigroup embeddable in a group. A ny ‘ordinary’ 
presentation for S  is also a Malcev presentation.
Proof of 1.3.4- Suppose S  has a presentation Sg(A | p). Then S cs. A ^/p^ . Since S  
embeds in a group, p# =  p^. So 5  has Malcev presentation SgM(A | p). 1.3.4
C orollary 1 .3 .5 . Let S  be a semigroup embeddable in a group. I f  S  is Gnitely
presented, it adm its a Gnite Malcev presentation. 1.3.5
The converse of Corollary 1.3.5 does not hold: see Example 1.4.2 below.
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P rop o s ition  1 .3 .6 . Let A be an alphabet and p Ç A^ x A+. Let S  =  SgM(A | p) 
and M  =  MonM(A | p).
i.) The semigroup S  is a monoid if  and only if  S  M .
ii.) If  S  is not a monoid, then ~  M.
Proof of 1.3.6. Let G =  Gp(A j p). The group G is the universal group of both M  
and S. The subsemigroup of G generated by A is 5 , and the submonoid generated 
by A is M . Clearly, S  is isomorphic to M  if and only if S  contains Iq - Furthermore, 
if S  does not contain an identity, then is the submonoid of G generated by A,
and so is isomorphic to M . 1.3.6
1.4. COMPARISON W ITH ORDINARY PRESENTATIONS
P ropositio n  1.3.1 asserts that a Malcev presentation for a semigroup that embeds 
in a group is actually a presentation for the universal group of that semigroup. 
However, Example 0.9.2 shows that the universal group of a subsemigroup 5  of a 
group G does not, in general, coincide with the subgroup of G generated by S. For 
this reason, the study of Malcev presentations is more than simply the study of 
presentations for subgroups. Indeed, in Section 6.2, an example will be given of a 
coherent group that contains finitely generated subsemigroups that do not admit 
finite Malcev presentations. (Recall that a group is coherent if all of its finitely 
generated subgroups are finitely presented.)
E xam ple 1 .4 .1 . Let F  be the free group with basis {p, q, r, s, x, y }. Let the alphabet 
A =  {a, b, c, d, e, / ,  g, h} represent elements of F  in the following way:
a =  px. e =  X ^
b =  py. 7  =  y~^‘
c =  qy, g =  x~^
d =  qx. h =  y~^,
Let S  be the subsemigroup of F  generated by A.
The semigroup S  has ordinary presentation Sg(A | F ), where
7^  =  {(ae, bf), (c/, de), {dg, ch), {ag, bh)}.
To see this, proceed as follows. Identify elements of F  with reduced words over 
{p,  q, r, s,  X, y \ .  All the relations in F  are valid: for example,
âë =  pxx~^r =  pr =  pyy~^r =  bf.
Define a set of normal forms N  to be all words over A that do not include subwords 
bf, de, ch, or bh. Every word in A"^  can be rewritten to one in N  using the relations 
in F] the process of rewriting must terminate since each step decreases the number
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of subwords bf, de, ch, and bh (since no word ae, c f , dg, or ag contains or overlaps 
such a subword). Therefore every element of S  is represented by a word in N . With 
the aim of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that u =  u i"  - Um and v =  v i-  "Vn 
are distinct words in N  (where Ui,Vi G A) with ü  =  v. Without loss of generality, 
assume that u\ ^  Letters p, q, r, and s cannot be cancelled in S, so (possibly 
interchanging u and v) either ui =  a and vi =  b or ui — c and vi =  d. Assume the 
former case: the other is similar. Since ü ï  ~  px  and v ï  — py, the letter x  or y  must 
cancel. Again, assume the former; the latter is similar. So U2 is either e or g. In the 
first case, this forces V2 to be / ;  in the second, V2 must be h. So the word v begins 
6/  • • • or bh" ’ , which contradicts the fact that v lies in N . Therefore W is a set of 
unique normal forms for S  and so Sg(A | F )  presents S.
Let Q — F  — {{ag, bh)}. The following Malcev chain shows that {ag, bh) G
ag  - 4  aee^g  —)• bfe^ g  bc^cfe'^g  - >  bc^dee^g  - >  bc^dg —> bc^ch - > bh.
So S  has a Malcev presentation SgM(A | Q). However, {ag,bh) 0 Q^. Indeed, no 
proper subset of F  will suffice for an ordinary presentation for S.
Example 1.4.1 shows that a Malcev presentation may require fewer defining 
relations than an ordinary presentation. Spehner (1 9 7 7 ) exhibited an example of a 
semigroup that admits a finite Malcev presentation but is not finitely presented. In 
fact, he compared the concept of Malcev presentations with ‘ordinary’ presentations; 
cancellative presentations; and left- and right-cancellative presentations. Cancella­
tive and left- and right-cancellative presentations are defined in a similar manner to 
Malcev presentations: one is given generators, defining relations, and the fact that 
the semigroup being defined is cancellative, or left- or right-cancellative. Spehner 
gave several examples to show that a semigroup could admit:
•  a finite Malcev presentation, but no finite cancellative presentation (Spehner 
1 9 7 7 , Theorem 3.4);
• a finite cancellative presentation, but no finite left- or right-cancellative pre­
sentation (Spehner 1 9 7 7 , Theorem 3.1(ii));
• a finite left- or right-cancellative presentation, but no finite ‘ordinary’ presen­
tation (Spehner 1 9 7 7 , Theorem 3.1(i)).
All of Spehner’s examples were submonoids of a free monoid. His 1 9 7 7  article was 
one of a series of papers he authored devoted to properties of finitely generated 
submonoids of free monoids. [Subsection 4.2.2 extends the results of another of 
these papers (Spehner 1 9 7 4 / 7 5 ).] The following example exhibits a subsemigroup of 
a free semigroup that has a finite Malcev presentation but is not finitely presented. 
It is not one of Spehner’s own examples.
E xam p le  1 .4 .2 . Let F  be the free semigroup { x ,y ,z , t } '^ . Suppose the alphabet
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A  =  {<2 , b, c, d, e, / }  represents elements of F  as follows:
a =  x^yz, d =  x^y,
b ~ y z ,  e =  zy,
c =  y f ,  f  =  z y f ,
and let S  be the subsemigroup of F  generated by A. Elementary reasoning shows
that S  has presentation Sg(A | F) ,  where
F  =  {(a 6“c, de“/ )  : a  G N U {0}}.
The elements ab°^  =  x ^ yz{yzY  and 6“c =  {yz^ yt^  have unique representatives 
over the alphabet A. Therefore no valid relations hold in S  that can be applied to a 
proper subword of o6“c. Each of the words a6“c must therefore appear as one side 
of a defining relation in a presentation for S  on the generating set A. The semigroup 
S  is thus not finitely presented.
However, S  has a finite Malcev presentation SgM(A | Q), where
Q =  {(ac, df), {abc, d e /)} .
Each defining relation in % is a Malcev consequence of the two defining relations in 
Q — that is, F  Ç Q^. One can easily prove this by induction on a: assume that, 
for P < a , the relations (ab^c,de^f) are in Then
a6“c —> ab°‘~^cc^bc
- 4  de°^ ~^  fc^bc (by the induction hypothesis)
-4 de°‘~^d^dfc^bc 
-> de°‘~^d^acc^bc 
-4 de°‘~^d}~abc
de°‘~^d}~def (by the induction hypothesis)
de«/,
and so {ab’^ c^de^^f) G Q^.
1.4.1. Malcev presentations with one defining relation
Example 1.4.2 shows that a Malcev presentation with two defining relations may 
define a semigroup that is not finitely presented. This subsection is dedicated to 
proving Proposition 1.4.4, which asserts that a one-relator Malcev presentation al­
ways defines a finitely presented semigroup. This result is the first about Malcev 
presentations in this thesis that is neither trivial nor technical.
L em m a 1 .4 .3 . A ny monoid with a presentation o f the form
Mon(A I {(w ,e) : w G G }), (2 )
where C  Ç A* is closed under cyclic permutation o f words, is group-embeddable.
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Proof of 1 .4 .3 . Let M  be the monoid defined by the presentation (2 ). Let a G A be a 
letter that appear in some word in C. Since C  is closed under cyclic permutations of 
words, there is a word w' G A* such that {w'a, e) and {aw', e) are defining relations in 
the presentation (2 ) . .Then w 'a  — aw ' =  1m* Thus w' is an inverse for d. Therefore, 
any letter of a appearing in a word in G — that is, any letter involved in a defining 
relation in (2 ) — represents an element lying in a subgroup of M .
The monoid M  is therefore [isomorphic to] a free product B* * G, where G is 
a group and B  consists of all letters of A that do not appear in any word in G. So
the monoid M  embeds into the group free product FG{B)  * G. 1.4.3
P ro p o sitio n  1 .4 .4 . The semigroup defined by a Malcev presentation with a single 
defining relation is finitely presented.
Proof of 1 .4 .4 . Let SgM(A j (a, "u)) be a Malcev presentation, where u ,v  E A+. Let 
S  be the semigroup so defined. Let u' and v' be the words obtained by deleting any 
common prefix p E A* and suffix g G A* from u and v. There are three cases:
i.) Suppose u' =  v' — e. Then u and v must be identical, and therefore
5  =  SgM(A I (72, 1;)) -  SgM(A I 0) -  Sg(A | 0) =  A+,
and so S  is finitely presented.
ii.) Suppose u' and v' are both non-empty. The Malcev chain
u' p^pu'qq^ =  p^uq^ —>■ p^vq^ — p^pv'qq^ —> v'
establishes that {u' ,v' )  E {(u,?;)}^. The presence of {u , v )  in is
obvious, so
5  =  SgM(A I (it,i;)> -  SgM(A | (t/% /)).
Since u' and v' have no common prefix or suffix, the left and right graphs 
of the presentation Sg(A | {u',v')) are cycle-free. Applying Adjan’s Theorem 
(see Theorem 0.9.12) shows that Sg(A | {u',v')) is group-embeddable. Thus 
{(u ',v ')}^  =  {{u',v')}'^  and so
Sg(A I {u',v')) SgM(A j {u',v')) =  S.
Therefore S  is finitely presented.
iii.) Suppose one of u' and v' is empty. Without loss of generality, assume that v' — 
e. Then u' must represent the identity element, and thus by Proposition 1.3.6,
S — SgM(A I {u ,v ) )  MonM(A | {u, w)).
Reasoning as in part ii., MonM(A | {u,v))  ~  MonM(A | {u',e)).  Now let G  be 
the set of all cyclic permutations of u'\
C  =  {u'[t]u'{t) : t  =  0 , . . . ,  \u'\ — 1 }.
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The Malcev chain
u’\t\u!{t) -> {u'{t)Yu'{t)u'[t]u'{t) =  {u'{t)Yu'u'{t) -4- {u'{t)Yu'(t) -4- e
shows that (u'[t]u'(t),e) is a Malcev consequence of (u',e). So
S  =  MonM(A I (u',e)) tzf MonM(A | {(w ,s) : w  6  C}) .
By Lemma 1.4.3, the monoid with presentation Mon (A | {(w ,e) : w  G G}) 
is group-embeddable and so is isomorphic to the monoid with the equivalent
Malcev presentation, namely S. Therefore S  is finitely presented. 1.4.4
1.5. THE THEORY OF MALCEV PRESENTATIONS IN 2003
P rior  to  the recent work of Gain, Robertson & Ruskuc, the theory of Malcev 
presentations had perhaps been neglected. Only two papers had ever been written 
on the subject: the article in which they were introduced (Spehner 1 9 7 7 ), and a 
later paper, also by Spehner, dedicated to proving the following result:
T h eorem  1.5.1 (Spehner 1 9 8 9 ). Every Gnitely generated submonoid of a free
monoid adm its a Gnite Malcev presentation. 1.5.1
[In the terminology of Section 1.6, this result — or more precisely the subsemi­
group version of this result — becomes: ‘free monoids are Malcev coherent’.]
Thus stood the theory of Malcev presentations in early 2 0 0 3 . Since then, a 
great deal of progress, discussed elsewhere in this thesis, has been made.
1.6. COHERENCE AND MALCEV COHERENCE
A GROUP is coherent if all of its finitely generated subgroups are finitely presented. 
[Serre (1 9 7 4 ) coined the term ‘coherent group’.] There are few known examples of 
coherent groups: free groups; abelian, nilpotent, or polycyclic groups; surface groups; 
the fundamental groups of three-dimensional manifolds (Scott 1 9 7 3 ); Baumslag- 
Solitar groups (Kfopholler 1 9 9 0 ); mapping tori of free group automorphisms (Feighn 
& Handel 1 9 9 9 ); and groups of the form Gp(A j tü”) for large n  (McCammond 
& Wise 2 0 0 5 ). [Baumslag (1 9 7 4 , Section B) asks whether all one-relator groups 
are coherent.] On the other hand, SL„(Z) and GL„(Q) are incoherent for n > 4 
(Serre 1 9 7 4 , Lennox & Wiegold 1 9 7 4 ). The Rips (1 9 8 2 ) construction shows that 
small cancellation groups may be incoherent.
P rop osition  1 .6 .1 . The class o f coherent groups is closed under:
i.) forming free products.
ii.) constructing Gnite extensions.
The two assertions in this result are well-known, but do not seem to appear 
explicitly anywhere in the literature. The proof is therefore included below.
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Proof of 1.6.1. 1.) Let {Gi : i G / }  be a collection of coherent groups. Let H  be 
a finitely generated subgroup of the free product Then, by the Kurosh
Subgroup Theorem (see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Section III.3), the subgroup H  is 
of the form *
(3 )
j e J
where F  is a free group and each group Hj is a subgroup of a conjugate of one of 
the free factors G{. Since H  is finitely generated, the free group F  and each Hj are 
finitely generated. The free group F  is then clearly finitely presented; since each Gi 
is coherent, each H j is finitely presented. Therefore H  — being the free product (3 ) 
— is finitely presented. Thus the free product H ie / coherent.
ii.) Let F  be a finite extension of a coherent group G. Let X  be a finitely generated 
subgroup of E. Then X  is a finite extension of G H F  by Lemma 0.10.4. Since K  is 
finitely generated, the Reidemeister-Schreier Theorem (see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , 
Section II.4) asserts that G fl -ff is also finitely generated. The group G is coherent, 
so its subgroup G fl FT is finitely presented. Again by the Reidemeister-Schreier 
Theorem, the group K  is also finitely presented. The subgroup K  was arbitrary;
the group E  is therefore coherent. 1.6.1
The class of coherent groups is not closed under taking direct products: the 
direct product of two free groups of rank 2 is not coherent (Grünewald 1 9 7 8 ). Indeed, 
every finitely presented subgroup of such a direct product is a finite extension of a 
direct product of two free groups (Baumslag & Roseblade 1 9 8 4 ). However, the direct 
product of a free group and a polycyclic group is coherent (see Theorem 7.4.1). 
Extend the concept of coherence to Malcev presentations as follows:
D efin ition  1 .6 .2 . A group — or more generally a group-embeddable semigroup —  
is M alcev coherent if all of its finitely generated subsemigroups have finite Malcev 
presentations.
[The term ‘Malcev coherent’ is of recent provenance: neither Spehner (1 9 7 7 , 
1 9 8 9 ) nor Cain, Robertson & Ruskuc (2 0 0 5 a, 2 0 0 5 6 ) use it.]
A large part of this thesis is dedicated to proving results on Malcev coherence. 
Chapters yet to come contain proofs of the Malcev coherence of virtually free groups 
(Theorem 4.3.1); virtually nilpotent groups (Theorem 5.3.5); free products of free 
monoids and abelian groups (Corollary 6.3.5); and direct products of virtually free 
groups and abelian groups (Theorem 7.5.1). Theorem 6.2.6 also establishes that the 
class of Malcev coherent groups, unlike that of coherent groups, is not closed under 
forming free products.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .6 .3 . Every Malcev coherent group is coherent
Proof of 1.6.3. Let G be a Malcev coherent group. Let i f  be a finitely generated 
subgroup of G. Then H  has a finite Malcev presentation. By Proposition 1.3.1, 
the universal group of i f  — which is i f  itself— is finitely presented. Since i f  was
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an arbitrary finitely generated subgroup of G, this establishes the coherence of G.
1.6.3
Theorem 6.2.7 proves that the class of Malcev coherent groups is properly 
contained in the class of coherent groups. Proposition 1.6.1 therefore provokes the 
question, considered in Section 9.5, of whether the class of Malcev coherent groups 
is closed under finite extensions.
CHAPTER TWO
AUTOMATIC SEMIGROUPS
In the present chapter I propose to consider whether 
anything... can be inferred from the structure 
of language as to the structure of the world.
—  Bertrand Russell, 
An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth (1940 ), ch. xxv
2.1. INTRODUCTION & HISTORICAL SKETCH
A utom atic  g roups were first studied in the 1 9 8 0 s, starting from results of Cannon 
(1 9 8 4 ) on the geometry of the Cayley graph of a group of isometries of hyperbolic 
space. Thurston observed that these geometric results could be expressed using 
two-tape finite state automata. During the following few years, the basic theory of 
automatic groups was established and published by Epstein, Cannon, Holt, Levy, 
Paterson & Thurston in Word Processing in Groups [Boston: Jones & Bartlett, 
1 9 9 2 ], which remains the definitive reference in the area. The subject has stayed 
active since, although many of the questions posed by Epstein et al. remain open.
The definition of an automatic group treats the group as being generated as a 
semigroup. There is therefore a natural extension of the definition to semigroups. 
The earliest instance in the literature of such an extension is due to Hudson (1 9 9 6 ), 
who explored the connection between automatic structures and string rewriting sys­
tems. Campbell, Robertson, Ruskuc & Thomas (2 0 0 1 ) made the first systematic 
study of automatic semigroups. They generalized some parts of the theory of auto­
matic groups to semigroups, showed that other properties did not generalize, proved 
a number of original results, and asked some questions.
Campbell et al. discovered that many of the elegant properties of automatic 
groups do not hold when one passes to general automatic semigroups. As a conse­
quence, there has been much investigation into automatism in classes of semigroups 
closely related to groups: for example, completely simple semigroups (Campbell, 
Robertson, Ruskuc & Thomas 2 0 0 2 ); monoids (Duncan, Robertson & Ruskuc 1 9 9 9 ); 
and semigroups embeddable into groups (Cain et al. 2 0 0 5  a, Cain 2 0 0 5 6 ). Dombi 
(2 0 0 4 ), noting that the free inverse semigroup is not automatic (Cutting & Solomon
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2 0 0 1 ), developed the new notions of Schiitzenberger and strong Schiitzenberger au­
tomatism for regular semigroups.
This chapter has three main purposes:
• Firstly, to introduce the basic theory of automatic semigroups. Sections 2 .2  
and 2.4 give the necessary definitions and elementary results.
• Secondly, to expound the elegant geometric characterizations of automatic 
groups and their generalization to automatic group-embeddable semigroups 
(Section 2.3).
•  Thirdly, to establish that all automatic semigroups embeddable into groups 
have finite Malcev presentations (Section 2.5). [Section 3.2 gives an algorithm 
that obtains a finite Malcev presentation from an automatic structure.]
[This thesis disagrees with the general trend in the literature by using the term 
‘automatism’ rather than ‘automaticity’ to mean ‘the condition of being automatic’. 
The author finds the latter term both inelegant and etymologically unsound: the 
root of ‘automatic’ is the Greek aôxofJLaxoç, but ‘-ity’ comes from the Latin -itâtem. 
The suffix ‘-ism’ has the Greek origin -lajJLoç. {Oxford English Dictionary, Second 
Edition, 1 9 8 9 )]
2.2. SYNCHRONOUS & ASYNCHRONOUS AUTOMATIC STRUCTURES
T h e r e  a r e  two slightly different modes of automatism, called synchronous and 
asynchronous. (The reason behind these names is explained below.) Most of the 
research carried out on automatic semigroups has concentrated on synchronous au­
tomatism. The only articles in the literature that consider asynchronous automatic 
semigroups are Hoffmann et al. (2 0 0 2 a) and Cain, Robertson & Ruskuc (2 0 0 5 a). 
Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ) treat of groups that are synchronously and asynchronously au­
tomatic, but introduce them in separate chapters. This section defines both of the 
analogous concepts for semigroups.
D efin ition  2 .2 .1 . Let 5  be a semigroup. A rational structure for 5  is a pair {A, L), 
where A is a finite alphabet representing a set of generators for S, and L is a regular 
language over A such that L =  S.
[Sakarovitch (1 9 8 7 ) uses the term ‘rational structure’ for a stronger concept, 
whereby each element of S  has exactly one representative in L: the language maps 
bijactively onto the semigroup.]
Let (A, L) be a rational structure for a semigroup S. For each a G A U {e}, 
define
La =  { { u , v )  : u , v  E L ,ü â  =  v } .  (1 )
Let $ be a new symbol not in A. The symbol $ is usually called the padding symbol. 
The padded alphabet A{2,  $) is the set {(a, b) : a,b E AU {$}} — {($, $)}. Define the
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mapping ôa : x A"** -> A (2 , $)"^  by
I { u i , V i ) " - { U m , V n )  i f  TU =  U,{uuVi) " . {Un,Vn){Un+l,^) " ‘ {Um,^) if m  >  n,if m <  n,
where Ui,Vi G A,
D efin ition  2 .2 .2 . Let 5  be a semigroup. A synchronous automatic structure for 
5  is a rational structure (A, L) such that, for each a G A U {e}, the set L qSa is a 
regular language over A(2 , $). A synchronous automatic semigroup is a semigroup 
that admits a synchronous automatic structure.
Definition 2.2.2 is essentially the definition of an automatic group of Epstein et 
al. (1 9 9 2 , Definition 2.3.1) with ‘group’ replaced by ‘semigroup’. Therefore a group 
that is an automatic semigroup in the sense of Definition 2.2.2 is an automatic group 
in the established sense.
The following proposition is a technical result which will prove useful elsewhere.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2 .3  (Campbell et al. 2 0 0 1 , Propositions 2.2 and 3.2). Let A be a 
Gnite alphabet and let M  and N  be subsets o f  A+ x A"^  such that MS a and NSa 
are regular languages over A(2, $). Then ( M oN)Sa — M o N  being the composition 
of the relations M  and N — is also a regular language over A(2, $). Furthermore, 
from Gnite sta te automata recognizing MS a and NSa , one can effectively construct 
an automaton recognizing (M  o N)Sa - In particular, if  (A, L) is a synchronous 
automatic structure, the language
^ai"-an^A. — ° ° * * * O
=  {(u,v)  : u, v  e  L, uai  • • • =  v}Sais regular, where a* G A. j 2.2.3
[In an automatic group or monoid, one can always find a word Ua E L rep­
resenting the same element as the letter a G A: one simply enumerates words in 
L  until one finds a word w  such that L^ =  Lg. This word w  must represent the 
identity of the group or monoid. (This process is effective by Proposition 2.2.3; by 
the fact that the images of Lw and Lg under Sa are regular languages and so their 
equality can be checked by Theorem A.5.5; and by the knowledge that an identity 
must be present and so such a word w  must eventually be found.) Having found 
this representative for the identity, one simply uses La to find a word Ua £ L  rep­
resenting w d  =  d. The question of whether one can find such a representative in a 
general automatic semigroup is open. However, knowledge of these representatives 
for generators appears so fundamental that if one cannot compute them, then the 
definition of an automatic semigroup is in some sense incomplete. Therefore, this 
thesis assumes that an explicitly given automatic structure (A, L) includes, for each
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a G A, a specified word Ua E L representing the generator â. This assumption is es­
pecially important in Chapter 3, which studies algorithmic questions for automatic 
semigroups.]
The term ‘synchronous’ refers to the fact that a finite state automaton recog­
nizing the language LaÔA may be thought of as a two-tape automaton that reads 
its two inputs —  one for u  and one for v, where (n ,n) G La — at the same speed. 
Thus the two ‘read heads’ on the input tapes are synchronized. There is a broader 
concept of automatism where one allows the two heads to advance at different 
speeds, or to consume their input asynchronously. Recall that rational relations are 
those recognized by [possibly non-deterministic] asynchronous two-tape automata 
(see Theorem A.6 .2 ).
D efin ition  2 .2 .4 . Let 5  be a semigroup. An asynchronous automatic structure 
for 5  is a rational structure (A, L) such that, for each a G A U {e}, the relation La 
is rational. An asynchronous automatic semigroup is a semigroup that admits an 
asynchronous automatic structure.
Definition 2.2.4 was first stated by Hoffmann et al. (2 0 0 2 a), who assert that any 
group that is an asynchronous automatic semigroup in this sense is an asynchronous 
automatic group in the sense of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Definition 7.2.1). The fact that 
Hoffmann et al. do not substantiate this statement is rather puzzling: their assertion 
is not obviously true, and the only explanation required is a reference to the work 
of Shapiro (1 9 9 2 ). The difference between the definition above and that of Epstein 
et al. is that the latter requires that the relations La are recognized by deterministic 
asynchronous automata. Shapiro shows that any group that admits an asynchronous 
automatic structure (A, L) in the sense of Definition 2.2.4 possesses an asynchronous 
automatic structure (A, F ) ,  where K  <Z L, in which all the relations Ka are recog­
nized by deterministic asynchronous automata. Subsection 2.3.2 discusses Shapiro’s 
work further, and in particular extends it to asynchronous automatic semigroups 
embeddable into groups.
T h eorem  2 .2 .5  (Hoffmann et al. 2 0 0 2 a, Proposition 6.1). A synchronous automatic
semigroup is also asynchronously automatic. 2.2.5
The classes of synchronous and asynchronous automatic semigroups do not, 
however, coincide: Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Example 7.4.1) show that the Baumslag- 
Solitar groups
G p(æ,t/1
where m, n G N, are asynchronously automatic but not synchronously automatic for 
m ^ n .
By default, for the purposes of this thesis, ‘automatic’ means ‘synchronously 
automatic’.
[An automatic or asynchronous automatic structure (A, L) uniquely determines 
the semigroup to which it corresponds. The elements of the semigroup are the Lg- 
equivalence classes of L. The product of the classes [u]l^ and [t;]z,g is [w]l^, where 
w  E L is any word such that {u, w)  E Ly.]
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D efin ition  2 .2 .6 . A semigroup is locally automatic if all of its finitely gener­
ated subsemigroups admit automatic structures. Similarly, a semigroup is locally 
asynchronously automatic if all of its finitely generated subsemigroups are asyn­
chronously automatic.
[Descalço (2 0 0 2 , p. 89) uses the term ‘strongly automatic’ instead of ‘locally 
automatic’. The partial homonymy between the ‘strong automatism’ of Descalço 
and the ‘strong Schiitzenberger automatism’ of Dombi (2 0 0 4 , Definition 3.2.5) is 
unfortunate. The two concepts bear no resemblance.]
2.2.1. Notions of au tom atism
The definition of an automatic structure for a semigroup (Definition 2.2.2) is in­
trinsically ‘right-handed’: the relations La describe multiplication on the right by a 
generator; and the mapping Sa inserts padding symbols $ on the right. Noting this, 
Hoffmann & Thomas (2 0 0 3 ) distinguished four parallel concepts of automatism for 
semigroups, depending on whether multiplication is carried out on the right or on 
the left and whether padding symbols are inserted at the right or at the left.
Let (A, L) be a rational structure for a semigroup S. For each a G A U {e}, 
define ‘left-handed multiplication’ relations
aL — {{u,v)  : u, v  e  L ,â ü  =  v}.
The definition of the relations a^ parallels that of the normal ‘right-handed multi­
plication’ relations (1 ).
Define the ‘left-handed padding’ map 'ya ' A+ x A+ -4 A(2, $)+ by
(ui ^  <
where Ui,Vi G A.
(t^U^i) ' " " (^/m,t;») i fm  =  n,
{ui, $) * • • {Ujji—n, )^('^m—n+lj ^l) ’ ' * (^m; ^») if 771 !> 71,
 ^($, 77l) • • • ($, Vn-m){ui,  ' {Uxn, Vn) if 772 <  71,
D efin ition  2 .2 .7 . Let 5  be a semigroup. A rational structure (A, L) is a:
• right-right automatic structure for S  if, for each a G A U {e}, the language 
LaÔA is regular;
• right-left automatic structure for 5  if, for each a G AU {&}, the language a-fÔA 
is regular;
•  left-right automatic structure for 5  if, for each a G AU {e}, the language LajA  
is regular;
•  left-left automatic structure for S  if, for each a G A U {e}, the language a^lA  
is regular.
A semigroup is P -Q  automatic if it admits a P -Q  automatic structure, where P and 
Q are each either ‘right’ or ‘left’.
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[Observe that the first ‘right’ or ‘left’ describes the location of the padding; the 
second described the multiplication. ‘Right-right automatic’ is the same as ‘auto­
matic’ in the standard sense. One could also define the concept of ‘left asynchronous 
automatism’, where one simply requires that the relations gF are rational.]
Hoffmann & Thomas (2 0 0 3 , Section 7) gave examples to show that the four 
concepts of automatism are independent: a semigroup can possess any subset of 
the four concepts of automatism but not possess any of the remainder. There are, 
however, some positive results:
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2 .8  (Hoffmann & Thomas 2 0 0 3 , Theorem 5.8). I f  a group is auto­
matic in any of the four senses o f Definition 2.2.7, then it is automatic in each of  
the other senses. 2 .2.8
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2 .9  (Hoffmann & Thomas 2 0 0 3 , Remark 8.3). A cancellative semi­
group is left-Q  automatic i f  and only if  it  is right-Q  automatic, where Q is either
‘right’ or ‘left’. 2.2.9
[Therefore, it makes sense to speak of right or left automatism for cancellative 
semigroups. An example of a cancellative (and indeed group-embeddable) semigroup 
that is right automatic but not left automatic is the Baumslag-Solitar semigroup 
Sg(a;, 7 / 1 {yx”^ ,x”'y)), where m > n; if m < n, the semigroup is left automatic but 
not right automatic (Hoffmann 2 0 0 1 , Corollary 4.20).]
Results elsewhere in this chapter discuss only ‘standard’ (right-right) automa­
tism. However, they all have obvious variants that deal with the other concepts of au­
tomatism discussed above. These variations are only called upon in Subsection 8.2.2.
2.3. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
Synch ro no us autom atic  str u c t u r e s  for groups have a very elegant geometric 
characterization in terms of the ‘fellow traveller property’. [Asynchronous automatic 
structures for groups also have a geometric characterization, albeit slightly less el­
egant.] Campbell et al. (2 0 0 1 ) showed that automatic structures for semigroups 
possess the fellow traveller property, but are not characterized by it, and asked 
whether a geometric characterization existed for automatic semigroups. Campbell 
et al. (2 0 0 2 , Proposition 1.3) proved that automatic structures for completely simple 
semigroups, like those for groups, are characterized by the fellow traveller property. 
Hoffmann (2 0 0 1 , Theorem 8.11) gave a characterization of automatic structures for 
general semigroups, but its nature is more linguistic than geometric.
This section shows that the geometric characterizations of synchronous and 
asynchronous automatic structures for groups (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorems 2.3.5 
& 7.2.8) extend to semigroups embeddable into groups. The synchronous case is 
dealt with first, as the asynchronous case is more technical even for groups alone.
2.3.1. Synchronous au tom atic  structures
D efin ition  2 .3 .1 . Let 5  be a semigroup. Let {A,L)  be a rational structure for S. 
Let A e  N. The paths u and v in P(5, A),  labelled by words u and v  in L,  are said
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to X-fellow travel if, for alH  G N U {0}, the distance (in the Cayley graph T{S,A))  
from u{t) to v{t)  is at most A. [That is, if one traces along both paths at the same 
‘speed’, the two ‘current’ points are at most A apart.]
The rational structure (A, L) is said to have the fellow traveller property  if 
there exists a constant A G N such that, for all a G A U {e }  and (u,v)0a  G La, the 
paths that u and v label A-fellow travel. In this case, the constant A is called a fellow 
traveller constant for (A, L).
T h eorem  2 .3 .2 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let (A,L)  be a 
rational structure for S. Then (A, L) is an automatic structure for S  i f  and only if  
it has the fellow traveller property.
Proof of 2.3.2. Follow the proof of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Theorem 2.3.5), with one 
difference: rather than using an open ball in the Cayley graph of S, take the ball to 
be in the Cayley graph of a group into which S  embeds (such as the universal group
of S) and use Proposition 0.9.5 and Corollary 0.9.6. 2.3.2
Actually, the proof that automatic structures possess the fellow traveller prop­
erty shows that a slightly stronger result holds:
P ro p o sitio n  2 .3 .3 . Let S  be a semigroup with automatic structure (A, A). Let 
a G A U {g} and let (u, v) G La. Then there exists a constant A G N, dependent 
only on (A, L ), such that for all t  e  N U {0}, there exist pt,Qt G A* such that 
u(t)pt =  v(t)qt with \pt\, \qt\ <  A/2. 2.3.3
[Whilst the constant A G N in Proposition 2.3.3 is a fellow traveller constant 
for (A, I/), there may exist a fellow traveller constant that does not have the given 
property: the words pt and qt may not label the shortest path between the elements 
u{t) and 77(t).]
Observe that Proposition 2.3.3 makes no mention of group-embeddability: it 
applies to all automatic semigroups.
2.3.2. Asynchronous au tom atic  s tructures
As the comments following Definition 2.2.4 explain, the original definition of asyn­
chronous automatic structures (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Definition 7.2.1) requires that the 
relations La be recognized by deterministic asynchronous automata. Were one only 
concerned with one-tape finite state automata, this would obviously be no restric­
tion: as Theorem A.4.3 asserts, any language recognized by a finite state automaton 
is recognized by a deterministic one. However, the class of relations recognized by 
deterministic asynchronous automata is strictly contained in the class recognized by 
all asynchronous automata (see Section A.6 ). This raises the possibility that there 
may exist groups that are asynchronously automatic in the sense of Definition 2.2.4  
but not in the sense of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Definition 7.2 .1). Shapiro (1 9 9 2 ) shows 
that no such groups exist, and in so doing simplifies the original geometric char­
acterization of asynchronous automatic structures for groups (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , 
Theorem 7.2.8).
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The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that Shapiro’s technique ex­
tends to asynchronous automatic structures for semigroups embeddable into groups, 
thus generalizing both the original and the simpler geometric characterizations. First 
of all, it is necessary to assemble various definitions and results extending those of 
Epstein et al. to semigroups embeddable into groups.
Recall from Definition A.6 .4 that an asynchronous automaton A  is called 
boundedly asynchronous if there exists a constant Æ G N such that A  never reads 
more than k letters consecutively from one tape.
D efin ition  2 .3 .4 . A boundedly asynchronous automatic structure is one in which 
all the relations La are recognized by boundedly asynchronous automata. An asyn­
chronous automatic structure (A, L) is deterministic if all the relations La are rec­
ognized by deterministic asynchronous automata.
T h eorem  2 .3 .5 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let (A,L) be 
a deterministic asynchronous automatic structure for S. Then there exists a lan­
guage K  C L such that (A, K ) is a deterministic boundedly asynchronous automatic 
structure for S.
Proof of 2.3.5. Reason as in the proof of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Theorem 7.2.4). At 
those points where the identity or inverses are required, work in the universal group
of S. 2.3.5
D efin ition  2 .3 .6 . Let 5  be a semigroup, and (A,L) a rational structure for S. A 
departure function for (A, L) is a function D  : R —)• M such that, if w  G L, r, a > 0, 
t  > D{r),  and s-\-t <  |w|, then the distance between w{s)  and w{s  -f t) in the Cayley 
graph of S  exceeds r.
The existence of a departure function means that every word in L labels a path 
in the Cayley graph that eventually departs from every finite neighbourhood. The 
following lemma is useful in establishing the existence of departure functions for 
certain rational structures.
L em m a 2 .3 .7 . Suppose (A, L) is a rational structure for S, where S  is a semigroup 
that embeds into a group. Suppose that L maps ûnite-to-one onto S. For all r G N, 
there exist only Gnitely many words y  G A+ such that x yz  G L for some x ,z  E A* 
and d(x,xy)  < r.
Proof of 2.3.7. The proof of Lemma 7.4 of Baumslag, Gersten, Shapiro & Short
(1 9 9 1 ) applies unchanged. 2.3.7
D efin ition  2 .3 .8 . Let 5  be a semigroup and A an alphabet representing a set of 
generators for S. Let u , v  E A+. The Hausdorff distance between the two paths u , v  
in r (5 ,A ) is
h =  inf | r  : Ç |j F r ( n ( t ) )  and v  Ç [ j F 7. ( u ( t ) ) | .
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In other words, every point on u is at most h from some point on v, and vice versa.
A rational structure (A, L) for S  has the Hausdorff closeness property  if there 
exists a constant A 6  N such that, for all a C A U {e} and C La, the paths u 
and V in the Cayley graph of S  are at most a Hausdorff distance A from one another.
D efin ition  2 .3 .9 . Suppose (A, L) a rational structure for a semigroup S. The 
structure (A, L) has the asynchronous fellow traveller property  if there exists a 
constant A € N such that, for all a G A U {e} and (it, f )  G La, there are monotone 
increasing functions
^,'ip :N U  {0} -4 NU  {0}
for which , v(ip(t))) < A for alH  G N U {0}. In this case, the constant A is
called an asynchronous fellow traveller constant for (A,L).
P ro p o sitio n  2 .3 .10 . Let (A,L)  be a rational structure for a semigroup S, and 
suppose (A, L) has the asynchronous fellow traveller property. Then (A, L) has the 
Hausdorff closeness property.
Proof of 2.3.10. Suppose (A,T) has the asynchronous fellow traveller property. Let 
{u,v)  G La for some a G A U {e } . Let A be the constant and and ■0 be monotone 
functions as in Definition 2.3.9. Let s G N U {0}. Pick t  G <p~ {^s). Then
d{u{s),v{'ip{t))) =  d{u{(f){t)),v{np{t))) <  A.
Since s was arbitrary, every point on the path w is a distance at most A from some 
point on v. Similarly, every point on the path v is at most A from some point on u. 
Since a G A U {e }  and {u, v) G La were arbitrary, (A, L) has the Hausdorff closeness
property. , 2.3.10
The following theorem, when restricted to groups, is the original characteriza­
tion of asynchronous automatic structures due to Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ).
T h eorem  2 .3 .11 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let (A,L)  be 
a rational structure for S. Then (A, L) is a deterministic boundedly asynchronous 
automatic structure for S  i f  and only i f  the following two conditions hold:
i.) There exists a departure function for (A,L) .
ii.) The structure (A, L) has either the Hausdorff closeness property or the asyn­
chronous fellow traveller property.
Proof of 2.3.11. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 7.2.8 of Epstein et al.
(1 9 9 2 ). There is one difference: rather than using an open ball in the Cayley graph 
of S, take the ball to be in the Cayley graph of a group into which S  embeds (such
as the universal group of S). 2.3.11
The proof of Theorem 2.3.11 actually shows that a slightly stronger version of 
the ‘if’ part of the result holds:
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P rop o s ition  2 .3 .12 . Let S  be a semigroup with deterministic boundedly asyn­
chronous automatic structure (A,L).  Let  a € A U  {e} and let (u,v)  G La- Consider 
a deterministic boundedly asynchronous two-tape automaton recognizing La. When 
the automaton has read t letters o f {u,v) in total, let Si(t) be the number o f letters 
read from the left-hand tape and SR(t) the number read from the right-hand tape, 
so that t  — s\_{t) +  5R(i). There exists a constant A G N, dependent only  on (A,L),  
such that for all t  G NU {0}, there exist pt, qt E A* such that u{s\_{t))pt =  v{sR{t))qt
with |pt| -f jçil < A. I 2.3.12
[The constant A G N in Proposition 2.3.12 is an asynchronous fellow traveller 
constant for (A ,L), but there may exist asynchronous fellow traveller constants that 
do not have the given property.]
Having assembled the necessary theory for deterministic asynchronous auto­
matic semigroups embeddable into groups, one can now turn to Shapiro’s (1 9 9 2 ) 
results.
T h eorem  2 .3 .13 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let (A,L)  be 
an asynchronous automatic structure for S. Then there exists a regular language 
K  Ç L with K  =  S  such that the two conditions of Theorem 2.3.11 are satisfied:
i.) There is a departure function for ( A,K) .
ii.) The rational structure ( A , K)  has the asynchronous fellow traveller property.
That is, (A, K )  forms a deterministic boundedly asynchronous automatic structure 
for S.
Proof of 2.3.13. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 of Shapiro (1 9 9 2 ), working 
in the universal group as necessary. 2.3.13
Theorem 2.3.11 characterizes deterministic boundedly asynchronous automatic 
structures in terms of departure functions and a choice of two ‘distance properties’. 
The presence of the word ‘boundedly’ and the requirement of the departure function 
seem to make this characterization less ‘natural’ than the corresponding result for 
synchronous automatism (Theorem 2.3.2). Shapiro, by allowing non-determinism, 
gave a more elegant characterization which does generalize to semigroups embed­
dable into groups:
T h eorem  2 .3 .14 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let (A,L)  be a 
rational structure for S . Then (A,L)  is an asynchronous automatic structure for S  
i f  and only if  it  has the asynchronous fellow traveller property.
Proof of 2 .3 .1 4 . The construction of Shapiro (1 9 9 2 , Theorem 2) generalizes by tak­
ing the ball to be in the Cayley graph of a group into which S  embeds, such as the
universal group of S. 2.3.14
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Figure 2.1. Characterization of asynchronous automatic structures for 
semigroups embeddable into groups. The label on an arrow refers to the 
result stating that implication. Unlabelled arrows are trivial implications.
2.4. BASIC RESULTS FOR GENERAL AUTOMATIC SEMIGROUPS
2.4.1. Word problem
T he results in this subsection apply to all automatic semigroups.
T h eorem  2.4 .1  (Campbell et al. 2 0 0 1 , Theorem 3.6). Let S be a semigroup with 
automatic structure (A,L).  There is an algorithm that takes a word w G and 
returns a word in L representing the same element o f S as w. This algorithm  
completes in time proportional to \w\^. 2.4.1
The algorithm of Theorem 2.4.1 shows that the word problem is solvable for 
automatic semigroups: given two words u ,v  £ A~ ,^ one obtains words u',v' G L 
representing the same elements of S' as u and v. Then n =  ü if and only if {u', v ' ) 6 a  €  
Le, and membership of Lg is testable by Theorem A.5.3.
A similar result applies to asynchronous automatic semigroups:
T h eorem  2 .4 .2  (Hoffmann et al. 2 0 0 2 a, p. 387). Let S  be a semigroup with 
asynchronous automatic structure (A,L) .  There is an algorithm that takes a word 
w G A'  ^ and returns a word in L representing the same element o f S as w. This 
algorithm completes in exponential time. 2.4.2
2.4.2. Finite Rees index subsemigroups and extensions
The following three results show how automatism is preserved under adjoining or 
removing elements from semigroups.
T h eorem  2 .4 .3  (Campbell et al. 2 0 0 1 , Theorem 7.2). Let S be a semigroup. The 
semigroup formed by adjoining a two-sided identity to S is automatic if  and only
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i f  S  is automatic. [Moreover, from an automatic structure for S  one can effectively 
construct an automatic structure for S^; and from an automatic structure for
one can effectively construct an automatic structure for 5.] 2.4.3
T h eorem  2 .4 .4  (Campbell et al, 2 0 0 1 , Proposition 3.13). Let S  be a semigroup. 
The semigroup 5° formed by adjoining a two-sided zero to S  is automatic if  and
only i f  S is automatic. 2.4.4
T h eorem  2.4 .5  (Hoffmann, Thomas & Ruskuc 2 0 0 2 6 , Theorem 1.1). Let S  be a 
semigroup and let T  be a subsemigroup o f finite Rees index. [That is, with  |5  — T|
being finite.) Then S  is automatic if  and only i f T  is automatic. 12.4.5
Of course, Theorems 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, though established earlier, follow as corol­
laries of Theorem 2.4.5.
2.4.3. Changing generators
T h eorem  2 .4 .6  (Duncan et al. 1 9 9 9 , Theorem 1.1). Let M  be a monoid with 
automatic structure (A,L) .  Let B  be any finite alphabet representing a set o f  
semigroup generators for M . Then M  has an automatic structure { B , K) ,  where 
K  is a regular language. Moreover, one can effectively construct the automatic 
structure { B , K )  from (A,L) ,  a set of  words over B representing the generators in
A, and a set o f words over A representing the generators B . 2.4.6
Theorem 2.4.6 generalizes Theorem 2.4.1 of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ), which applies 
only to groups. This result does not hold for automatic semigroups generally; Camp­
bell et al. (2 0 0 1 , Example 4.5) give an example of a finitely generated subsemigroup 
of a free semigroup that does not have an automatic structure on all generating 
sets. The free semigroup embeds in the free group, so this example shows that 
Theorem 2.4.6 does not generalize to include semigroups embeddable into groups.
Observe that the alphabets A  and B  of Theorem 2.4.6 represent semigroup 
generating sets for the monoid M . One could also define automatic structures for 
monoids using a monoid generating set. Otto & Sattler-Klein (1 9 9 7 ) observe that, 
using this definition, a monoid can be automatic with respect to one [monoid] gen­
erating set but not with respect to another. However, as Duncan et al. (1 9 9 9 , Sec­
tion 5) note, a monoid that is automatic with respect to this alternative definition 
is automatic in the sense of Definition 2.2.2.
When one passes to asynchronous automatism, the presence of an identity is 
no longer required:
T h eorem  2 .4 .7 . Let S  be a semigroup with asynchronous automatic structure 
{A, L). Let B  be any finite alphabet representing a finite generating set for S. Then 
S has an asynchronous automatic structure { B , K) ,  where K  is a regular language.
This result was established by Hoffmann et al. (2 0 0 2 a, Proposition 4.1) for 
asynchronous automatic monoids. Their proof requires minimal modification to 
deal with semigroups:
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Proof of 2.4‘7.<' For each a £ A  and each b £  B , choose Wa G H*** and Wb G v4+ such 
that â  — and b =  Wb. Define a homomorphism (f) : A+ -> B ^  by extending the 
maps a The language K  =  L(() is regular and maps onto S.
The relation R — {(a, Wg) : a £ is rational by Lemma A.3.3. Let b £ B  
and suppose Wb =  ai " • cLn, where a* G A. Let u ,v  £ K .  Then
(u, v) £ Kb ub =  v
4=^ u’wb ~  v', and u',v' £ L, where (u% u), G R
{u',v') £ Lwb, {u,u') £ R~^, {v',v) £ R  
{u, v) £ R~^ O Lai o Laz o > “  ° ^an °
Therefore
Kb — R  o Lai  ^ 0^.2 °  ^  ^ -^ 5
and so Kb is rational by Theorem A.6 .5. Similarly,
Ks  =  R~^ o L^o R.
is rational. Therefore {B, K )  is an asynchronous automatic structure for S. 2.4.7
2.4.4. Unique representatives
D efin ition  2 .4 .8 . A synchronous or asynchronous automatic structure with unique­
ness for a semigroup S  is an automatic structure (A, L) with the property that every 
element of S  has a unique representative in L: the language L  maps bijectively onto 
5.
D efin ition  2 .4 .9 . Let -X be any total ordering of an alphabet A. Define the 
lexicographic ordering -<L on A+ as follows:
ui ' ■ • U m  -<L {u{k -  1) =  v{k -  1) and U k  ■< Vk  for some k <  m)
or (îz =  v{m)  and m  < n).
Define the ShortLex or length plus lexicographic ordering -<SL on A+ as follows: for 
u ,v  £ A+,
u -<SL <=> {\u\ <  |u|) or {\u\ =  l'y] and u -<L
The ShortLex ordering is invariant under multiplication in A^:
(Vu,v,w £ A'^)(u -<SL V = >  {uw -<SL A WU -<8L wo)).
T h eorem  2 .4 .10 . Let (A, L) be a synchronous automatic structure for a semigroup 
S. Let
ShortLex(L) =  {u  £ L : {^v £ L){{u =  v) ==^ {u dsL %))}- 
Then (A, ShortLex(L)) is a synchronous automatic structure with uniqueness for S.
I-
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Proof of 2.4-10. See Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Theorems 2.5.1) and Campbell et al. (2 0 0 1 ,
Proposition 5.4). 2.4.10
Observe that the language ShortLex(L) is the subset of L  consisting of the 
ShortLex-minimal representative for each element. Furthermore, given (A, L), the 
the automatic structure (A, ShortLex(L)) can be effectively constructed.
T h eorem  2 .4 .11 . Let (A, L) be an asynchronous automatic structure for a group- 
embeddable semigroup S. Then there is a language K  contained in L such that 
(A, K ) is an asynchronous automatic structure with uniqueness for S.
Proof of 2.4-11- By Theorem 2.3.5, a boundedly asynchronous automatic structure 
exists for S. Using this new structure, the proof of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Theo­
rem 7.3.2) proceeds unchanged. 2.4.11
2.4.5. Constructions
T h eorem  2 .4 .12  (Campbell, Robertson, Ruskuc & Thomas 2 0 0 0 ). Let S\ and S2  
be automatic semigroups. Their direct product Si x S2 is automatic if  and only if
it is finitely generated. 2.4.12
Since the direct product of two finitely generated monoids is always finitely 
generated, Theorem 2.4.12 shows that the direct product of two automatic monoids 
is automatic. The following result, which appears here for the first time, generalizes 
this to asynchronous automatic monoids.
T h eorem  2 .4 .13 . Let M \ and M 2 be asynchronous automatic monoids. Then 
their direct product M \ x M 2 is asynchronously automatic.
Proof of 2.4-13. Let Mi and Mg have asynchronous automatic structures (A i,L i)  
and (AgjLg) respectively. In the direct product M% x Mg, view the letter ai E A% as 
representing (of, 1% ) and the letter ag G Ag as representing (lM i,âg). So A% U Ag 
represents a generating set for M i x Mg. Observe that the language LiLg is regular 
and maps onto Mi x Mg. The aim is to show that (AiUAg, LiLg) is an asynchronous 
automatic structure for Mi x Mg.
Let uiU2 ,viV 2 G LiLg, where ui , v i  G Li  and wg, vg G Lg. Suppose that üâ =  v, 
where a G A i U Ag U {e}. If a G A i, then projecting to M i shows that Ufa =  v f  and 
Ü2 — V2- Similarly, if a G Ag, then uf  =  v f  and =  Fg. If a — e, then ü f =  üf and
üg =  üg. Hence:
r (7/i)a(Lg)g if a G Ai,
(LiLg)a =  < (Li)e(Lg)a if a G Ag,
[(Li)e(Lg)e i fa  =  e.
In each case, (LiLg)a is a rational relation. Therefore (Ai U Ag,LiLg) is an asyn­
chronous automatic structure for the direct product Mi x Mg. 2.4.13
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The proofs of the group-theoretic results corresponding to Theorems 2.4.12 
and 2.4.13 (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorems 4.1.1 & 7.3.5(1)) use the geometric char­
acterization of synchronous and asynchronous automatic structures for groups. If 
one is only concerned with semigroups embeddable into groups, the group-theoretic 
arguments can be generalized using the results of Section 2.3.
T h eorem  2 .4 .14  (Campbell et al. 2 0 0 1 , Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). Let Si and S2 he 
automatic semigroups. Then their [semigroup] free product Si * S 2 is automatic. 
Futhermore, if  Si and S2 are monoids, then their monoid free product is also auto­
matic. 2.4.14
T h eorem  2 .4 .15 . Let Si and S2 be asynchronous automatic semigroups. Then 
their [semigroup] free product S i * S2 is asynchronously automatic. Furthermore, 
i f  Si and S 2 are monoids, then their monoid free product is also asynchronously 
automatic.
Proof of 2.4-15. Let (Ai, L i) and (Ag, Lg) be asynchronous automatic structures for 
Si and 5g respectively. Let
L =  (Li U {e}) LgLi (Lg U {e}) {e}.
Then L i s a  regular language. Clearly, L =  S'! * 5g, since elements of Si * S2 are 
alternating products of elements of 5 i and 5g and words in L consist of all possible 
alternating products of words from Li and Lg. For ai G A i, let Ua be the set of words 
in Li representing of, and similarly let Va be the set of words in Lg representing ôg. 
Notice that each Ua and Va is regular. It is clear that for each a G A i,
La =  ((Ll)cU(e,e))  U «) : u e  Ua}) ,
while for each o G Ag, it is clear that
La =  {{Li)e U (e,£)) [(Lg)^(Li)^ ((Lg)a U {{e,v)  : v G T^}) -  {(e ,v) : v G Va},
which are rational relations. Therefore (Ai U Ag,L) is an asynchronous automatic 
structure for 5 i * ^g.
The assertion about monoid free products is due to Hoffmann et al. (2 0 0 2 a, 
Theorem 5.2). 2.4.15
T h eorem  2 .4 .16  (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorems 4.1.4 and 7.3.5(2)). Every finite 
extension and every hnite-index subgroup of an automatic group is automatic, and 
every finite extension and every finite-index subgroup of an asynchronous automatic
group is asynchronously automatic. 2.4.16
Theorems 2.4.14-2.4.16 have the following consequence:
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P rop osition  2 .4 .17 . The class o f groups all of whose f i n i t e l y  generated subgroups 
are automatic and the class o f groups all o f whose finitely generated subgroups are 
asynchronously automatic are both closed under:
i.) forming free products.
ii.) constructing finite extensions.
[Compare the proof of Proposition 2.4.17 with the proof of the equivalent result 
for the class of coherent groups (Proposition 1.6.1).]
Proof of 2.4-17. Let 2t be the class of groups all of whose finitely generated sub­
groups are automatic (respectively, asynchronously automatic).
i.) Let {Gj, : z G / }  be a collection of groups in 51. Let i î  be a finitely generated 
subgroup of the free product H ie/ Then, by the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem 
(see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Section III.3), the subgroup H  is of the form
*
j e J
where F  is a free group and each group Hj  is a subgroup of a conjugate of 
one of the free factors Since H  is finitely generated, the free group F  and 
each Hj  are finitely generated. The free group F  is manifestly automatic; since 
each Gi is in 51, each Hj  is automatic (respectively, asynchronously automatic). 
Therefore H  is automatic by Theorem 2.4.14 (respectively, asynchronously au­
tomatic by Theorem 2.4.15). Since H  was arbitrary, the free product H ie / Gi 
is in 51.
ii.) Let E  he a finite extension of a group (7 G 51. Let K  he a finitely gener­
ated subgroup of E.  Then K  is a finite extension of G D K  hy Lemma 0.10.4. 
Since K  is finitely generated, the Reidemeister-Schreier Theorem (see Lyndon 
& Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Section II.4) asserts that G C\ K  is also finitely generated. 
Since the group G  is in 51, the subgroup G fl AT is automatic (respectively, 
asynchronously automatic). By Theorem 2.4.16, the group K  is therefore also 
automatic (respectively, asynchronously automatic). The subgroup K  was ar­
bitrary; the group E  is therefore also in 51. 2.4.17
Theorems 5.5.5 and 6.2.8 assert that Proposition 2.4.17 no longer remains true 
if one passes to the class of locally automatic or locally asynchronous automatic 
groups.
2.5. MALCEV PRESENTATIONS AND AUTOMATIC SEMIGROUPS
E very  automatic or asynchronous automatic group admits a finite presentation 
(Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorems 2.3.12 and 7.3.4). Automatic semigroups may not be 
finitely presented: see Campbell et al. (2 0 0 1 , Examples 3.9, 4.4 and 4.5). In particu­
lar, Campbell et al.’s Example 4.5 shows that automatic semigroups embeddable in
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u  =  V
u { t  +  1)
u { t )
u
Figure 2 .2 . Walks in r(S', A) labelled by valid relations.
groups need not be finitely presented. Campbell et al. (2 0 0 2 , Corollary 1.2) proved 
that automatic completely simple semigroups do, hovrever, have finite presentations.
Restricting attention to subsemigroups of groups yields the following result, 
which first appeared as Theorem 2 of Cain, Robertson & Ruskuc (2 0 0 5 a).
T h eorem  2 .5 .1 . Every automatic semigroup embeddable into a group admits a 
Rnite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 2.5.1. The proof begins along similar lines to Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Theo­
rem 2.3.12).
Let S  be an automatic semigroup that can be embedded in a group; let {A, L) 
be an automatic structure for S. Let A be the constant of Proposition 2.3.3.
For o C A, let 7  ^ G L represent the same element as a. Let T  =  {(OjTa) : o. G 
A}. Every relation in T  is valid in S.
Let (u,u) G A'*' X A"*" be a relation that holds in S. Then u and v label 
paths in the Cayley graph P(5, A) fi'om the basepoint to the same vertex. Suppose 
u ~  ui ' ’ • Uk and v =  • • - u;, where Ui,Vi G A. Let a* be a representative in L
of u{i) ÎOV 0 < i < k and similarly a representative of v{j)  for 0  < j  < I (see 
Figure 2.2). Assume without loss of generality that a \  =  7 %^ and — 7 1^- The 
relations
(ui,o;i),(wi,/3i),(aiUi+i,«i+i),(/?j?;j+i,/?y+i), and (% ,A )  
hold in 5  for 2 =  0, . . . ,  fc — 1 and j  =  0, . . . ,  Z — 1.
L em m a 2 .5 .2 . The relation {u,v) is a consequence of the relations (2 ).
(2 )
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Figure 2.3. Loops in r(S',A).
Pi'oof of 2.5,2. The chain
u ~  U \ ' "  Uk CX-iU-z ♦ • • tZfc — >■ 02^3 • • •  lift a k -lU k  — > CX-k
P i  ^  P l - l V l  ^  P 1 V 2  ' " V l  ^  V l ‘ " V I  =  V
shows that {u, v) is a consequence of the given relations. 2.5.2
Choose and fix one of the relations (2 ) other than ( n i ,0 !i) and {vi^Pi). To 
simplify notation, write it as where fi^v L and h Ç: A  \J {e}. Suppose
p, — p \ ‘ " p\fi\ and i> =  v i ' "  where E A. Since (/z, v) E for each
t  E NU{0}, there exist pt and qt in A* such that p{t)pt =  with |p(| +1%| being
bounded by the constant A. Assume that po, % — £ and that p ^  =  b and =  e, 
where m =  m ax{|p|, |z/|}. Geometrically, these pt and qt give m — 1 undirected loops 
between the paths p  and P, the total length of each loop being bounded by 2A +  2 
(see Figure 2.3(a)).
Consider the set of all loops (  in F(5, A) of the form shown in Figure 2.3(b), 
where |u i(() |, ju2 (C)| < 1 and |rt(()| < A/2 for î =  1 , . . .  ,4. There is no requirement 
that the vertices x and y  be distinct: this covers the case when i =  0 in Figure 2.3(a).
There are only a finite number of possible labels for such loops. Let Z be a set 
of such loops in F(5', A) containing exactly one with each possible label. Consider 
some loop € Z  and retain the notation from Figure 2.3(b). Choose directed paths 
from the basepoint of F(5, A) to the vertices x and y. Let w{()  and w '(() be the 
words labelling these paths. The two relations
(w (C )ri((),w '(()r3 (0 ) and (w(C)ai(C)r2(C),'iw'(C)o2(0^4(C)) (3)
both hold in S. Let Q be the set of relations (3 ) thus obtained as C ranges over Z. 
Since Z is a finite set, so is Q.
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L em m a 2 .5 .3 . The relation %/) is a Malcev consequence of Q.
Proof of 2.5.3. Let t  G — 1}. The key is to show that there is a Malcev
Q-chain that leads from p{t  4- l)pt+iqf^ii^[t +  1] to p{t)ptq^i^[t]- Let (  be the loop 
in Z  with the same label as that in Figure 2.3(a). In this case,
( l^(C) — h’t+ li <j^ 2(C) — t^+1) ^l(C) — Pf) 2^(C) — ^s(C) “  4^(C) ~  Qt+l\
and the corresponding relations (3 ) become
{w{C)pt,w'{()qt) and {w{C)pt+iPt+uw'{C)iyt+iqt+i)^ (4 )
The following is the desired Malcev chain:
p{t  +  l)p t+ iqf+M t  +  1] =  p{t)p t+ iP t+ iqt+M i  +  1]
^  fj'{t)w{C)^w^{0^t+iqt+iqt+Mi + 1]
-> p{t)w{C)^w'{C)ixt+ip[t +  1]
=  p(4 w(()^w'(()z/[t]
-)■ p{t)w{0^w'{C)qtqfi^[t]
p{t)MC)^w{Optqt^[i\
p { t)p tq t^ [tl
Concatenating such chains for t =  0 , . . . ,  m — 1 yields a Malcev chain from ps  to %/,
and thus {pb, ix) is a Malcev consequence of Q. 2.5.3
By Lemma 2.5.3, each pair in (2 ) is a Malcev consequence of Q. Lemma 2.5.2 
states that (n, v) is a consequence of (2 ) and T . Therefore, since neither T  nor Q 
depends on (u, v), each valid relation in 5  is a Malcev consequence of T U  Q, and so 
SgM(A 1 T  U Q) is a finite Malcev presentation for S. 2.5.1
Theorem 2.5.1 extends to the case of asynchronous automatism.
T h eorem  2 .5 .4 . Every asynchronous automatic semigroup that can be embedded 
in a group admits a finite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 2.5.4- This proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5.1. First of all, by 
Theorem 2.3.13, assume without loss of generality that a boundedly deterministic 
asynchronous automatic structure exists. Following the proof for the synchronous 
case, show that every valid relation is a consequence of those in (2 ). The walks u, v, 
where (u,v)  E Ls are then linked by loops in a manner similar to Figure 2.3(a), but 
by appealing to Proposition 2.3.12 rather than Proposition 2.3.3.
Equipped with these loops of length at most 2A +  1, one obtains a finite set of 
relations of the form (3 ). Reason as in Lemma 2.5.3 to show that the valid relation
(/is, ix) is a Malcev consequence of the relations arising from these loops. 2.5.4
 -
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The final result in this section is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.5.1 
and 2.5.4:
T h eorem  2 .5 .5 . Any locally automatic or locally asynchronous automatic group-
embeddable semigroup is Malcev coherent. 2.5.5
CHAPTER THREE
ALGORITHMS FOR 
AUTOMATIC SEMIGROUPS
In practice we not only want algorithms, we want algorithms 
that are good in some loosely defined aesthetic sense. 
One criterion of goodness is the length of time 
taken. . .  Other criteria are the adaptability of 
the algorithm... its simplicity and elegance, etc.
—  Donald E. Knuth, 
Fundamental Algorithms (1997), 1.1
3.1. INTRODUCTION
An autom atic  str u c t u r e  allows one to algorithmically answer various questions 
regarding the semigroup in question. For example, the word problem is solvable for 
any automatic semigroup (see Theorem 2.4.1). It is also known that one can decide 
whether two elements of an automatic semigroup are ^-related. However, whether 
two elements are 7^-related is undecidable (Otto & Ruskuc 2 0 0 0 ). [In a semigroup 
5, the Green’s relations jC, and 1Z are such that x C y  (respectively, x 71 y) ii and 
only if there exists elements p ,q  F 3^ such that x =  py  and y =  qx (respectively, 
X ~ y p  and y  — xq). See Howie (1 9 9 5 , Section 2.1) for further information.]
This chapter considers .four problems for automatic semigroups that relate to 
group-embeddability. Section 3.2 deals with automatic semigroups that are known 
to be group-embeddable: an algorithm is given that takes an automatic structure 
for such a semigroup and yields a finite Malcev presentation for that semigroup. 
Section 3.3 describes an algorithm that tests the freedom of an automatic semigroup; 
Section 3.4 shows how to decide whether an automatic semigroup is a group. That 
left-cancellativity is undecidable for automatic semigroups is proven in Section 3.5.
Recall that this thesis assumes that an explicitly given automatic structure 
(A, A) includes, for each a E A, a specified word Ua F. L  representing the genera­
tor a. (See the remarks following Proposition 2.2.3 for the reasoning behind this 
assumption.)
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1. Initialize
2. Iterate; IDone
1^, 2^ , 3^, 4^ G T
Next iter. 5. Finalize
Yes
3. Construct
(4. Empty?)
No
Add
relations
Figure 3.1. Flowchart for Algorithm 3.2.1.
3.2. ALGORITHMICALLY OBTAINING A MALCEV PRESENTATION
T h e o r e m  2 .5 .1  asserts that every automatic semigroup embeddablç into a group 
possesses a finite Malcev presentation. It does not give a method for obtaining a 
finite Malcev presentation from an automatic structure. The following algorithm is 
such a method:
A lgorith m  3 .2 .1 . Let {A,L)  be an automatic structure for a group-embeddable 
semigroup 5 , with the languages L  and La for a € AU {e} being explicitly described 
by finite state automata. Suppose A is the constant of Proposition 2.3.3.
1. [Initialize.] Let T =  {w  G A* : |w| < A/2-1-1}. Let 71 be an empty set of 
relations.
2. [Iterate over T.] For every G T, do Steps 3-4. Then go to Step 5.
3. [Build language.] Construct the language
4. [Empty?] Test the language M { t i , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) for emptiness. If it is non-empty, 
choose any {w,w') G and add the relations {w ti,w 'ts)  and
(W 2 , w%) to 71. Continue with Step 2.
5. [Finalize.] For each a G A, obtain a word % G L representing the same element 
of S  as A. Add the relations (a, ja)  to 7i.
The semigroup S  has the finite Malcev presentation SgM(A | TZ).
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The proof of Proposition 2.3.3 shows that one may take any value for A that is 
greater than twice the number of states in any of the finite state automata recogniz­
ing the various languages LaÔA- Using these automata, one can construct an automa­
ton recognizing the language Lt^ÔA for any Ç:T (Proposition 2.2.3). One can then 
effectively construct an automaton recognizing M { t i , t 2 , t 3 , t 4)ÔA- Theorem A.5.3 
shows that one can test the emptiness of a regular language. The set T  is finite, so 
Steps 3-4 are only carried out finitely many times, and Theorem 2.4.1 shows that 
Step 5 is effective. Therefore the procedure described in Algorithm 3.2.1 is indeed 
an algorithm. The following two results show that SgM(A | is a finite Malcev 
presentation for S.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .2 . Every relation in the set 7Z obtained using Algorithm 3.2.1 is 
a valid relation in the semigroup S.
Proof of 3.2.2. If a relation in TZ is of the form (a, 7a), then it is valid by definition. 
Therefore consider the relations found in Steps 3-4. Fix 2^ , 3^ , 4^ G T  and suppose 
{w,w') e  M {ti^ t2 , t s , t i ) .  Then (w, w') G and (w, w') G Therefore
there exist words s , t  e  L  such that (w,s)  G Lt^, (w%s) G Lfg, {w ,t)  G Lfg, and 
(lü'jt) G Lt^. Therefore, by definition of the languages L .^, w ti  =  s — w't^ and 
w t2 =  t =  w t4 . The relations {wii,wH^) and (W 2 ,w% ) are therefore valid in
S. 3.2.2
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .3 . Every relation of the form {{j,b,i>), where t/) G Lb for 
6 G A U {e} is a Malcev consequence o f  the relations TZ found using Algorithm 3.2.1.
Proof of 3.2.3. Consider any relations 2.5-(4) and how they are used in the Malcev 
chain in the proof of Lemma 2.5.3. The present proof proceeds by showing that in 
TZ there are relations that can be used in place of 2.5-(4) in the Malcev chain.
Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 2.5.3, let t \  =  Pu t2 — pt+iPtyi-, 
iz =  qtt and Observe that for î =  1, 2, 3, 4, the word ti has length at
most A/24-1 and is therefore contained in T. Note also that language M ( 1^ ,^2 , 3^ , 4^ ) 
is non-empty, since it contains (ja(t), i/(t)). Therefore TZ contains relations (w ti,w 'tz)  
and {wt2 yw't4 }^  or rather {wpt^w'qt) and {wpt+iPt-hi^'^'^t+iqt+i)- These are the two 
relations that can be used in the Malcev chain in the proof of Lemma 2.5.3.
Therefore every relation (/ 6^, i/) is a Malcev consequence of the relations TZ.
3.2.3
3.3. TESTING FOR FREEDOM
It  has b een  considered ‘obvious’ that the question of whether an automatic semi­
group is a free semigroup is decidable. No algorithm to decide this property has yet 
been published. The present section fills this particular lacuna in the theory.
Testing whether an automatic semigroup is free is a special case of the iso­
morphism problem. It is unknown whether the isomorphism problem is solvable 
generally for automatic semigroups; the question remains open even for automatic
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groups. Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Open Question 2.3.11) conjecture that the isomorphism 
problem for automatic groups is not solvable.
Given an automatic structure with uniqueness (A, L), define a mapping : 
A ^ P ( L A U L )  by
a^L =  {ub : u e  L,b e  A U  {e}, (u ,Va)ÔA G Lf,},
where Va ^ L  represents a. Informally, the set (%$%, consists of the left-hand side of 
any ‘relation stored in the automatic structure’ whose right-hand side is the unique
word Va ^ L representing a. Observe that the language a$L is regular.
A lgorith m  3 .3 .1 . Let 5  be a semigroup with a known automatic structure.
1. [Initialize.] Adjoin an identity to S  and construct the new automatic structure 
with uniqueness (AU{1}, L) for 5^. (The new symbol 1 represents the adjoined 
identity.)
2. [Obviously not free?] Does there exist a letter a G A such that contains a
word with at least two letters from A, at least one of which is a?
N o: Continue to Step 3.
Yes: Halt — 5  is n o t  f r e e .
3. [Redundant generator?] Does there exist an a G A such that a^L contains a 
word consisting only of letters from (A U { 1 }) — {a}?
Yes: (The generator â  is redundant.) Construct an automatic structure with 
uniqueness with respect to this new set of generators (A U {1}) — {a}. 
Replace (A U {1}, L) by this new structure. Go to Step 2 .
N o: Continue to Step 4.
4. [All of A*?] Does L project onto A*?
Yes: Halt —  S  is f r e e .
N o: Halt — S  is NOT f r e e .
Ju stification  o f  A lgor ith m  3 .3 .1 . S tep 2. The algorithm may reach this step 
from either Step 1 or Step 3. In either case, (A U {1},L ) is an automatic structure 
with uniqueness for .
Suppose that S  is free with basis B .  Proceed as follows to prove that, for each 
a G A, there is no word u E a^L that contains at least two letters from A, at least 
one of which is a. Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a contradiction, that u is a 
word in containing a amongst at least two symbols from A, so that {u,a) is a 
valid relation in S. Express each letter in A in terms of B  and substitute into (w, a), 
deleting symbols 1. This yields a relation holding between words in non-trivial 
since the length (over B )  of the left-hand side exceeds that of the right-hand side. 
This contradicts S  being free on B .
Therefore, if S  is free on some basis, the algorithm proceeds to Step 3.
Step 3. On reaching this step, (A U {1},L ) is an automatic structure with 
uniqueness for with the property that, for every a G A, no word in a$%, contains 
at least two letters from A, at least one of which is a.
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not free? ,
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generator
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FREE
(4. All of A*?)No
NOT FREE
Figure 3.2. Flowchart for Algorithm 3.3.1.
Suppose that u G a^L contains only letters from (AU{1}) — {a}. Then the gen­
erator a is redundant. The construction of an automatic structure on the generating 
set (A U { !} )  — {a} is effective by Theorem 2.4.6.
This step reduces the number of letters in the set A, so the algorithm cannot 
loop between Steps 2 and 3 indefinitely.
Step When Step 4 is reached, (A U {1},L ) an automatic structure with 
uniqueness for S  ^ with the property that each word in a$%, consists only of words 
containing a single letter a and possibly symbols 1. Any words in a^L not of this 
form would either have halted the algorithm at Step 2  or would have resulted in the 
elimination of a generator in Step 3 and looping back to Step 2 .
Suppose, aiming for a contradiction, that a G A represents a redundant gener­
ator for S, Then there is a word w G (A — {a})+  such that w =  a. Write w  =  w'6 , 
where b E A  — {a}. Let u E L  represent w’. Then ub E a^L, which contradicts the 
observations in the last paragraph. So there are no redundant generators in A. If S  
is free, therefore, it is free on A.
The projection map tt : (A U {!})* A* sends w G (A U {1})* to the word 
obtained by deleting all symbols 1 from w. Observe that tt is a homomorphism from 
(A U {1})* to A* and so preserves regularity by Theorem A.5.2. Testing equality 
of regular languages is effective. Therefore the question of whether Ltt =  A* is 
effectively decidable.
Let there be some word a in A* — L it. This word must be of non-zero length, 
for only the words map to e: these are the only words representing the adjoined 
identity, and so at least one of them is present in L. Then there is some word w E L 
representing ü E S. Hence there is a non-trivial relation holding in S, and so S  is 
not free.
Now let L map onto A*. Suppose S  is not free on A. Then there exist words
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a, a G A+ such that ü — v but a 7  ^ a. Using the surjectivity of t t , pick words 
u \v '  E L such that aV  =  a and aV  =  a. Since a and a are not identical, neither are 
u' and a \  Yet a' =  a =  a =  a', which contradicts {A U { !} , L) being an automatic
structure with uniqueness. Therefore S  must be free. 3.3.1
3.4. TESTING W HETHER AN AUTOMATIC SEMIGROUP IS A GROUP
T his section  exhibits an algorithm that takes as input an automatic structure 
for a semigroup and determines whether that semigroup is in fact a group. The 
reasoning is essentially due to Silva & Steinberg (2 0 0 4 ), but is generalized from 
their ‘prefix-automatic’ monoids to standard automatic semigroups, [The definition 
of prefix-automatic monoids appears to be more restrictive than that of automatic 
semigroups, although no example is yet known of a monoid that is automatic but 
not prefix-automatic (Silva & Steinberg 2 0 0 4 , Section 1).] Firstly, one needs an 
algorithm to test whether an automatic semigroup is a monoid:
A lgorithm  3.4.1. Let 5  be a semigroup with automatic structure (A, L).
1 . [Initialize.] Replace (A, L) with an automatic structure with uniqueness for 5. 
For each a G A, let n» G L be the unique word representing a.
2 . [Unique left identity?] Does the set Z =  G La} contain
exactly one element e?
Yes: Continue to Step 3.
No: Halt —  S  is n o t  A m onoid .
3. [Also right identity?] Is the relation Lg the diagonal relation {(tt, tt) : u E L}?
Yes: Halt — S  is a m onoid  (with identity ë).
No: Halt — 5  is n o t  a  m onoid .
Justification o f  A lgorithm  3 .4 .1 . Suppose S' is a monoid with identity lg . Let 
e be the unique word in L  representing lg . Then, for each a E A, ëâ =  a ~  
so (e, Ua) G La. So the word e lies in the set Z. Furthermore, since S i s  a monoid 
and L  maps bijectively onto S, the set Z  contains e alone. The algorithm therefore 
continues to Step 3. Since ë  =  lg , üë =  ü  for all u G L, and so Le is the diagonal 
relation and the algorithm halts and indicates that S i s  a monoid with identity ë.
Now suppose the algorithm completes and indicates that S i s  a monoid. The 
fact that the algorithm continues past Step 2 establishes the existence of a unique left 
identity ë  for S, since ëâ =  a for each generator o of S. and any other left identity 
for S  would also have this property and so would lie in Z. As the algorithm gives a 
positive answer to Step 3, the element ë must be a right identity since üë =  n for all 
u E L and L maps onto S. The semigroup S  is therefore a monoid with identity ë.
Finally, observe that each step of the algorithm is effective: Step 1 is effective 
by Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.10; Step 2  by the regularity of Z  (Theorem A.5.1) and 
that regular languages can be tested for emptiness (Theorem A.5.3) and indeed 
for whether they contain only one element; and Step 3 by the fact that LqSa and 
{(w, u) : u E L}6  are regular and that testing equality of regular languages is possible 
(Theorem A.5.5).
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A lgorithm  3 .4 .2 . Let 5  be a semigroup with automatic structure (A, L).
1 . [Monoid?] Replace (A, L) with an automatic structure with uniqueness for S  
and test whether 5  is a monoid using Algorithm 3.4.1.
Yes: Continue to Step 2.
No: Halt — S  is NOT A GROUP.
2 . [Inverses?] Let 7T2 be the projection of w E A* x A* to its second component. 
For each a E A, check whether LaTV2 =  L. Do all these equalities hold?
Yes: Halt — S  is a g ro u p .
No: Halt — 5  is n o t  a  g ro u p .
Justification  o f  A lgorithm  3 .4 .2 . Suppose 5  is a group. Then, in particular, S  
is a monoid and so the algorithm continues to Step 2. Let a E A. For any v E L, let 
u represent va~^. Then {u.,v) E Ld and v E L^tt. Therefore L C LaTV. The opposite 
inclusion is obvious, so Lair =  L. Therefore the algorithm halts and indicates that 
5  is a group.
Now suppose the algorithm indicates that 5  is a group. Then, since the algo­
rithm passes Step 1, 5  is a monoid. It is a group ii  Sa =  S  for all a E A, and this 
holds if each word in L  appears as the second component of some element of each 
Lg, since the inclusion of Sa  in S  is obvious. These are the equalities described in 
Step 2, which must all hold: S  is therefore a group.
Step 1 of the algorithm is known to be effective. Step 2  is effective by the 
fact that 7T2 is a homomorphism and so preserves regularity (Theorem A.5.2), and 
equality of regular languages is testable.
3.5. UNDECIDABILITY OF LEFT-CANCELLATIVITY
A SEMIGROUP w ith autom atic structure (A, L) is right-cancellative if, for each a E A,
L a O L -^ C L s .
Thus, since the images of the relations LaoL~^ and Lg under 5a are regular, and one 
can test containment of regular languages by Theorem A.5.5, it is algorithmically 
possible to decide whether an automatic semigroup is right-cancellative. The present 
section shows that there is no algorithm that takes as input an automatic structure 
for a semigroup and decides whether that semigroup is left-cancellative. The proof 
proceeds by showing that one can reduce the Modified Post’s Correspondence Prob­
lem to the question of deciding left-cancellativity for automatic semigroups.
An instance of Post’s Correspondence Problem  (p o p ) consists of two lists of 
words over an alphabet X:
U l  , . . . , Ujri , V \  , . . . , Vjl .  ( l )
A solution to this instance of PGP is a sequence %i,. . . , drawn from the set 
(1 , . . .  ,77.} such that
Ui^Uî2 • • • — ViiVi2 " " ' (2 )
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An instance of the Modified Post’s Correspondence Problem  (m pg p) consists of two 
lists of words ( i)  over an alphabet X .  A solution to such an instance of MPGP is a 
sequence i i , . . . ,  Zjt with i\  =  I drawn from the set { 1 , . . . ,  n} such that the equality 
(2 ) holds.
T h eorem  3 .5 .1  (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 8 .8 ). There is no algorithm 
that takes an instance of  PGP and decides whether it  has a solution. Likewise, there 
is no algorithm that takes an instance of  m pgp and decides whether it admits a
solution. 3.5.1
The strategy is now to encode an arbitrary instance of m pgp inside an automatic 
semigroup in such a way that the semigroup is left-cancellative if and only if that 
instance of m pg p  has no solution.
Pick any instance (1 ) of MPGP. Define a semigroup as follows. Let
A =  X U { 0 , U , V } \ J B U B ' U C U C ' U D ,
where
B  — {5ij • • • 5 bfi\,
C  =  \ c \ , . . . ,  Cji},
C  =  { c j , . . . ,  c,j},
D  {do, d \ , . . . ,  dji},
and the sets X ,  {O, U ,V },  B , B ’, C, C', and D  are all pairwise disjoint. Let
TZ =  {{O b i,uiU do) ,{O ci,v iV do)}  (3 )
U {{Ubi,UiUdi),{Vci,ViVdi) : i  =  l , . . . , n }  (4 )
U {{Ubi,Uidi),{Vci,Vidi) (5 )
U {{djbi, bidj), [djbi, b^dj), (djC ,^ cidf), {djC^ , c^dj) (6 )
; % ~  1 , . . . , 7Î, j  0 , . . . , .
Let S  be the semigroup with presentation Sg(A | TZ). The aim is to show that
i.) The semigroup S  is automatic (Lemma 3.5.3).
ii.) Every generator in A — { 0 }  is left-cancellable: i f o  E A — {O },  then op — 
âq = >  p =  q for all p ,q  € A+ (Lemma 3.5.4).
iii.) The generator O  is left-cancellable if and only if the instance (1 ) of m pg p  has 
no solution (Lemma 3.5.5).
This will show that the left-cancellativity of S  is equivalent to the the instance of 
MPGP (1 ) having no solution.
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Let L  be the language of all words over A  that do not contain the left-hand 
side of an element of TZ. Then L is the regular language
A*{O bi,O ci,U bi,V ci,U bi,V ci,  djbi, d j6 -, djCi, djc-
: 2 =  1 , . . . ,  n; j  =  0 , . . . ,  n}A*
The language L  is the set of irreducible words for the rewriting system (A, %). 
[Section 0.6 contains the necessary definitions and results regarding string-rewriting 
systems.]
Lem m a 3 .5.2. The rewriting system (A,7Z) is noetherian and confluent.
Proof of S. 5.2. Noetherian. To show that reduction using the rewriting rules TZ must 
terminate, proceed as follows: for any w E A"^  and t  E { 1 , . . . ,  define d{w ,t)  
to be the number of letters from B U B' U C  \J C' lying in w[t] if the t-th  letter of w 
lies in D, and 0 otherwise. Now define
|w|
0 (w) =
t=o
Let
0 (w ) =  d(w, 0) =  number of letters from B  U B' U C  U C' in w.
Define a partial order on A* as follows: for w ,w '  E A*,
w <^w' 4=4  ^ (^(w) < or (4>(ui) =  ^{w') and 0 (w) <  Q{w')).
Now, reduction using rules of types (3 ), (4 ), and (5 ) strictly decreases the value of 
0 (w). A reduction step w' => w  using a rule of type (6 ) implies that 
and 0 (w )^ > 0 (w): if the reduction step involves interchanging the Lth and {t-\-1 )- 
th letters of w', then 'â{w',t) =  'â{w,t 4- 1 ) 4- 1 and 4- 1 ) =  0 =  ê {w ,t) .  So
reduction always strictly <C-decreases a word: thus the process of reduction must 
terminate. The rewriting system (A, TZ) is therefore noetherian.
Confluent. As there are no overlaps between left-hand sides of rules in TZ, the
rewriting system is confluent by Proposition 0.6.2. 3.5.2
Theorem 0.6.3 therefore shows that the language of irreducible words L is a 
set of unique normal forms for S. Identify S  with this set of normal forms, so that 
w  =  NF(w) for all words w  E A^.
L em m a 3 .5 .3 . The semigroup S  admits (A, L) as an automatic structure.
Proof of 3.5.3. That L  maps onto S  has already been established. So let u ,v  E L 
and a E A  and suppose that ua ~ v .  The word v is in normal form, so NF(ua) =  v. 
Since u is also in normal form, one of the following two possibilities holds:
•  a E X  O { 0 , U , V }  O D. Since no left-hand side of a rule in TZ ends with the 
letter a, the word ua is in normal form and so ua — v.
• a E B \J B' \JC  O C . Let u =  u'u", where u" is the longest suffix of u lying 
in D*. Then NF('ua) =  NF(wV'a) =  NF{u'au"). Noting that u' does not
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end in a letter from D,  if further reduction takes place, it must begin with 
an application of a rule of type (3 ), (4 ), or (5 ). This shows that NF(na) =  
NF(u'(|‘u'| — VjrTdu"), where rT d  is the right-hand side of a rewriting rule 
with r  E X*, T  E {U ,V ,e} ,  d E D. The word — l)rTdu"  is in normal
form, since 'u'du'j — 1) is in normal form, letters from X ,  such as those in r, 
do not appear on the left-hand side of any rule, T  only appears on a left-hand 
side when followed by a letter from B U B 'U C U C ' ,  and no rule can be apphed 
to du” E D*. So either NF(ua) =  u'au” or NF{ua) =  — l)rT du”.
Therefore, it is clear that a finite state automaton can keep tràck of these differences 
and so recognize the language Thus (A, L) is an automatic structure for the
semigroup S. 3.5.3
L em m a 3 .5 .4 . In the semigroup S, all generators except O left-cancel. That is, 
for a E A  -  { 0 }
(Vp, q E S){ap ~  aq = >  p — q)-
Proof of 3 .5 .4 . Lst a E A — {O }  and let p  and q be elements of S, viewed as normal 
form words in L. Distinguish the following cases:
i.) a E X  U B  U B' U C  U C'. No left-hand side of a relation in TZ begins with a 
letter a, so the words ap and aq are already in normal form. Therefore ap =  aq 
and so p  =  q.
ii.) a E D. A  letter from D  only appears on the left-hand side of a rewriting rule 
when it is followed by a letter of B U B 'U C U C '.  By induction on t, one can see 
that NF(p(t)ap[i]) =  NF(p(t-|- l)op[t-l-1]) for t =  0 , 1 , . . .  whenever all letters of 
p{t  4- 1) lie in 5  U S ' U C U C'. Furthermore, if p[t] does not begin with a letter 
from B U B 'U C U  C , the word p{t)ap\t] is in normal form. So NF(ap) =  p'ap”, 
wherep' is the longest prefix o fp  over the alphabet B U B ' U C U C . Similarly, 
NF(ag) =  q'aq”, where q' is the longest prefix of q over B U B '  U C U C . Since 
crp =  aq, p'ap” =  q'aq”, and so p' — q' and p ” =  q”, whence p =  q.
iii.) a ~  U. (This case is rather more complicated than i. and ii.) The first step 
is to show that one can restrict to prefixes of p  and g of a fairly simple form. 
First of all, eliminate a trivial possibility: if Up is in normal form, then Uq 
must be also, whence p  — q. Therefore assume that neither ap nor aq are in 
normal form.
Let p =  p'p” and q' — q'q”, where p' and q' are the longest prefixes of p 
and q over the alphabet jBUB'UC'UC". Assume without loss of generality that 
Ip" I <  |g"|. Consider the first reduction steps of Up and Uq. These must use 
rules of type (4 ) or (5 ), which produce letters d and e of D  which are moved 
to the end of p' and q' by reduction rules of type (6 ). Subsequent reduction 
cannot affect dp” or eq”, since p” and q” are already in normal form and d 
and e only appear on the left-hand side of a rewriting rule when followed by a 
letter of B U  B' U C u C .  Therefore, since NF(CIp) =  NF{Uq), and noting the 
assumption that |p"| <  |g"|, the suffix p" must appear in q”. Suppose q” =  qp” 
for some word q.
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The reasoning thus far shows that NF(C/p') =  NF{Uq'q), and that q is not 
affected by reducing Uq'q to normal form. Suppose q contains a letter x from 
X  U { 0 ,U ,V } .  Then 'NF{Uq'q) contains the letter x  to the right of the letter 
e e  D  produced by the first reduction step. However, reduction of Up' cannot 
yield a letter from X  U {O, U ,V }  to the right of a letter from D. Therefore q is 
either empty or contains only letters from B U B 'U C U C 'U D .  Furthermore, as 
q” begins with a letter not in B  \J B' \J C  U C', the word q —  if it is non-empty 
— must begin with a letter of D. Since normal form words never have a letter 
of D  immediately to the left of one from B U  B' U C  UC', the word q must lie 
in D \
Each application of a rule of type (3 ), (4 ), or (5 ) introduces a letter from 
D  which is moved to the right of letters from B \J  B' \J C  U C  using type (6 ) 
rules. Suppose q =  . dj^, where E D. Then the first I reduction steps
of Up' of types (3 ), (4 ), or (5 ) must produce these symbols: either
NF((7p') =  NF (%  . . .  % Up'[ l ]d j ,  ■.. d j ,  )
or
NF{Up') =  NF(uji • • • Uj,p'[l]dji ‘ • • dj,)
depending on whether the reduction step that produces dji is of type (4 ) or 
type (5 ). On the other hand,
NF(!7ç'9)=NF(!7«'dj, •••£(*)•
Now, since p'[l],q' E {B 1) B' U C  U C')*, and the letters from D  yielded by 
any further reduction steps must match, the prefixes of and q' involved in 
reduction using rules of type (4 ) or (5 ) must be the same length. Suppose this 
prefix of p'[l] is hi^-" bi ,^ where b{^  G B  U B'. (These letters must be drawn 
from B U B '  since letters from C U C '  do not appear alongside the letter U on 
the left-hand side of any relation in TZ.) This word • bi  ^ must also be a 
prefix of q' to yield matching letters of D. Therefore
NF(Up') =  Uj^ ' • • UjfUi^ • • • Ui^Up'[ l  4- k]di^ • • • ■ • • dj^.
[The letter U is not present on the right-hand side if 6^^, E B'.] However,
NF{Uq'q) =  " Ui^Uq'[k]di^ • • • di^ d^j^  • • • dj^.
[Again, the letter U is not present on the right-hand side if 6*^  E B'.] Since 
p'[l 4- k] and g'[A;] are words over B  U B' U C  U C', this forces  ^ =  0. So
and
NF{Up') =U i^ -.-  Ui  ^Up [^k]dif  ^ "d ii 
NF{Uq'q) =  Ui^  ■ > ’ Ui^Uq'[k]dif^
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[The same caveat applies to the presence of U as before.] Therefore p'[k] =  q'[k].
The first k letters of both p' and q' are • • • 6^^ , so p' =  q'. Since \q\ — I — 0,
the words p” and q" are equal. Thus p =  p'p” =  q'q” =  q.
iv.) a — V. The reasoning exactly parallels that of case iii. 3.5.4
Lemma 3.5.4 shows that the left-cancellativity of S  depends solely on the be­
haviour of the generator O.
Lemma 3 .5.5. In the semigroup S, the generator O left-cancels i f  and only if  the 
instance of  mpgp ( i)  does not have a solution.
Proof of 3.5.5. Let p  and q be elements of S  viewed as normal form words, and 
assume that Op =  NF(Op) =  NF(Og) =  Oq. By reasoning as in case iii. of the proof 
of Lemma 3.5.4, assume that p lies in {BUB'UCLiC')* and ç in {B\JB'UCUC')*D*.
If one of the words Op  and Oq is in normal form, the other must be also, and 
p =  q. So suppose some reduction occurs. The first letters of p  and q must be 
drawn from {& i,ci}, since reduction must start with applications of rewriting rules 
of type (3 ). If these first letters are both 61 or both c\, these first reduction steps 
both produce letters U or letters V  and the reasoning reduces to cases iii. and iv. of 
Lemma 3.5.4, showing that p  — q.
Therefore O can be left-cancelled except possibly when p  and q begin with 
different letters from {6 1 , c i}.
Suppose that O does not left-cancel. Choose normal form words p 6  {B U B ' U 
G U C'Y a n d q E  { B U B ' U C U  C'YD*  such that NF(Op) =  NF{Oq) but p f g .  
Let q — q'q, where q is the maximal suffix of q lying in D*. By the observation in 
the last paragraph, assume that p begins with 61 and q with c\\ the other case is 
symmetrical. This implies that
NF(Op) =  NF(uiUp[l]do) and NF(Og) =  N F(i;iyÿ[l]dog).
Now, if \q\ >  0, the symbol do present in NF(Oç) must be matched in NF(Op) by 
a symbol produced by a subsequent reduction step. However, this is impossible, 
since symbols do are only produced by reduction rules of type (3 ). Thus |g| =  0 and
q e { B U B ' U C U C ' Y .
Since suffixes over D  in NF(Op) and NF(Og) must match, p must begin with a 
string 616^2 " 'h k  over BUB'and q with a string ciQg - -  over GUC". Furthermore, 
since the letter U cannot appear in NF(Op) and the fetter V  cannot appear in 
NF(Og), all letters 6*^  lie in B  except 6^^ G B' and all letters lie in C  except 
Cif^  G C .  This gives
NF(Op) =  uiUi2 ' • • Ui^p[k]di,. ■ • • digdo
and
NF{Oq) =  vivi2 ■ • ■ Vi, q^[k]di  ^ • • • dig do.
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Therefore the prefixes uiui^ • and viVi^ which are words over X ,  must
be identical. So, letting i\  =  1, the sequence Zi, Z2 , . . . ,  is a solution to the instance 
of MPGP (i).
Now suppose that the instance of MPGP (i)  has a solution i i , . . . , i k  with ii  =  1. 
Let p =  bibi2 • ' •  ^=  cic*g • • • Then
NF(Op) =  uiui2 -  ■ ■ dig do
and
NF(Og) =  viVi2 • • • Wij^ di^  • • • dig do.
Since Zi,. . . ,  Z/t is a solution to (i) ,  Op =  NF(Op) =  NF(Og) =  Oq. Yet the elements 
p  =  NF(p) =  p  and q — NF(ç) =  q are unequal. Therefore the generator O does not
left-cancel. 3.5.5
Since the set A  generates S, the upshot of Lemmata 3.5.4 and 3.5.5 is that S  is 
left-cancellative if and only if the instance of MPGP (i) has no solution. The semi­
group S  is automatic by Lemma 3.5.3. Since there is no algorithm that determines 
whether an instance of m pgp has a solution (Theorem 3.5.1), the undecidability of 
left-cancellativity for automatic semigroups is established:
T h eorem  3 .5 .6 . There is no algorithm that takes as input an automatic structure
for a semigroup and decides whether that semigroup is left-cancellative. 3.5.6
[The encoding of MPGP into the left-cancellativity problem for an automatic 
semigroup is similar in spirit to the reduction of PGP to deciding the ambiguity of 
a particular context-free grammar; see Subsection A.8.1 and Hopcroft & Ullman 
(1 9 7 9 , Theorem 8.9).]
It is easy to see that the semigroup S  is always right-cancellative by analyzing 
the rewriting that can occur upon right-multiplication by a single generator. [The 
possibile rewriting after right-multiplication by a generator is much more limited 
than that for left-multiplication. The necessary reasoning is therefore much simpler 
than the proofs of Lemmata 3.5.4 and 3.5.5.] Therefore the [two-sided] cancellativity 
of S  depends only on whether the generator O  left-cancels, which in turn depends 
only on whether the instance of m pg p  (1 ) has a solution (Lemma 3.5.5).
T h eorem  3 .5 .7 , There is no algorithm that takes as input an automatic structure
for a semigroup and decides whether that semigroupjs cancellative. 3.5.7
The semigroup S  is not group-embeddable, even when it is cancellative. To 
see this, observe that if S were group-embeddable, the relations 77.  ^ and 71^ would 
coincide. However, for any i  G { ! , . . . ,  n}, the relation includes the pair {b'^ U, 5%),
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as is shown by the following Malcev chain:
b[U -4- b'iUiUiUdidf 
^  b'iu\ubi4  
^  b^\ub',{b'i}%i4
-4- b'idi(b'i)%4  
^  dib'i(b'^%df 
—> d{bid^
—> bididf 
-4 bi.
Clearly, the pair {b\U^bi) is not in 72. ,^ since no relation in % can be applied to bi. 
Therefore the following question remains open:
O pen P ro b lem  3 .5 .8 . Is there an algorithm that takes an automatic structure for 
a semigroup and decides whether that semigroup is group-embeddable?
CHAPTER FOUR
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF 
VIRTUALLY FREE GROUPS
The system of words was eccentric. At times it 
proceeded in a single direction, at other times 
it went backwards, at still others in a circle...
—  Um berto Eco, 
The Name of the Rose (1980 ) 
(trans. W . Weaver)
4.1. INTRODUCTION
F ree  gr o u ps  have many pleasant properties, the most notable being the Nielsen- 
Schreier Theorem, which asserts that every subgroup of a free group is again a free 
group. An immediately consequence of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem is that free 
groups are coherent (see Section 1.6). Free groups are also automatic (Epstein et 
al. 1 9 9 2 , Example 2.1.3). See Lyndon & Schupp (1 9 7 7 , Chapter I) for a formal 
definition and basic properties of free groups.
Denote the free group with basis X  by FG(Ar). The free group FG (X) is 
presented by Gp(% | 0). Every element of the group FG(X) is represented by a 
unique word over X  U X~^ that contains no subword or x~^x for any x £ X .  
Such words are known as reduced words. Identify the free group with the set of 
reduced words under the operation of ‘concatenation plus cancellation’: to multiply 
two reduced words, concatenate them and eliminate any subwords xx~^ or x~^x 
until a new reduced word is obtained. For example, the process of multiplying xyx  
and x~^y~^x in FG(æ,^) is as follows:
xyx  • x^^y~^x =  xyxx'~^y~^x ~  xyy~^x — x^.
The free group FG{X)  contains the free monoid X*  and thus the free semigroup 
X'^. In X*  and multiplication is simply concatenation. A subsemigroup of the 
free group may be more complicated than any of the free semigroup, because of the 
more complex multiplication. Much of this chapter is devoted to the generalization
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to virtually free groups of results dealing with subsemigroups of free semigroups: see 
Theorems 4.2.4, 4.3.1, and 4.4.1.
Let jP be a virtually free group. By Proposition 0 .1 0 .2  and the Nielsen-Schreier 
Theorem, F  possesses a free normal subgroup N  of finite index n. The virtually free 
group F  therefore admits a presentation
G p{X , D  I {diXhdJ^,Wi^h), {didj, (i)
where h ranges over an index set I  and i , j  over { 1 , . . .  ,n}; and where X  =  {x^ : 
h G / } ,  jD “  { d i , . . .  ,dn}, Wi^h^Zij are words over X  U X~^. The set X  is a basis 
for the free normal subgroup iV, and
Gp^di , . . . ,  dji I {didj^
is the ‘multiplication table’ presentation for the finite group F /N .  So, in (i),  each 
di represents an element from the corresponding coset of iV. Assume without loss 
that d\ represents the element I f ,  drawn from the coset N  itself. Observe that any 
word over X G X ~ ^ \J D  can be rewritten using the relations in (i)  to a normal form 
wd, where w i s a  reduced word on X  U X~^ and d E D. Note in particular that the 
normal form word representing I f  is’di. [Analysis of multiplication using normal 
form words is deferred until Theorem 4.4.1.]
4.1.1. Context-free word problem
Let A be a finite alphabet representing a semigroup generating set for a group G. 
The word problem  for G  (with respect to A) is the language of words over A  that 
represent the identity of G:
{w  G A* :w  — 1g} ■
Furthermore, if the word problem for G with respect to A  lies in a family of languages 
3 ,^ and if ^  is closed under forming inverse homomorphic images, then the word 
problem for G with respect to any other finite generating set also lies in ^  (see, for 
example, Herbst & Thomas 1 9 9 3 , Corollary 2.2).
Much research has been carried out on classifying groups whose word problem 
lies in a particular family of languages. The earliest such classification is due to 
Anisimov {1 9 7 1 ), who showed that the groups with regular word problem were the 
finite groups. Muller & Schupp (1 9 8 3 ) proved that all finitely generated virtually free 
groups have deterministic context-free word problem, and that all groups that have 
context-free word problem and are accessible are virtually free. (Accessibility is a 
technical condition whose precise definition is not required here.) Dunwoody (1 9 8 5 ) 
established the accessibility of all finitely presented groups. This, together with 
Anïsîmov’s (1 9 7 2 ) result that groups with context-free word problem are finitely 
presented, proves that a group has context-free word problem if and only if it is 
virtually free. [Dunwoody (1 9 9 3 ) later constructed an example of an inaccessible 
finitely generated group.]
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Muller & Schupp (1 9 8 3 , Lemma 3) show how to construct a deterministic 
pushdown automaton over X 1) X~^ U D  recognizing the word problem for a finitely 
generated virtually free group F. The automaton simulates multiplication of reduced 
words over X  UX~^ using its stack and multiplication in F /N  using its states. Thus 
the automaton stores the element wd  represented by the string of generators read 
thus far. It ultimately accepts a word if it leads to the element di being stored. [For 
a detailed definition of this PDA, see Muller & Schupp.]
4.2. ALGORITHMICALLY TESTING FOR FREEDOM
4.2.1. Survey of algorithms for subsemigroups of free semigroups
Let  C  be a finite set of words over an alphabet X .  Several cond itions have been  
established that allow one to determine when the subsemigroup S  of X +  generated 
by C  is free w ith basis C.
The earliest such condition was given by Sardinas & Patterson (1 9 5 3 ), who 
stated their algorithm in terms of coding theory. A finite set C  of words over the 
alphabet X  is a code if any string formed by concatenating words from C  can 
be uniquely decomposed back into those words. Clearly, C is a code if and only 
if the subsemigroup S  is free with basis C. [Bandyopadhyay (1 9 6 3 ) justifies the 
Sardinas-Patterson algorithm using elementary methods. Another proof is due to 
Riley (1 9 6 7 ); a third to de Luca (1 9 7 6 ). Levenstem (1 9 6 1 a) also studied this problem 
from the perspective of coding theory.]
Knuth (2 0 0 2 , p. 2) relates how R. W. Floyd rediscovered the Sardinas-Patterson 
algorithm whilst investigating the problem of testing ambiguity of context-free gram­
mars (see Section A.8 ). Although ambiguity is undecidable in general (Hopcroft & 
Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 8.9), Floyd gave a method to test the ambiguity of a context- 
free grammar P whose productions are of the form
iV -4 I . . .  I I N x \  I . . .  I N x n)
where N  is the only non-terminal and x i , . . . ,  are non-empty words over the ter­
minal alphabet X .  The grammar F is unambiguous if and only if the the semigroup 
generated by {æi , . . . ,  is free on that set.
Cohn’s (1 9 6 2 ) condition asserts that the subsemigroup S  is free (on some gen­
erating set) if
(Va, a% 6 , h' € S){ab' =  ba' ==4> (3a; G S^){a =  bx \/  b =  ax)).
This result does not form an algorithmic test for freedom.
Blum ( 1 9 6 5  a) gave another algorithm for testing for freedom, and also noted 
(Blum 1 9 6 5 6 ) that when C  has size 2 , the semigroup S  is not free on C  if and only if 
it is commutative. [Blum’s (1 9 6 5 6 ) result can be proved rapidly as follows. Suppose 
5  is not free on C. Then the subgroup of the free group FG (X) generated by C  is 
also not free on C. The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem asserts that this subgroup is free 
of rank at most 2 (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.6). Since C  is not a basis.
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the subgroup cannot be free of rank 2  (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.7): 
it is therefore free of rank 1 and thus abelian. Therefore the subsemigroup S  —  
which is contained in this subgroup — is commutative.]
Spehner (1 9 7 4 / 7 5 ) gave an algorithm that tests whether a finitely generated 
submonoid of a free monoid is free and — should it prove to be non-free — yields a 
presentation for the submonoid. [This presentation may be infinite even if the sub­
monoid is finitely presented. Spehner’s algorithm is explained in Lallement (1 9 7 9 ).]
4.2.2. From free semigroups to  virtually free groups
The remainder of the present section is devoted to establishing the existence of an 
algorithm that takes as input a finite subset of a virtually free group and tests 
whether the subsemigroup generated by that subset is free on some generating set. 
The reasoning in this subsection is an extended version of Sections 2 and 3 of Cain, 
Robertson & Ruskuc (2 0 0 5 6 ).
This algorithm generalizes those discussed in Subsection 4.2.1, which test only 
subsemigroups of free semigroups. Comparing Spehner’s (1 9 7 4 / 7 5 ) algorithm to 
the one below is particularly interesting. Spehner’s arguments use directed graphs 
that resemble finite state automata; the arguments below rely heavily on the theory 
of context-free languages and pushdown automata. (Section 4.3 contains a similar 
observations with regard to arguments on Malcev coherence.)
[Sevrin (1 9 6 0 0 ) studied the freedom of subsemigroups of the free product of a 
free group and a free monoid. However, his condition does not yield an algorithmic 
test for freedom.]
Let f  be a finitely generated virtually free group, and assume that a presen­
tation for F  of the form (1 ) is known. Let A be a finite alphabet representing a 
set of elements of F , with each element of A specified as a normal form word over 
X U X ~ ^  UD.  Let S  be the subsemigroup of F  generated by A. Define the language
L{A) =■ {uv~^ : u G A"^ , v G A*, ü =  v, u and v have no common sufiix}.
Lem m a 4 .2.1. The language L{A) is context-free, and one can effectively construct 
a pushdown automaton recognizing it.
Proof of 4-2.1. Let the language W  be the word problem of F  with respect to X  U 
X~^UD. Construct the pushdown automaton recognizing W  as per Muller & Schupp 
(1 9 8 3 , Lemma 3). Let (j) : (AU A"^)* -4 ( X U X “  ^UD)* be the homomorphism that 
extends the mapping a \-¥â .  By Theorem A.8 .6 , the language W  Ç (X U X “ ^UD)* is 
context-free; its inverse image is also context-free, and Theorem A.8 .6  asserts
that a pushdown automaton recognizing W(j)~  ^ can be constructed. Observe that
W(f)-^ =  { w G { A u A~^Y (2 )
The language
R  =  A+(A~^)* -  [ U  A*oo-^(A-^)*
aeA
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is regular. Therefore, by Theorem A.8 .5, W(})~  ^ H R is context-free, and one can 
effectively construct a PDA recognizing this language. Furthermore,
W ( f ) - ^ n R = { w  € (AUA-^)* : W =  l F } n i ?
=  {uv~^ : u G V G A*, uv~^ =  I f ,
does not include a subword aa~^}
=  {uv~^ : u G A"^ , u G A*, ü ~ v ,  u and v have no common suffix}
=  L{A).
This completes the proof. 4.2.1
P ro p o sitio n  4 .2 .2 . There is an algorithm that tests whether the subsemigroup S  
is free on A.
Proof of 4 .2 .2 . Let S  be the subsemigroup generated by A. Suppose that S  is not 
free on A. Then some non-trivial relation holds: there exist u ,v  G A ^  with u ^  v  
such that Ü =  V.  Without loss of generality, assume |n| > |u|. Suppose u  =  u 's, 
V =  v 's , where s G A* is the common suffix of u  and v  of maximum length, and 
u' G A+, V G A*. (Since this is a non-trivial relation, at most one of u' and v' can 
be the empty word e and the length assumption shows that u' is not empty.) Then 
u' =  v', since 5  is a subsemigroup of a group and therefore cancellative, and 
cannot contain a subword aa~^. Therefore the language L(A) is non-empty, since it 
contains
Conversely, suppose L{A) is non-empty. Let uv~^ G L{A). Then, since uv~^ 
does not contain aa~^ as a subword, u  and v  are not identical. If v  is empty, replace 
u  by ua  and v  by va  for some a G A. Then uv~^ =  I f ,  so ü  =  F and the non-trivial 
relation (tt, v) holds in S. Therefore S  is not free on A.
Testing the emptiness of L(A) is therefore equivalent to testing the freedom of 
S  on A, and there is an algorithm that checks whether the language defined by a 
given context-free grammar is empty (Theorem A.8 .3). 4.2.2
In a free semigroup the basis C  is contained in every generating set. There­
fore is only free on C. Thus, if the subsemigroup S  is free on some generating 
set y ,  then Y  must be a subset of A. There are only a finite number of subsets 
y  of A. If it is possible to determine which of these subsets generate 5 , then the 
algorithm of Proposition 4.2.2 can be applied to each one. The subsemigroup S  will 
then be free if and only if some subset y  of A generates S  and the algorithm finds 
that the subsemigroup S  is free on Y .
Let B  Ç. A  and let S' be the subsemigroup generated by B. Clearly, S  contains 
S'. The question of deciding whether S  =  S' therefore reduces to that of determining 
whether A — B  C S'.
L em m a  4 .2 .3 . The element a, where a G A  — B, lies in the subsemigroup S' i f  and 
only if  the language L{A) n a(J5~^)+ is non-empty.
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Proof of 4-2.3. Suppose â  G S'. Express a as 6 i ■ • • 6/, where bi G B. So there exists 
w G B ^  such that â  =  w. Thus aw~^ =  Ip. Since a ^ B ,  the word aw~^ does not 
contain aa~^ as a subword. So aw~^ is a member of the language L{A) n a{B~^)'^, 
which is therefore non-empty.
Conversely, if L{A) D is non-empty, then there exists w G B~^  such
that a =  w, whence a G S'. 4.2.3
The language L{A) C\a{B~^)'^ is context-free, and one can effectively construct 
a PDA recognizing it (Theorem A.8 .5). Therefore the emptiness of L{A) Da(D~^)+,  
and so the question of whether S  =  S', is decidable. The discussion following 
Proposition 4.2.2 shows that:
T h eorem  4 .2 ,4 . There is an algorithm that takes as input:
i.) a finitely generated virtually free group F, speciGed by a presentation of the 
form (i),
ii.) a Gnite subset of F, speciGed as normal form words,
and decides whether the subsemigroup of  F  generated by that subset is free. 4.2.4
4.3. MALCEV COHERENCE
As OBSERVED in Section 1.6, virtually free groups are coherent: all of their finitely 
generated subgroups are finitely presented. Indeed, every subgroup of a virtually 
free group is virtually free by Proposition 0.10.3. Example 1.4.2 shows, however, 
that virtually free groups — even free semigroups — contain finitely generated sub­
semigroups that are not finitely presented. Spehner (1 9 8 9 ) proved that submonoids 
of a free monoid admit finite Malcev presentations. This section is dedicated to gen­
eralizing Spehner’s result to subsemigroups of virtually free groups. [The reasoning 
below first appeared in Section 4 of Cain et al. (2 0 0 5 6 ).]
T h eorem  4 .3 .1 . Virtually free groups are Malcev coherent. Moreover, there is an 
algorithm that takes as input:
i.) a Gnitely generated virtually free group F , speciGed by a presentation o f  the 
form (1 ),
ii.) a Gnite subset o f  F, speciGed as normal form words,
and returns a Gnite Malcev presentation for the subsemigroup of  F  generated by  
that subset.
Proof of 4 .3 .1 . Let D be a virtually free group; let A be a finite alphabet representing 
a subset of F\ let S  be the subsemigroup of F  generated by A. Since one can replace 
F  by the [virtually free] subgroup generated by S, assume without loss of generality 
that F  is finitely generated. Let W  be the word problem of F  with respect to 
X \J  X~^ \J D  and let f> : A+ F  extend the mapping a ^  a. Let
J(A) =  W(f)~  ^n  A+(A“ ^)+ =  {uv~^  : € A+, Ü =  v } .
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Equation (2 ) and Theorem A.8 .5 together show that J{A)  is a context-free lan­
guage over A  U A~^ and that one can effectively construct a pushdown automaton 
recognizing J{A).
Observe that S  has an ordinary presentation Sg{A | 71), where
R  =  {(u,u) ; u 6  A~^ , V G A~^ , uv~^ G J(A )}.
The set 71 is the kernel of the representation mapping w i-A- w  and thus consists of 
all relations holding in S. The strategy is to define an ordering on 71 and show that 
all except a finite number of elements of I t  are Malcev consequences of preceding 
elements in that order.
Let r  =  {N ,A  U A ~ ^ ,P ,0 )  be a context-free grammar that generates J{A). 
For the purposes of this proof, a path in a derivation tree from O to a leaf node 
is referred to as a derivation path. (Refer to Subsection A.8.1 for a discussion of 
derivation trees.)
Let T be a derivation tree of a word in J(A). Define
n(T) — number of internal vertices of T.
(Recall that the internal vertices of T  are labelled by non-terminals.) For w  G J(A), 
define
n(w) =  min{n(T) : T is a derivation tree for w}.
One could now define an order on 71 directly. However, defining the ordering
on J{A), then naturally mirroring it in 71 will prove advantageous later.
Define the partial order -< on J{A)  by
wi -< W2 n{wi) < n{w 2 ).
for wi,W 2 G J(A). Mimic this ordering in 71 by defining
(u i,î;i) -< (U2,V2) -<U2V2^
for (ui ,ui) ,  (U2 ,%) G 71.
Let K {A )  be the subset of J{A)  consisting of all words that have a derivation 
tree in which no derivation path contains the same non-terminal more than twice. 
The set of such derivation trees is finite, since the length of each of their derivation
paths is bounded by 2 |X |. Therefore K {A )  is finite. Let
Q =  {(u,u) G 71 : uv~^ G K {A )} .
The binary relation Q is clearly finite. This set will form the finite set mentioned 
above: all relations m. 71 — Q will be shown to be a Malcev consequences of 
preceding elements of 71.
Let {u,v) G 71— Q. Consider the derivation of uv~^ G J{A) — K {A )  in F. Let 
T be a derivation tree for uv~^ with n(T) =  n{uv~^) — that is, with T  having the 
minimum number of internal vertices of all derivation trees for uv~^. At least one
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the derivation tree for a word in J{A). The 
derivations are stated explicitly in (3 ).
derivation path in T  must have three or more internal vertices labelled by the same 
non-terminal. Distinguish such a derivation path with m >  3 appearances of this 
non-terminal M . Suppose
uv - 1 Xai ■ • • O’m-lW pm-l ’ ' * PlV:
where x, y, w and the ai and pi (for 2 G { 1 , . . . ,  m — 1}) are all words in (A U A )^* 
such that
O ^  xM y, M  4  ^ OLiMPi for each i G { 1 , . . . ,  m — 1}, M  ^  w. (3 )
(See Figure 4.1 for a schematic illustration.)
The u-v~^ boundary of the word uv~^ G J(A) is the point between the last 
letter of the word u G A+ and the first letter of v~^ G (A" )^" .^
Lem m a 4 .3.2. The u-v~^ boundary is in either x, w, or y {possibly at the end of  
X or w or the start of w or y).
Proof of 4 .3 .2 . Suppose the u-v~^ boundary is in ai for some i G {1 , . . .  , m — 1} 
(not at the start of a \  or the end of am~i). Then there exist s , t  G A~^  such that 
CKi • • • =  st~^. By the derivation
O 4> x M y  
=4 x (a i  • • • am--i)M{pm~i ' • • Pi)y  
=4 rc(ai • • • am ~ iŸ M {pm -i  • * • P iŸ y
=4 æ(cKi • • • a m -iŸ w {p m -i  • • • PiŸ y ,
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one sees that
J{A) 3 x{a i  • • • ' ' ' PlŸV  =  XSt~^sr^wPrn-l ' ' ' PlPm-l ' * ' PlV,
which is a contradiction, because this word is not in A similar contra­
diction arises should the u-v   ^ boundary be in some Pi. 4.3.2
The relation (u,v) G TZ — Q therefore takes one of the following three forms:
i.) {xa\  • • • ajn-iw' -iy~^P\^ • • • Pm-\^")^ where w ~  w'{w")~^, if the u-v~'^ boun­
dary is in w;
ii.) {xai ' ' • am -iwpm ~i  ' * • Piy', y”), where y =  y'{y'^)~^, if the boundary is 
in y;
iii.) {x',y~^Pï^ ' ‘ ■ aï^x"),  where x  =  x'{x")~^, if the u-v~'^
boundary is in æ.
The second and third cases are almost symmetrical — only the possibility that 
V (and so also y ”) could be the empty word makes the second case more general than 
the third. It therefore suffices to prove that, in cases i. and ii., (u,v)  is a Malcev 
consequence of -<-preceding elements.
Observe that in F, since m >  2 ,
O 4> xM y,  M  =4 0 !i ' " am-2M pm-2 " ‘Pi: M  =4 a m -iM p m - i ,  M  =4 w
and therefore
x a i  ■ • • Oim-2 Wpm- 2  ’ ‘ ‘ PW:
xam -iw P m -iy:  xw y G L{X) .  (4)
Furthermore, derivation trees with fewer than n{uv~^) =  n{T) internal vertices exist 
for each of these words, as the following three derivations show:
O 4> x M y  =4 x a i  • ' • am~2 M pm - 2  ' ’ ' P iy x a i  • • • am,-2 '^Pm- 2  ‘ ' ' PW:
O x M y  xa^fi—i M p.fYi- i^y xajji—iwPm—iy,
O 4> x M y  =4 xwy.
The words (4) therefore precede uv~^ in the -(-ordering on J{A).
i.) Firstly, obserye that (4) implies that
{xai ' ■ • am~.2 w',y~'^Pï'^ • • • ^ I g w " ),
{xam-iw',y~^p/;l..^w"),{x‘U)',y~^w") G 7%,
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and that they each precede (u, v) in the -(-ordering on %. The following Malcev 
chain shows that {u,v) is a Malcev consequence of the given three relations:
u =  x a i  • ‘ • CKm-iw'
-4 x a i  * • • am-2w'{w')^am-iw'
^  y V r '  
-
=  V.
P~L2w"{w')^am-lw'
/^ m- 2  (■W^O'^ Q'm- 1  w'
^m- 2  (2/“  ^) M w '  
Pm~2iy~^)^^0:m-iw'
ii.) In this case, (4 ) means that
(rcai • • • am-2WPm-2 • • • Piy'y y ”):
{x a m -iw P rn - iy ' ,y ”): {xwy',y")  G n
and these precede {u,v)  in the -(-ordering on 7Z. Once again, the following 
Malcev chain shows that {u, v) is a Malcev consequence of these relations:
U -  x a i  ' * • O^m-lwPm-l ■ • * PlP'
-4- x a i  * • • a m - 2 x '-x a m -iw P m -i  • ‘ • Piy'
-4  x a i  • • • CXm-2 X^xam-lWprn-iy'{y')'^Pm - 2  * ' ' Piy'
-3 x a i  • • • am-2X^y"{y')^Pm-2 * * • Piv'
-4  x a i  ' • • 0im~2X^xwy'{y')^prn-2 • • • Piy'
-4  x a i  ' • • a m - 2 X^XWprn- 2  ' "  Piv'
-4  x a i  • • • am-2Wprn-2 ’ ' * PlV'
- ^ y ”
— V.
Therefore, {u,v)  is a Malcev consequence of -(-preceding elements, and this 
applies to all elements of 7?. — Q. Hence the Malcev congruence generated by Q 
contains 7Z, and so SgM(A j Q) is a finite Malcev presentation for S.
Furthermore, since one can construct a CFG F from a pushdown automaton 
recognizing J(A),  and enumerate every derivation tree in F with at most two repeti­
tions of any non-terminal in each derivation path, one can effectively construct the 
set Q. Therefore, a finite Malcev presentation for the subsemigroup S  can be found 
algorithmically from a finite generating set for S. 4.3.1
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4.3.1. Som e further observations
Spehner (1 9 8 9 , Remark 2.10) notes a certain parallel between his proof that finitely 
generated submonoids of a free monoid have finite Malcev presentations and the 
proof of the Ehrenfeucht conjecture for regular languages given by Culik & Salo- 
maa (1 9 7 8 ). The proof of Theorem. 4.3.1 resembles the proof of Albert, Culik & 
Karhumaki (1 9 8 2 ) of the Ehrenfeucht conjecture in the case of context-free lan­
guages. In particular, the idea of examining repeated non-terminals in a derivation 
tree is drawn from that source.
[The Ehrenfeucht conjecture asserts that any language L  over a finite alphabet 
A  has a finite subset X  such that, for any alphabet B  and homomorphisms <j6,V’ : 
A+ -4 D+, the mappings 0 and 'ij) agree on L if and only if they agree on X . The 
conjecture has been proven independently by Albert & Lawrence (1 9 8 5 ) and Cuba 
(1 9 8 6 ).]
A natural question is whether Theorem 4.3.1 generalizes to groups with context- 
free CO-word problem, introduced by Holt, Rees, Rover & Thomas (2 0 0 4 ). [The co- 
word problem  of a group is the complement of the word problem — the language of 
all words representing elements other than the identity.] The closure of the class of 
deterministic context-free languages under complement (see Theorem A.8.7) implies 
that every virtually free group has context-free co-word problem. However, this 
latter class is closed under finite direct products (Holt et al. 2 0 0 4 , Proposition 6 ), 
and therefore contains the direct product of two free groups of rank 2 , which, as was 
noted in Section 1.6, is not even coherent.
As the class of context-sensitive languages contains the class of context-free lan­
guages (Proposition A.9.2) and is closed under complementation (Proposition A .9.3), 
every group with context-free co-word problem has context-sensitive word problem. 
Therefore the observation of the last paragraph also shows that Theorem 4.3.1 does 
not generalize to the class of groups with context-sensitive word problem.
4.4. AUTOMATISM OF SUBSEMIGROUPS
F initely  g ener ated  subsem ig ro ups  of free semigroups were proven to be auto­
matic by Campbell et al. (2 0 0 1 , Theorem 8.1). Their proof relies on the fact that 
multiplication in the free semigroup X'*' is simply concatenation of words. This 
enforces an approximate correspondence between lengths of words over an alphabet 
A  and the lengths of words they represent in X + . This correspondence is made 
more exact by adjoining an identity and ‘padding’ words in the language A+ using 
symbols representing the identity.
This section is devoted to proving the analogous result for finitely generated 
subsemigroups of virtually free groups. The strategy is loosely based on that of 
Campbell et al., but is necessarily more complex. The main obstacle is finding a 
regular language L  with an approximate correspondence between the lengths of a 
word in L and the length of the element it represents in the virtually free group. 
Having found such a language, one pads it in a manner similar to that of Campbell 
et ah, before proving the conditions necessary to use Theorem 2.3.2.
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T h eorem  4 .4 .1 . Virtually free groups are locally automatic.
[The proof below first appeared in Section 6  of Cain et al. (2 0 0 5 0 ).]
Proof of 4 ‘4-l- Let D be a virtually free group presented by (1 ). Identify elements of 
F  with their normal form representatives. Thus the length \g\ of an element g G F  
is the length of its normal form representative. Use • to denote concatenation of 
reduced words on X  U X~^ U D.
Let A be a finite alphabet representing a subset of F, and let S  be the sub­
semigroup of F  generated by A. The first step is to prove:
P rop osition  4 .4 .2 . The semigroup S  — viewed as a set of normal form represen­
tatives — is a regular language over X  U X~^ U B .
The proof begins by constructing a finite state automaton over X  U X~^ U B  
that recognizes S. To immediately define the automaton would be to sacrifice clarity 
to brevity: some motivational remarks will aid understanding of the ideas behind 
the proof.
Consider a simple example from a free group: forget about the letters d, so 
that multiplication is simply concatenation and free reduction. Let D be a finite 
alphabet representing the following elements of the free group FG {x ,y ,z):
B  =  {x y ‘^ ,y~'^z,z~'^y~'^zyx,x~^y}
Now, xzy"  ^ is in the subsemigroup T  generated by B, since
x y ^  '  y ~ ^ z  - z ~ ^ y ~ ^ z y x  • x ~ ~ ^ y  —  x z y “^ .
Analyze this factorization as follows:
x y y - y  ^z • z  ^y ^ z y X ' X  ^y =  xzy^.
A pair of letters may end up being consecutive in the word x z y y  in one of two ways: 
either, like zy ,  they are adjacent in the same generator, or, like xz ,  they are not 
adjacent in the same generator, but are united by cancellation.
One may use this observation to construct a non-deterministic finite state au­
tomaton recognizing every reduced word that lies in T. Here is a conceptual idea of 
how the automaton works: Let p be a ‘first letter’ of a word in T. This first letter 
must come from some generator in B, say s • p • t. Since p can be a ‘first letter’, 
there exists a string u G B* such that ü  ~  s~^. (This includes the possibility that 
s =  £ and |n| =  0.) The automaton reads the letter p and moves to a state (i,p). 
Suppose the next letter of the word is q. Either q is the next letter oî s - p - t  — that 
is, the first letter of t — or is brought next to p by cancellation. In the former case, 
the automaton moves to the state (t[l],g) after reading q. In the latter, q arises 
from another generator s' - q - 1', there exists a string v G B* with t vs '  — e and
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Figure 4.2. Finite state automaton recognizing reduced words in the 
subsemigroup of FG(æ,2/,^) generated by {xy'^,y~^z^z~^y~^zyx,x~^y}. 
The start state is accept states have rectangular outlines.
the automaton reads q and moves to the state { t \q ) .  So in reading the word xzyy  
above, the transitions of the automaton are as follows:
QO {yy,x) (yx ,z )  {x,y) (e,y).
The first transition exists because x is the first letter of xyy\ the second because
1   c- r. ITH rr o . f f i n v  rv^ nini V\/:iîr-»nc n tn i r&Tnfi .v l / i i  1 b c l U gz ^ y e, the remaining sufiix of xyy  being yy  and z  ^y ^
the prefix of ^y ^zyx before z\ the third because y  follows z in the generator
z~^y~^zyx\ the fourth because x • =  e, æ being the remainder of z~^y~^zyx
after y  and the prefix of x~^y before y. The state (e,y)  is an accept state; 
more generally any state (r, •) is an accept state if there exists w Ç: B* with rw ~  e. 
Obviously, such an automaton will be non-deterministic in general because there 
may be many possible factorizations of the same word into a set of generators, and 
because the fact that a particular string of generators is not a factorization may not 
be apparent until a long prefix of the word has been read.
Figure 4.2 shows the automaton for the subsemigroup T  oî FG{x, y ,z ) .
The automaton defined below for subsemigroups of virtually free groups is 
more complex, as it must deal with the more complex multiplication of normal form 
words. Let w id i  and wgdg be elements of the virtually free group G, with W\^W2
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being reduced words on % U X~^ and d i ,d 2 £ D. To multiply these elements, 
concatenate Wid2 and Wid2 to obtain widi  • W2 d2 \ move di to the right using the 
defining relations of the presentation (i) to obtain wi • wgdg, where ws is a reduced 
word on AT U and ds e D] and freely reduce wi • ws to obtain a reduced word 
W4 . Thus widiW 2 d2 =  Wids.
Proof of 4‘4-^' Let
T  =  {w  : w is a. suffix of the normal form oî dâ £ G ,d  G D ,a  £ A},
and let
0  =  (T  X (X  U X - l  U { e} ))  U {g<x,}.
Let A  ~  {Q, X l)X ~ ^  UD, rj, (e, e), {^oo}) be a finite state automaton, where the 
transition function y : Q x (X  U X~^ u h )  Q consists of the following transitions 
and is elsewhere undefined:
i.) ((s, y), z) (i, z) ÎOT z  G X \J  X~^ if there exists w G such that sw ~  z  -t, 
and y~^ 7  ^z.
ii.) ((s, %/), z) t- 4  {t, z) ÎOV z  g X \ J  X~^ iî s  =  z - t ,  |^ | >  1, and y~^ f  z.
iii.) ((s, y),d)  M- Çco for d G D  iî there exists w G A+ such that sw =  d.
iv.) ((s, y), d) Qoo ÎOT d G D  iî s ~  d.
Lemma 4 .4.3. S  Ç L { A ) .
Proof of 4‘4'3' Let f  G S  and let u G A'  ^ with u =  u\ - • - Un-> Ui G A, and Ü — f .
Let 0 =  «0 < «1 < ^2 <  • • • <  %|/| =  n be such that u{ij) is the shortest prefix of
u such that f { j )  is a prefix of u{ij) that remains unaffected by subsequent right- 
raultiplication by üïj^ , . . . ,  in forming u. [Observe that =  n  since any part
of u after u(i|y[) would affect at least the element of D  at the end of u(%|y|). Even if 
the letter after u(z|y|) represented the identity, the d at the end would be involved in 
rewriting using the defining relations in (1 ), although it would simply be rewritten 
back to d.]
Assume the automaton has read the prefix / ( j ) ,  ending in y, and has reached 
a state {s,y),  where s is the suffix of u{ij) after f ( j ) .
There are now four possibilities:
i.) i j+ i > ij  and z  G X  U X~^. A transition of type i. exists, with w E A+ 
in its definition being such that u{ij)w =  The state reached by this
transition is (t, z) with t  being such that u (ÿ+ i) =  / ( j  +  1 ) • t.
ii.) ij+ i =  ij and z  G X U  X~^. A type ii. transition exists and leads to a state 
{t^z) with s — z - t  and so t  is such that u (ÿ+ i) =  / ( i  +  1 ) • t-
iii.) i j+ i >  ij and z  G D. k  type iii. transition exists, with w E A+ in its definition 
being such that u{ij)w  =  u{ij+i). The state reached by this transition is Çoo-
iv.) i j+ i =  ij and z  G D. k  transition of type iv. exists and leads to Çoo*
Induction on j  shows that A  accepts / ,  since entering state qoo occurs only on
reading z  G D, which can only happen at the end of / .  4.4.3
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Lem m a 4 .4.4. L{A)  Ç S.
Proof of 4‘4'4- Let /  E L{A). Only transitions labelled by D  reach Çoo) and the
definitions of transitions labelled by X  U mean that /  contains no adjacent 
letters that are mutually inverse. Therefore /  is certainly in normal form.
Choose and fix a walk 7  in A  that is labelled by / .  Let
7  =  7 i  ■ • - Tn,
where each 7 * is a single transition. Let s* be the first component of the state to 
which 7 i leads, with Sn formally defined as e.
For transition 7 % of type i. or iii., define j ip  to be w, where w  E A+ is as in the 
definition of this transition. If 7  ^ is of type ii. or iv., define 'yip — e.
For some %, assume that
I f i p - ' l i p  =  /(« )•  Si. (5 )
Suppose 7 i is labelled by z, so that f ( i  +  !) =  /(« )•  z. If 7^+1 is of type ii. or iv.,
then Si =  z  ‘ Si+i and j i+ ip  =  e, and so:
7iP • • • l iP li+ iP  =  7iP • • • l ip  
=  fi'i) • Si
=  /(«) • Si+l
“  /(*  T 1 ) • Si+l*
If, on the other hand, 7^+1 is of type i. or iii., then j i+ ip  =  w, where w  is such that 
SiW =  z  • Sj+i, whence:
l i p  • • • l iP li+ iP  =  l iP  ' * • l ipw
- / ( « ) •  SiW
~  f  ( 0  "  ^* ' i^+l
=  f { i  +  1 ) • Si+i.
In either case, (5 ) holds for i +  l .  Observe that (5 ) holds trivially for i — 0. Induction 
now shows that it holds for all i. In particular, it holds for i =  n. Therefore 
l i p - "  InP =  f ,  and so /  E 5 . 4.4.4
Lemmas 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 together prove Proposition 4.4.2. 4.4.2
If S  is not already a monoid, adjoin an identity to obtain a monoid M  =  S^, 
otherwise let M  =  5. Let 1 be a new symbol not in A  that represents the identity. 
The strategy is now to construct from A  a generalized finite state automaton W  
that recognizes a language over A U {1} that maps onto 5 . (For the case M  — 
the language of normal forms will be L(W) U {!} .)
Let p  g be a transition in A. Suppose it is of type i. or iii. Let w  be as in 
the definition of this transition, with |w| being minimal. Define {p<,y,q)p =  w. For
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all other transitions p  g, define {p,y^q)p =  e. (This definition of p echoes that 
in the proof of Lemma 4.4.4.) Let m  — max{|w| : w E im p}.
The construction of W  is as follows. Retain the state set and the start and 
accept states from A. Replace the label on each transition p  g of the automaton 
A by (p,y, so that each edge in W has a label of length m.
The following two lemmata relate a word recognized by A  to the word labelling 
the corresponding path in W.
Lem m a 4 .4.5. I fu  labels a walk in W  from the start state to an accept state and 
s labels the corresponding walk in A, then u ~ s  and m |s| =  |u|.
Proof of 4-4-S' This lemma follows from the proof of Lemma 4.4.4, noting the coin­
cidence of the definition of p  in that proof and in the construction of W. 4.4.5
Lem m a 4 .4.6. Let u E L{W ) and let t  E N U  {0} with m  | t. Then the first t /m  
letters o fu  form a word Wu over X U X “  ^UD that label the walk in A  corresponding 
to the walk labelled by u(t) in W . Furthermore, i f  Su is the first component of the 
state to which this walk leads (in either A  or W ), then u(t) =W u'Su-
Proof of 4 A-6. Observe that, since m  | t, upon reading the prefix u{t), the general­
ized finite state automaton A  does indeed enter a state. Reasoning parallel to that
in the proof of Lemma 4.4.4 shows that u(t) = W u ‘ Su- 4.4.6
Observe that Lemma 4.4,5 and the fact that A  recognizes S  together imply 
that L(W) maps onto S. The remainder of the proof consists of showing that if 
M  — S\ then (AU { !} , L(W)) is an automatic structure for M; and that if M  =  S^, 
then (A U { !} , L(W) U { !} )  is an automatic structure for M.
First case. Suppose M  ~  S. Let u,v  E L{W )  be such that üô =  ü for 
a E A U {1} U {e}. In order to invoke Theorem 2.3.2, it is necessary to show that 
for all i  E N U {0}, u(t) and v{t) are within a bounded distance of one another. One 
may assume without loss that t  <  max{|u[, |v|}.
Since cancellation can proceed at most I =  max{jda| : d E D, a E A }  leftwards 
from the end of an element oî S , u  and v must be equal except for sufiixes of length 
at most I.
Let t  <  m ax{|u|, |u|} and suppose that m 11.
i.) If t is such that |n| — t /m  is greater than I, apply Lemma 4.4.6 to u and v 
to obtain Wu, Su, w-o and Sy. The prefix Wu, being of length t / m  <  |ü| — I, 
is confined to the part of ü  that is unaffected by cancellation in forming the 
product Ü a, and so and Wy are identical. Therefore u[t) v{t) =  s~^Sy, 
and since there are only a finite number of choices for and Sv, u{t) and v{t) 
are within a bounded distance of one another.
ii.) If t  is such that |ü| — t /m  does not exceed I, then |u| =  m\ü\ <  ml -F t, so 
]u| — |u(i)i <  ml. The distance between u{t) and v is at therefore at most 
ml +  1.
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Consider the maximum amount of cancellation that can occur in forming 
the product üâ  to see that |ü| > |ü| — /. So m|ü| > m\ü\ — ml, whence |u| >  
[u| — ml by Lemma 4.4.5. So t  <  max{|u|, |u|} <  | -f ml, or |u| >  ^— ml. On
the other hand, considering the case when no cancellation occurs in forming 
the product ua, shows that |ü| <  |ü| +  I. So \v\ =  m\v\ < m\u\ +  ml < 2ml 4 -1. 
Therefore
—m l  <  |u| — t <  2ml ,
or |juj — < 2ml. So the distance from v  to v{t)  is at most 2ml. So the total
distance from u{t) to v{t) is at most 3m/ +  1.
Clearly, if m f then a distance at most 2m is added to these bounds.
Therefore {A U {1},Z/(W)) possesses the fellow traveller property. The condi­
tions of Theorem 2.3.2 are thus satisfied and so [A  U {1} ,L (W )) is an automatic 
structure for M.
Second case. Now suppose that M  ^  S  and a E A U  {1} U {e}. The reasoning 
above remains valid except when u or u is 1. Suppose a =  e or a — 1. Clearly, u =  1 if 
and only if v — 1, since otherwise there would be a word in L{W )  Ç A'  ^ representing 
the identity of M , contradicting the definition of M . Trivially, therefore, u{t) and 
v{t) are within a bounded distance of one another for all t.
If a € A, then v cannot be 1, since otherwise ua would represent the identity, 
contradicting the definition of M .  So assume u =  1, so that v — a. Then v  can have 
at length at most m\a\, by the definition of W .  Therefore, for all t, the distance 
between u{t) and v(t) is bounded.
Therefore (A U {1},I/(W ) U { !} )  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3.2 and 
so is an automatic structure for M .  The monoid M  is therefore automatic. Now
apply Theorem 2.4.3 to show that S  is automatic. 4.4.1
T h eorem  4 .4 .7 . There is an algorithm that takes as input:
i.) a finitely generated virtually free group F, speciGed by a presentation o f  the 
form ( i) ,
ii.) a finite subset of F, speciGed as normal form words,
and returns an automatic structure for the subsemigroup of F generated by that 
subset.
Proof of Adopt the notation from the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. The set T  
can be constructed from A and the presentation ( i) , so the state set Q can also 
be effectively constructed. To complete construction of the automaton A  from 
Proposition 4.4.2, one needs to compute the set of transitions.
Clearly, the presence of a transition of type ii. or iv. can be decided simply by 
inspection of the state set.
Let A' =  A U { c k }  U {w}, where a  and w are new symbols not in A. To 
decide whether there should be a transition of type i. from (s, y) to {t, z) labelled by 
z  E Y  u y~ ^  with 7  ^z, proceed as follows: let â  =  s and ü  =  z - t .  Construct the
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context-free language L{A')  as described in Lemma 4.2.1. Construct the language
which is also context-free, and check whether it is empty. If it contains awLO~ ,^ then 
sw ~  Ww —U =  Z ‘ t, and there should be an edge (s, y) (t, z).
Similarly, to decide whether there should be a transition of type iii. from (s, y) 
to Qoo labelled by d E D , let cf =  s and ÜJ — d and again check the emptiness of
Thus one can effectively construct the automaton A .  It is then clear that the 
construction of W proceeds by inspection of A .
To discover whether 5  is a monoid, one simply checks whether d\ E D  — the 
normal form word representing the identity of F  (see Section 4.1) — lies in L { A ) .
As observed in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1, if (u, v) E La for a E A\J  {e} and t 
is such that |ü| — t / m  and |ü| — t /m  exceed /, then u{t) v{t) =  where and
Sy are in T. (The constants I and m  were defined in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.) 
Let k\ be the maximum length (in F) of all possible s~^Sy. For other values of t, the 
elements u{t) and u(t) are at most k2 =  {Sml +  1) max{|a| : a E A} apart in F  by 
Proposition 0.7.4. So u{t) v{t) always lies in a ball of radius max{A:i, Azg} around 
the identity in T{F, X U U D ) .  Applying the construction of Theorem 2.3.2 using 
this ball yields a finite state automaton recognizing the language La-
Finally, to obtain, for some a E A, a representative Ua £ L  such that =  a, 
simply trace a path in A  labelled by ô  and take the word labelling the corresponding
path in W. 4.4.7
4.5. CONSEQUENCES OF AUTOMATISM
4.5.1. Finite Malcev presentations
T heorem  2.5.1 asserts that every, automatic semigroup embeddable into a group 
admits a finite Malcev presentation. Therefore, the fact that finitely generated sub­
semigroups of virtually free groups have finite Malcev presentations is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 4.4.1. Furthermore, Theorem 4.4.7 shows that one can ef­
fectively construct an automatic structure for such a subsemigroup, starting from 
a presentation (i)  for the virtually free group and a finite generating set for the 
subsemigroup specified as normal form words. Algorithm 3.2.1 yields a Malcev pre­
sentation given the automatic structure. This reasoning forms an alternative proof 
for Theorem 4.3.1.
4.5.2. Testing for freedom
Section 3.3 describes an algorithm that takes as input an automatic structure for a 
semigroup and decides whether that semigroup is free. As mentioned in the preced­
ing subsection, one can effectively compute an automatic structure for a subsemi­
group of a finitely generated virtually free group. Algorithm 3.3.1 can then be run 
with this automatic structure as input. This yields a method of testing for freedom 
alternative to Theorem 4.2.4.
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4.5.3. Spehner’s theorem
The machinery of asynchronous automatism allows one to rapidly prove the semi­
group version of Spehner’s (1 9 8 9 ) result that every finitely generated submonoid of 
a free monoid has a finite Malcev presentation (see Theorem 1.5.1):
T h eorem  4 .5 .1 . Every Gnitely generated subsemigroup of a free semigroup is 
asynchronously automatic and so has a Gnite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 4-5.1. Let be a fiee semigroup with basis X  and let A be a finite 
alphabet representing a set of generators for a subsemigroup S  of X~ .^ Let L =  A+. 
The aim is to show that (A, L) is an asynchronous automatic structure for S  by 
showing that it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.11. Notice firstly that, by 
definition, L =  S.
Let u ,v  £ L  with (u,v) 6  La for some a E A U {e}. Let i E N U {0}. The 
element u{t) of 5  is a word over X .  Let 'u(s) be the shortest prefix of u such that 
u{t) is a prefix of u(s). Then v{s)w =  u{t), where w is a (possibly empty) suffix of a 
word in A. The distance from u(it) and u(s) in V{S, A) is thus bounded by a quantity 
dependent only on A. Since t  was arbitrary, every point on u is a bounded distance 
from some point on v. The same reasoning applies with u and v  interchanged. Since 
u and V were arbitrary, (A, L) has the Hausdorff closeness property.
Since every element of A has non-zero length as a word over X ,  any word w E S  
has a finite number of representatives in L =  A+. Therefore L  maps finite-to-one 
onto S. By Lemma 2.3.7, a departure function for (A, L) exists.
Thus, by Theorem 2.3.11, (A, L) is an asynchronous automatic structure for S.
Finally, by Theorem 2.5.4, S  admits a finite Malcev presentation. 4.5.1
4.6. QUESTIONS ON FINITE PRESENTABILITY
M arkov  ( 1 9 7 1 / 7 2 , T heorem  III) exhibits an algorithm that takes as input a finite 
set of words C  over an alphabet X  and determines whether the subsemigroup of X ^  
generated by C  is finitely presented. Given the above extension of various results 
regarding free semigroups to free and virtually free groups, the following question 
arises:
O pen  P rob lem  4 .6 .1 . Is there an algorithm that takes a finite subset of a [virtu­
ally] free group and determines whether the subsemigroup generated by that subset 
is finitely presented?
Budkina & Markov (1 9 7 3 a) describe all subsemigroups of rank 3 of a free semi­
group and showed in particular that all such subsemigroups are finitely presented. 
[Spehner (1 9 8 1 ) builds upon the work of Budkina & Markov to show that all such 
subsemigroups have a presentation with at most two defining relations unless they 
are commutative.] One naturally asks whether this extends to subsemigroups of a 
free or virtually free group:
O pen  P rob lem  4 .6 .2 . Is every three-generated subsemigroup of a [virtually] free 
group finitely presented?
CHAPTER FIVE
GROUPS SATISFYING 
SEMIGROUP LAWS
Law is order, and good law is good order.
—  Aristotle, Politics, bk. VII 
(trans. B. Jew ett)
5.1. INTRODUCTION
I n f o r m a l ly ,  a semigroup S  obeys a law u — v (where u and v are words over an 
alphabet X )  if every possible substitution of elements of S  for letters of % in u and 
V gives equals elements of S. For example, commutative semigroups satisfy the law 
xy =  yx. [Semigroup laws are defined formally in Section 5.2.]
The present chapter studies subsemigroups of groups that obey non-tautological 
semigroup laws. Nilpotent, virtually nilpotent, abelian, and virtually abelian groups 
are considered, and, in particular, whether their subsemgroups admit finite Malcev 
presentations or automatic structures.
5.2. SEMIGROUP LAWS
T he follow ing  d efin itio n  formalizes the intuitive definition of a semigroup law 
given above:
D e fin ition  5 .2 .1 . A semigroup law consists of two words u, v over an alphabet X .  
Such a law is simply denoted u — v. A  semigroup S satisfies or obeys the law u ~  v 
if ud =  vd  for every homomorphism d : X'^ S. A  semigroup law is tautological 
if it is of the form u =  u; it is otherwise non-tautological.
If a semigroup obeys a particular semigroup law, then all of its subsemigroups 
also obey that law.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 .2  (Lewin & Lewin 1 9 6 9 , Section IV). Let G be a group, and let 
E  be a finite extension of G, with [E \ G ] =  n. Suppose G satisGes the semigroup 
law u =  V.  Then E  satisGes the law obtained by replacing each letter x by  æ" in 
both u and v. 5.2.2
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Malcev (1 9 5 3 ) classified semigroups embeddable into nilpotent groups as being 
cancellative semigroups that satisfy a particular non-tautological semigroup law. 
Neumann & Taylor (1 9 6 3 ) independently discovered a similar classification that 
involves a slightly diflPerent law, although Neumann (1 9 6 4 ) later acknowledged Mal­
cev’s precedence. The Malcev and Neumann-Taylor classifications are discussed 
further in Section 5.3.
5.2.1. Semigroup laws and group-embeddabïlity
Recall the definitions of the right- and left-reversibility of a semigroup and those of 
groups of left and right quotients (Subsection 0.9.1): a semigroup is right-reversible 
(respectively, left-reversible) if any two elements have a common left (respectively, 
right) multiple; a group G is a group of left (respectively, right) quotients of a 
semigroup S if G =  S~^S (respectively, <S'<S'“ )^. Dubreil’s Theorem 0.9.10 asserts 
the existence of the group of left (respectively, right) quotients of a cancellative right- 
reversible (respectively, left-reversible). Some additional results on these subjects 
will be needed in forthcoming sections:
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 ,3  (Clifford & Preston 1 9 6 1 , Theorem 1.25). Let S be a right- 
reversible [respectively, left-reversible) cancellative semigroup, and let G and H  
be groups of left quotients [respectively, right quotients) of S. Then there is an
isomorphism from G to H  fixing all elements of S. 5.2.3
It is therefore sensible to discuss the group of left or right quotients of a right- 
or left-reversible semigroup S.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 .4  (Clifford & Preston 1 9 6 1 , Proof of Theorem 1.24). Let G be 
a group and let S be a right-reversible [respectively, left-reversible) subsemigroup 
of G. Let H  be the subgroup of G generated by S. Then H is [isomorphic to] the
group of left quotients [respectively, right quotients) of S. 15.2.4
Proposition 5.2.4 implies that the only group that a right- or left-reversible 
cancellative semigroup S  embeds into and generates is the group of left or right 
quotients of S. This observation yields the following lemma:
L em m a 5 .2 .5 . Let S be a right-reversible [respectively, left-reversible) cancella­
tive semigroup. Let G\ be the universal group of S. Let G2 be the group of left 
[respectively, right) quotients of S. Let G3 be the subgroup generated by S inside 
some group into which S embeds. Then G i, G2 , and G3 are all isomorphic. 5.2.5
The next result links the study of right- and left-reversible semigroups with 
that of semigroups that obey non-tautological laws:
L em m a 5 .2 .6 . IfS  is a cancellative semigroup that satisGes a non-tautological law, 
then S is both right- and left-reversible.
The proof below is essentially that of Neumann & Taylor (1 9 6 3 , Corollary 2), 
although Lemma 5.2.6 is phrased slightly differently.
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Proof of 5.2.6. Let u =  -y be a non-tautological law satisfied, by 5 , with |u|, the 
length of u,  being minimal. If |u| =  |u| =  1, then the law is of the form x =  y  (where 
X and y  are variables), and S  must be the trivial group. If |u| =  1, |u| > 1, then put 
all variables in u, v equal to one another and use the cancellative property to deduce 
that S  is again a group (of finite exponent). Groups are manifestly right- and left- 
reversible.
If |u|; |u| > 1, write u =  xu'  and v  =  yv' ,  so that |u| =  1 4 - |u'[ and |u| =  14- |u'|. 
Observe that if x  and y  were the same variable, cancellation would show u’ — v'  to 
be a law, which would contradict the minimality of |ti|. Substitute any two distinct 
elements of S  for x  and y  (and arbitrary elements for any other letters in u  and 
v)  to show that they have a common right multiple. Therefore the semigroup S  is 
left-reversible. Reason similarly to show the right-reversibility of S. 5.2.6
Lemmata 5.2.6 and 5.2.5 together imply the following result:
C orollary 5 .2 .7 . Let G be a group. Let S  be a subsemigroup of G. Suppose that 
S satisfies a non-tautological semigroup law. Then the subgroup of G generated by
S  is isomorphic to the universal group of S. 5.2.7
Remember that Corollary 5.2.7 does not hold for arbitrary subsemigroups of 
groups (see Example 0.9.2).
T h eorem  5 .2 .8 . A coherent group that satisfies a non-tautological semigroup law ,
is Malcev coherent. i
Proof of 5.2.8. Let G be a coherent group that obeys a non-tautological semigroup I
law. Let (S' be a finitely generated subsemigroup of G. Let H  be the subgroup of |
G generated by S. The group H  is finitely generated and thus, by the coherence of 
G, is finitely presented. Corollary 5.2.7 shows that H  coincides with the universal 
group of S: the universal group of S  is finitely presented. Therefore S  admits a
finite Malcev presentation by Corollary 1.3.2. Thus G is Malcev coherent. 5.2.8
5.3. NILPOTENT AND VIRTUALLY NILPOTENT GROUPS
R ecall the definition of a nilpotent group:
D efin ition  5 .3 .1 . A group G is nilpotent if it possesses a series of normal subgroups
{ 1g }  =  Hq < Hi < . . .  <  Hn =  G,
such that, for each i G { ! , . . .  ,n } , the factor group H i/H i- i  lies in the centre of 
G /H i- i .  The shortest length n  of such a series is the nilpotency class of the group 
G.
The only nilpotent group of class 0 is the trivial group; the groups of nilpotency 
class 1 are the abelian groups. Therefore nilpotent groups are a generalization of 
abelian groups, or abelian groups are a special case of nilpotent groups. Like the
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class of abelian groups, the class of nilpotent groups is closed under taking subgroups 
(Robinson 1 9 9 6 , Theorem 5.1.4). In addition, every finitely generated nilpotent 
group is finitely presented. Consequently, nilpotent groups are coherent.
The goal of this section is to show that every finitely generated subsemigroup 
of a virtually nilpotent group admits a finite Malcev presentation. [This result first 
appeared — albeit with a rather different exposition — as Theorem 1 of Cain et al. 
(2 0 0 5 0 ).] Although every finitely generated subsemigroup of an abelian group has a 
finite -ordinary’ presentation by Redei’s Theorem (see Theorem 5,4.1), the same is 
not generally true of nilpotent groups:
E xam p le  5 .3 .2 . Let H  be the Heisenberg group:
H  =  G p(p ,g,r | {qp,pqr), {rq,qr), (pr,rp)}.
The group H  is nilpotent — indeed, it is the free nilpotent group of class 2 and rank 
2 .
Every element of H  can be represented by a unique word of the form p^q^r'^, 
where a , ^ , 7  E Z; see, for example, Johnson (1 9 9 7 , Section 5.2). Clearly, any word 
in {p, g, r}+ can be transformed to one in this normal form using only the relations 
(gp,pgr), (rg, gr), and {pr,rp). The positive subsemigroup T  of H  consisting of 
elements represented by words in {p, g, is therefore presented by
T =  Sg(p, g, r I (gp,pgr), (rg, gr), (pr, rp)). (1 )
Identify H  — and so T — with words in normal form.
Let A  =  {a, b} be an alphabet representing elements of T in the following way:
d  =  p, h — q.
Let 3  be the subsemigroup of T generated by A. Observe that for all n E N,
ab^ '^ a =  pq^^p =  p^g^”r^” =  q^p^q  ^ =  b^ aP-b^ .
Therefore (a6 ”^a, 6”o^6”) is a valid relation in S  for all n E N. [Here is an al­
ternative line of reasoning: the N eumann-Tay lor law xyzyx  — yxzxy  (that is, 
qc{x,y ,z)  =  qc{y,x,z)  with c =  2) is obeyed by Sg(A U {Iff} )  (see Theorem 5.3.4 
below). Substituting â  for x, 6" for y, and Iff for z  yields ab'^ '^ a =  b' a^^ b' .^]
An easy argument shows that for any proper subword w  of ab '^ a^, the element w 
can be factorized into elements of A  in only one way. For example, the subword ab"^  ^
represents pq^^. Since the relations in (1 ) do not change the numbers of letters p or 
g, the occurrence ofp  can only arise from a single letter a. Similarly, the g ”^ requires 
2n letters 6 . Therefore, any word representing pg^’^  must be a rearrangement of 
However, any letters b to the left of the a would lead at least one r being present 
in the normal form. A similar arguments applies to the subword b'^^ a. Therefore 
no valid relations can be applied to a proper subword of ab'^ a^, and hence any 
presentation for 3  on this set of generators must have ab'^ a^ as one side of a defining 
relation for each n E N. Thus 3  is not finitely presented.
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Before proceeding with the body of this section, make one final observation: 
‘virtually nilpotent’ and ‘nilpotent-by-finite’ are synonymous: Proposition 0.10.2 
implies that a group having a nilpotent subgroup of finite index possesses a normal 
such subgroup.
Section 5.2 remarked that Malcev (1 9 5 3 ) and Neumann & Taylor (1 9 6 3 ) char­
acterized semigroups embeddable into nilpotent groups in terms of cancellativity 
and satisfaction of a semigroup law. Detailed discussion of their results is now 
appropriate.
Both the Malcev and Neumann-Taylor classifications depend on sequences of 
words over an alphabet { x ,y , z \ ,Z 2 , . . . } .  For the Malcev classification, define
X q — x ,Yq — y, and Aj-j-i =  XiZi—xY^ , ^ + 1  — YiZi—\X i  for i E M,
and for the Neumann-Taylor classification, let
q i [ x , y , z )  =  xy ,  and q i+ i{x , y ,z )  =  q i { x , y , z ) z iq i { y , x , z )  for i E N.
T h eorem  5.3 .3  (Malcev 1 9 5 3 ). A semigroup S embeds in a nilpotent group of class
c if  and only if  S is cancellative and satisGes the semigroup law Xc =  Yc. 5.3.3
T h eorem  5 .3 .4  (Neumann & Taylor 1 9 6 3 ). A semigroup S embeds in a nilpotent 
group of class c if  and only if  S is cancellative and satisGes the semigroup law
qc(x, y, z) =  q d y ,  x ,  z ) .  5.3.4
Theorems 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 both imply that the semigroups embeddable into 
abelian groups are precisely the commutative cancellative semigroups. [This is obvi­
ous for the Neumann-Taylor result; Malcev’s law x z y  = y z x  is also clearly satisfied 
by every commutative semigroup.] An alternative proof of the group-embeddability 
of commutative cancellative semigroups proceeds by using the same ordered pair 
construction as one uses to embed an integral domain into its field of fractions (see, 
for example, Fraleigh 1 9 9 8 , Section 5.4). As Clifford & Preston (1 9 6 1 , Section 1.10) 
observe, the reasoning is actually simpler because the operation of addition is not a 
concern.
Armed with Theorems 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 and the tools of Subsection 5.2.1, the 
Malcev coherence of virtually nilpotent groups now follows easily:
T h eorem  5 .3 .5 . Virtually nilpotent groups are Malcev coherent.
Proof of 5.3.5. Let G be a virtually nilpotent group. Then G is a finite extension of a 
nilpotent group N , which, by Theorem 5.3.3 or 5.3.4, satisfies a non-tautological law. 
By Proposition 5.2.2, G satisfies a non-tautological law. Furthermore, G is a coherent 
group by Proposition 1.6.1 and the coherence of nilpotent groups. The group G 
therefore satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2.8 and so is Malcev coherent 5.3.5
Theorem 5.3.5 is simply an application of Theorem 5.2.8. Noting this, one 
immediately asks the following questions:
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O pen P rob lem  5 .3 .6 . What other coherent groups satisfy a non-tautological 
semigroup law?
[Olshanskii & Storozhev (1 9 9 6 ) proved the existence of finitely generated groups 
that are not nilpotent-by-finite but which satisfy non-tautological semigroup laws.]
O pen  P rob lem  5 .3 .7 . What other coherent groups have the property that the 
universal group of a subsemigroup coincides with the subgroup it generates?
The class of polycyclic groups properly contains the class of finitely generated 
nilpotent groups whilst retaining many of the pleasant properties of the latter. In 
particular, polycyclic groups are coherent. However, as is proven in Section 7.3, 
there exist polycyclic groups that are not Malcev coherent.
5.4. ABELIAN GROUPS
5.4.1. Generators and presentations for subsemigroups
A ll su bg r o u ps  of finitely generated abelian groups are finitely generated. However, 
the same is not true of their subsemigroups', for example, let S  be the subsemigroup 
of the free abelian group of rank 2  generated by
% =  {(!,,%): 71 EM}.
Then S  is not finitely generated, for no member of X  is decomposable in S: none 
can be expressed as products of other elements of S,
However, subsemigroups of abelian groups — and commutative semigroups gen­
erally— do have the following elegant property:
T h eorem  5.4 .1  (Rédei’s Theorem). Every finitely generuted commutative semi­
group is finitely presented.
Proof of 5.4-1’ See Rédei (1 9 6 3 ) for the original proof. Pi*eyd (1 9 6 8 ) deduces this 
result as a consequence of the Hilbert Basis Theorem. An elementary proof is due
to Grillet (1993). . 15.4.1
Therefore every finitely generated commutative semigroup that embeds in a 
group trivially has a finite Malcev presentation (Corollary 1.3.5). It therefore follows 
immediately from Rédei’s Theorem that abelian groups are Malcev coherent.
By Theorem 5.3.5, virtually abelian groups are also Malcev coherent. However, 
unlike abelian groups, they can contain finitely generated subsemigroups that do not 
admit finite ordinary presentations (see Example 5.5.1 and Proposition 5.5.7).
5.4.2. Autom atism  of subsemigroups
All finitely generated abelian groups are automatic (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Section 4.1). 
Campbell et al. (2 0 0 1 , Question 4.6) asked whether all finitely generated commuta­
tive semigroups were automatic; Hoffmann & Thomas (2 0 0 2 ) answered this question
" : c . : ... : -î
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negatively by proving that the semigroup
Sg(a, b ,x ,y \  {a^x, bx), {ay, b^y),
{ab, ba), {ax, xa), {ay, y a), {bx, xb), {by, yb), {xy, yx))  (2 )
does not admit an automatic structure.
However, finitely generated subsemigroups of abelian groups — which, as ob­
served in Section 5.3, are precisely the finitely generated commutative cancellative 
semigroups — are automatic:
T h eorem  5.4 .2 . Let A be a finite alphabet representing a generating set for a 
subsemigroup S  o f  an abelian group. Then S  admits an automatic structure {A, K ) .
Proof of 5 .4 .2 . Suppose A  =  { a i , . . . ,a „ } .  Represent elements of S  using tuples: 
identify the tuple { a i , . . .  ,an)  with the element a^  ^ Define the ShortLex
ordering on these tuples by
n n
( a i , . . . ,  o;„) XSL (A , • . . ,  ^n) ^
i=l i=l
r  ^ M
 ^i=l i=l
and { a i , . . . , a n )  C l { ^ i , . . . ,p n )
where C l is the lexicographical order of tuples: (o;i,. . . ,  an) C l (A , - - -, ^n) if the 
leftmost non-zero coordinate of {/3i — a \ , . . . ,  j3n — an) is positive.
Rédei’s Theorem 5.4.1 asserts that S  is finitely presented. An approach to 
this theorem found in Rosales & Garcia-Sanchez (1 9 9 9 , Chapter 5) (which is a 
modification of Crillet’s (1 9 9 3 ) proof) shows that the semigroup S  is isomorphic to
[(N U {0 })" -  {(0 , . . . , 0 )}] /{(u i,? ;i) ,...,(u n ,t;n )}^ ,
where Ui -<gL V{, and such that the ShortLex-minimal representative of w E (N U 
{0 })” — {(0 , . . . ,  0 )} can be found by repeatedly replacing w by w V i U i  whenever 
every coordinate of w — vi is non-negative. (Addition is performed componentwise 
on tuples.)
Since the ShortLex order is compatible with the operation (that is, for all x Ç. S, 
u -<SL V = >  u +  x -<SL V -\- x), the set of ShortLex-minimal elements is simply
M  =  E (N U {0})”' -  { ( 0 , . . . ,  0)} : w -  Vi is not in (N U {0})” for any .
Let
K  =  : ( a i , . . . ,  an) 6  M }.
Since the number of Vi is finite, a finite state automaton can check whether a word 
lies in K .  Therefore K  is regular.
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[Henceforth the proof follows that of Theorem 4.3.1 of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ).]
Let a  =  (cKi,. . . ,  an) and =  (^1 , . . .  ,/?„,) be tuples. If < ai for every i, 
then a  is said to be contained in /3; this is denoted a  <C /5. [Notice that M  is closed 
under <C.] If a  C  /3, then the complement of o; in /? is the tuple /? — a . If a  and ^ 
are distinct tuples representing the same element of S, then ck ~  ^ is a relation. A 
relation is minimal if it is minimal with respect to the containment order
(a ~  <C (a' ~  /3') <=> (a <  /?) A (a' C  /30-
Let A be the tuple ( . . . ,0 , 1 ,0 , . . . )  corresponding to some letter n*. Let a  and 
/? be tuples in M  such that (a 4- A) r-' /3, Let 7  ~   ^ be a minimal relation contained 
in (a +  A) ~  /3. Let 7 ' be the complement of 7  in (a +  A) and ô' be the complement 
of 6 in (3. As the semigroup S  is cancellative, 7 ' ~  is a relation. At least one of 7  
and 7 ' is contained in a. If 7  <C a , then 7  and Ô are both in M  (by the closure of 
M  under -c), which is a contradiction since M  maps bijectively onto S. So 7 ' «C a. 
Therefore 7 ' and 6' both lie in M , and so =  S'. So ck and p  differ only by the 
minimal relation 7 ^ # .  The number of such relations is bounded by Lemma 4.3.2 
of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ). So the paths labelled by the words in K  corresponding to 
a  and (3 fellow travel.
Therefore, since the tuples a  and /? were arbitrary, {A, K )  has the fellow trav­
eller property. Theorem 2.3.2 thus implies that (A, K )  is an automatic structure for
the semigroup S. 5.4.2
The upshot of Theorem 5.4.2 is the following:
C orollary 5 .4 .3 . Abelian groups are locally automatic. 5.4.3
5.5. VIRTUALLY ABELIAN GROUPS
In light of the local automatism of abelian groups (Corollary 5.4.3); that their 
finitely generated subsemigroups are finitely presented (Rédei’s Theorem 5.4.1); and 
the Malcev coherence of virtually abelian groups (Theorem 5.3.5); one naturally 
asks whether local automatism and the finite presentability of all finitely generated 
subsemigroups extends from abelian to virtually abelian groups. The present section 
is devoted to a single example, due to Cain (2 0 0 5 6 ), that establishes that neither of 
these extensions holds.
E x am p le  5 .5 .1 . Let Sg be the symmetric group on eight elements. Let be the 
direct product of eight copies of the integers under addition. View elements of Z? 
as octuples of integers. Let G be the semidirect product tx 1?, where S% acts (on 
the right) by permuting the coordinates of elements of Z®. (Index the Z-coordinates 
from 1 at the left to 8  at the right.) The abelian normal subgroup Z® of G  has index 
8 !; so C is a virtually abelian group.
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Let A =  {a, b, c, d, e, / ,  g, h}  be an alphabet representing elements of G  in the 
following way:
a =  [{l 3), (0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 )] ,
6 =  [id, (0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 )], /  =  [(15)(2 6 ), (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 0 )],
c = [ ( 1 3 ) ( 2 4 ) ,  (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 )] , g =  [id, (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 )],
d =  [id, (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )] , h =  [(15 )(26 ), (1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 )] .
e =  [(2 4), (0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )] ,
Let S  be the subsemigroup of G generated by A.
This example first appeared in Cain (2 0 0 5 6 ), although the proof therein corre­
sponding to Proposition 5.5.2 shows only that the semigroup S  is not synchronously 
automatic.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .5 .2 . The semigroup S  is not asynchronously automatic.
Proof of 5.6.2. Let A' =  {a ,c ,e ,  f ,h } .  Observe that only generators in A' possess 
non-identity «Sg-components, and that these are precisely the generators that have 
non-zero seventh or eighth Z-coordinates. Note further that the seventh and eighth 
Z-coordinates are not affected by any of the «Sg-components in A, and that there are 
no negative integers amongst the Z-coordinates.
Now, for any or E M U {0},
o6«cd“e =  [(1 3), (0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,l,0 )][id , (0,0, or, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0)]cd*e
=  [(13), (0 ,l,or +  l ,0 ,0 ,0 , l ,0 ) ] [ ( l  3)(2 4), (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 , l ) ] d ^  
=  [(2 4), (or +  2 ,0 ,0 , l ,0 ,0 ,2 ,l) ] [ id ,  (0 ,0 ,0 , or, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )]ë  
=  [(2 4), (or +  2 ,0 ,0 ,o r 4 -l,0 ,0 ,2 ,l)][(2  4), (0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )]
=  [id, (or+  2 , or 4- 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 , 2 )],
and
/ 9 “ ft =  [(1 5)(2 6 ), (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , l ,l ,2 ,0 ) ] [ id ,  (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,a , a , 0 ,0)]A
=  [(15 )(26 ), (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,a  +  l , a  +  l ,2 ,0 )]((1 5 )(2  6 ), (1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 )]  
=  [id, ( a +  2 , a +  2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 , 2 )].
So a6“cd"e =  fg°‘h for all o: G N U {0}.
L em m a 5 .5 .3 . For each a  € N U {0}, the elements of S  represented by ab^cdf and 
fg'^ are represented by those words alone.
Proof of 5.5.S. Suppose ui represents
s =  f g “ =  [(1 5)(2 6 ), (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , a  +  1 ,a  +  1 ,2,0)].
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Since the seventh and eighth Z-coordinates are 2 and 0, the only letters from A! 
in w  are either two letters a or one letter / .  The first option is impossible, since 
the «Sg-component of w would then be the identity permutation. Since the third 
and fourth Z-coordinates of s are zero, and these coordinates aie unaffected by the 
«Sg-component of / ,  the rest of w must consist of letters g. So w is a rearrangement 
of fgl^ for some /3. Since the first two Z-coordinates of s are 0, no letters g can 
precede the letter / .  So w =  fg^. Considering the fifth and sixth Z-coordinates of 
s shows that ^ =  a. Therefore fg°‘ is the unique word over A  representating s.
Now suppose that v represents
t =  ab°^ cdP — [(2 4), {a +  2 ,0 ,0 , o; +  1 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,1)].
The first task is to determine what letters from A' appear in v. The letter h is ruled 
out by the last Z-coordinate of t  being 1. If an /  is present, the only other letter 
from A' must be e, since the last two Z-coordinates of t  are 2 and 1. However, this 
gives the wrong 5g-component. The other possibilities are a, a, and e; or a and c. 
Suppose the former. If the letter e is the last of these three letters, then v has a 
non-zero second Z-coordinate. If one of the letters a is the last of the three, then v 
has non-zero second and third Z-coordinate. So the letters from A' must be a and 
c.
Since the fifth and sixth Z-coordinates of t  are 0, and these coordinates are 
unaffected by the <Sg components of â  or c, no letters g can be present in u. So v 
is a rearrangement of acb^(P for some ,0 , 7  E N U {0}. The letter a must precede 
the letter c, for otherwise v  would have non-zero second and third Z-coordinates. 
Similarly, the third Z-coordinate of s being zero forces the letters b to lie between 
the letter a and the letter c (since the «Sg-components of ô  and c together send the 
third Z-coordinate to itself). The letters d must lie to the right of the letter c, since 
otherwise v would have non-zero second Z-coordinate. So w =  ab^cd' .^ The values 
of the first and fourth Z-coordinates of t  together force P =  j  =  a. So ab'^ cd'^  is the
unique word over A  representing t. 5.5.3
Suppose S  is asynchronously automatic. Then, by Theorem 2.4.7, S  has an 
asynchronous automatic structure (A, L ) . By definition, the relations L q and Lh are 
both rational. Theorem A.6 .5 shows that the relation
Le o L~^  ^ — {(tq w) : u , w  E L , ü ë  =  w }  o { ( w , v )  : w , v  E L , v h  — w }
— { ( u , v )  : u , v  E L , ü ë  =  v h }
is also rational. Let N  be the number of states in an asynchronous automaton A  
recognizing Le o
For each o; E N U {0}, let Ua and Va be representatives in L  of the elements 
ab°^ cd°^  and fg^,  respectively. Since these elements have unique representatives over 
A by Lemma 5.5.3, it is clear that Uq =  ab°'cd°' and Va =  fg° -^ By its definition, the 
relation contains {ua,Va) for all a  E NU {0}.
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Fix a  > N .  Consider the automaton A  reading {ua,Va), and the states it 
enters immediately after reading each of the letters b from the word Ua. As the 
number of letters b exceeds N ,  the automaton enters the same state after reading 
two different letters 6 . Let ab^ and ab' ,^ where ^ <  7 , be the prefixes of Ua up to 
and including these two different letters 6 . Let v' be the subword of Va read by A  
between having read ab  ^ from Ua and reaching ab' .^ The subword v' is either 
or g  ^ for some r/ G N U {0}. (The former possibility arises because A  may not read 
any letters from Va whilst reading ab  ^ from Uq;.) As the automaton A  is in the same 
state immediately before and after reading ,v'), it must accept the pair formed 
by reading ('^ 0 )^ instead of {b'^~^,v‘).
Suppose that v' =  fg^. Then A  accepts
So, by the definition of the relation L q o
ab5b'^ ('y~h)l}<x-'ycd^ e =  fg''^ fg°^ h.
This is a contradiction, since the «Sg-component of the left-hand side is the identity 
permutation and that of the right-hand side is (1 5) (2 6 ).
Therefore suppose that v' =  Then A  accepts
whence, again by the definition of
abW^-5)b°^-'^cd^e =  fg'^g^h. 
This too is a contradiction, since 7  — /3 is at least 1, but
<26^52(7 - /3)5a - 7 jogjag _  (a  — /3 +  7  +  2 , o: -t- 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 , 2 )],
while
fgVgocJi =  [id, (a +  77 4- 2, a  -t- ?7 -I- 2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,2 )].
Therefore S  is not asynchronously automatic. 5.5.2
The consequences of Proposition 5.5.2 go beyond showing that virtually abelian 
groups are not in general locally automatic. Several authors asked whether the au­
tomatism of the universal group of a finitely generated group-embeddable semigroup 
implies the automatism of the semigroup itself (see Cain et al. 2 0 0 5 a, Question 7.4; 
Hoffmann 2 0 0 1 , Question 4.22; Kambites 2 0 0 3 , Question 6 .8 ).
Examples in favour of this implication include: free groups and semigroups; 
braid groups and semigroups (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Chapter 9); abelian groups and 
their subsemigroups (Theorem 5.4.2).
However, Proposition 5.5.2 shows that the implication does not hold: Let H  
be the subgroup of G generated by S. The group H  is a. subgroup of the virtually
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abelian group G and is therefore itself virtually abelian by Proposition 0.10.3. It is 
finitely generated, and so is automatic by Section 4.1 of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ).
Furthermore, as it contains Z® as an index 8 ! normal subgroup, the group G 
satisfies the non-tautological semigroup law by Proposition 5.2.2.
Corollary 5.2.7 applies to show that the subgroup H  coincides with the universal 
group of S. Therefore S' is a finitely generated non-automatic semigroup that is 
embeddable in a group but whose universal group is automatic.
T h eorem  5.5 .4 . The automatism of the universal group of a finitely generated 
group-embeddable semigroup does not in general imply the automatism of  the semi­
group itself. 5.5.4
[A similar question asked whether the automatism of a group implied the au­
tomatism of its positive subsemigroups. (Recall that a positive subsemigroup is one 
generated by a group generating set.) Proposition 5.5.2 of course implies that the 
answer to this second question is also ‘no’, but this negative answer was established 
earlier than the answer to the original question by an example of Cain et al. (2 0 0 5  a, 
Section 7). This earlier example uses the theory of Malcev presentations and is 
found in Section 6.2.]
The following result is a consequence of Proposition 5.5.2 and Corollary 5.4.3:
T h eorem  5 .5 .5 . The class of locally automatic groups is not closed under con­
structing finite extensions. Indeed, a finite extension of a locally automatic group
may not be locally asynchronously autohiatic. 5.5.5
Contrasting Theorem 5.5.5 with the situation for groups with all finitely gen­
erated subgroups automatic described in Proposition 2.4.17 yields the next result:
T h eorem  5 .5 .6 . The class o f  locally automatic groups is properly contained in the
class of groups all of  whose finitely generated subgroups are automatic. 5.5.6
The last consequence drawn from Proposition 5.5.2 is that the property of 
having all finitely generated subsemigroups finitely presented does not extend from 
abelian to virtually abelian groups.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .5 .7 . The semigroup S is not finitely presented.
Proof of 5.5.7. For all a  € N U {0}, the relation {ah^cd°^e, fg°^h) is valid in S. 
Lemma 5.5.3 shows that is represented by the word alone. Similar rea­
soning shows that, for each a  G N U {0}, the element of S  represented by g° h^ is 
represented by that word alone.
Therefore no non-trivial relation in S  can be applied to a proper subword of 
fg°^h, and so in any presentation for S  on the generating set A, each word fg°^h must
appear as one side of a defining relation. Therefore S  is not finitely presented. 5.5.7
O pen  P rob lem  5.5 .8 . Does there exist a finitely presented group-embeddable 
non-automatic semigroup whose universal group is automatic?
CHAPTER SIX
FREE PRODUCTS & 
THEIR SUBSEMIGROUPS
But when the words free, and liberty, are applied to any 
thing but bod ies, they are abused; for that which is not 
subject to motion, is not subject to impediment. . .
—  T hom as Hobbes, 
Leviathan (1651), ch. xxi
6.1. INTRODUCTION
T he class of c o h eren t  groups is closed under free products (Proposition 1.6.1). 
It is therefore natural to examine whether the same is true for the class of Malcev 
coherent groups.
[Throughout this chapter, ‘free product’ refers to the group or monoid free 
product, not to the semigroup free product, which is a different construction (Howie 
1 9 9 5 , Section 8.2). Refer to Lyndon & Schupp (1 9 7 7 , Section IV. 1) for background 
reading on free products.]
Section 6 .2  considers a particular finitely generated subsemigroup of the free 
product of a free group and an abelian group. Three noteworthy theorems follow 
from the failure of this semigroup to admit a finite Malcev presentation. Section 6.3 
shows that by replacing the free group with a free monoid, one recovers Malcev 
coherence via automatism.
6.2. FREE PRODUCT OF FREE GROUPS AND ABELIAN GROUPS
F ree groups and abelian groups are coherent; the free product of a free group 
and an abelian group is therefore coherent by Proposition 1.6.1. Free groups are 
Malcev coherent by Theorem 4.3.1; abelian groups by Theorem 5.3.5. One therefore 
naturally asks whether the free product of a free group and an abelian group is 
Malcev coherent, and more generally whether the class of Malcev coherent groups is 
closed under free products. The following example, which first appeared in Section 5 
of Cain et al. (2 0 0 5 a), provides a negative answer to both questions:
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E xam p le  6 .2 .1 . Let F  be the free product ¥ G { x ,y , z , s , t )  * (Z X Z x Z). Identify 
elements of F  with alternating products of elements of E G {x ,y ,z , s , t )  (viewed as 
reduced words) and of Z x Z x Z (viewed as triples of integers).
Let A  =  {a, 6 , c, d, e, / ,  g, h, i, j }  be an alphabet, and let this alphabet represent 
elements of F  in the following way:
â  =  x ‘^ y, f  =  x^s,
h =  y -^ { l ,d , l ) y ,  ^ =  5 -1 (1 ,0 , 0 )s,
c =  y~^z, h =  s~^t,
d =■ z~^ (0 , 1 , 0 )z, I =  r \ o ,  1 , l ) t ,
ë  =  z~^x' ,^ j  =  t~^x‘^ .
Let S  be the subsemigroup of F  generated by A.
L em m a 6 .2 .2 . The semigroup S  is presented by  Sg(A | IZ), where
% =  {(a6“cd“e, fg°"hi°^j) : a  G N U {0}} .
Proof of 6.2.2. Let a  G N U {0}. Then
ab° c^d e^ =  x ‘^ y{y~^{l,Q, l)y)°^y~^z{z~^{0, l,ff)z)'^z~^x“^
=  x^yy~^{a,d, a)yy~^zz~^ (d, a, tf)zz~^x^
=  æ^ (cK, 0 , o;)(0 , a, 0 )æ^
=  x ‘^ {a, a, a)x'^
— x^{a, 0 , 0 )(0 , a, a)x'^
=  .'r^ss~^(a,0 , 0 )s s“ 6^6“ (^0 , a, a)tt~^x^
— æ^s(s“ ^(l, 0 , 0 )s)“ s~^t(i“ ^(0 , 1 , l)t)°‘t~^x'^
So all of the relations in 71 hold in S.
Define a set of normal forms N  to be the set of all words in A+ that do not 
contain fg°^hi°^j for any a  G N  U {0}. Every element of S  is represented by at least 
one element of N  since a word over A'  ^ can be rewritten to one in N  using the 
relations 7Z: such rewriting cannot continue indefinitely since each step decreases 
the number of letters from { / ,  <7, present.
Let u =  u \ ' • 'Up, V =  v i "  'Vq (ui, Vi E A  for all i) be distinct words in the set 
of normal forms N ,  and suppose they represent the same element of S. Without 
loss of generality, suppose that tii vi  and that u precedes v in the lexicographic 
ordering based o n a - < 6 - < c - < . . . ^ j .
Consider which letters ui  and v\  may be. Obsefve that the element x~^ appears 
in no word in A, nor does a negative number appear in any coordinate of a tuple. 
Letters x and tuples therefore cannot be cancelled. The possibilities for ui  and vi  
marked 1 in Table 6.1 are immediately excluded for this reason.
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VI
b c d e / 9 h i j
U i a 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
b 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
c 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
d 1 1 1 2 1 1
e 1 1 2 1 1
f 1 2 1 1
9 2 1 1
h 2 2
i 1
Table 6.1. Possibilities for Ui and Vi in the proof of Lemma 6.2.2.
If u i  — c, then the only way the occurrence of z  can be cancelled from c is 
i f  U2 — d  or U2  =  e, which leaves the y~^ unaffected. Reasoning parallel to this, 
together with the observation in the last paragraph, excludes the possibilities marked 
2 in Table 6.1.
Suppose that u i  =  b and v \  =  c. Then the occurrence of y  must be cancelled 
from 6  by a string of p  letters b and one c. So
u =  y  ^(/3 +  1 ,0 ,^  +  l)2;7i^+3
V — y  ^ZV2 " ‘ Vq.
However, the occurrence of z must now be cancelled from v.  Yet, using a string of 
letters d  ox e can only replace z with a tuple with 0  in the first component, followed 
by X or an uncancelled z .  This is a contradiction, which eliminates the possibility 
marked 3 from Table 6.1.
Therefore u \  = a  and v i  =  / .  Either U2  = b ox V2 =  g in order to cancel the 
occurrence of y  or s.  Suppose the former; the latter case is analogous. Suppose that 
U2 — . . .  =  Ua+i  =  b and Wa+ 2  7  ^ b for some a.  Then
u =  X {a,  0, a) yU a + 2 u..p.
To match the first component of this tuple, V2 — ■ • • =  Wq+i =  g and Va+2 7^  g. So
V =  x ‘^ {a, 0 , 0 )st;q+ 2
Since Ua+ 2  7  ^ b and Va+ 2  7  ^ g, either Ua+ 2  =  c or Va+ 2  =  h. Once again, suppose 
the first case; the other follows in the same way. So
u =  X (cK, 0, a)zua+ 3 Ur
Repeating the reasoning above, with reference to the second component of the tuple 
rather than the first, shows that Va+2 =  h and that Ua+s is the first of a string of P
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letters d and a string of letters i. This shows that
Ü =  x^{a, p, a ) z ’ ' • Up,
V =  x^{a,p,p)t- • • Vq.
The only way the letters z  and t can be cancelled is if the next letters of u and v are
e and j ,  respectively. In order to match the third component of the tuple, therefore,
a — p. So u begins fg'^hi'^j, which contradicts the fact that N  contains v.
The set N  is therefore a set of unique normal forms for S, and so Sg(A j 7Z)
does indeed present S. 6 .2 .2  |
The following result will be needed shortly:
T h eorem  6 .2 .3  (Baumslag 1 9 6 2 ). Let J  and L be finitely presented groups. Then 
J  L, their free product with amalgamated subgroup K , is finitely presented if
and only i f  K  is finitely generated. 6.2.3
P ro p o sitio n  6 .2 .4 . The semigroup S  does not admit a finite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 6 .2 .4 . By Lemma 6.2.2, S  is presented by Sg(A | 71), where A =  { a , . . . ,  j }  
and
7Z ~  {{ab^cd^e, fg^hi°‘j )  : a  € N U {0}} .
Proposition 1.3.1 shows that the universal group of 5  is f7 =  Gp(A j 7Z). The group 
U is [isomorphic to] the amalgamated free product
FG (a ,6 ,c ,d ,e )  F G { f , g , h , i , j ) ,
where K  ~  Gp(a6“cd‘^ e, a  G N U {0}) ~  Gp{fg^hi°^j, a  G N U {0}).
L em m a  6 .2 .5 . The amalgamated subgroup K  is not finitely generated.
Proof of 6.2.5. One proceeds by showing that the set
B  — {a6“cd“e : o; G N U {0}}
is Nielsen-reduced (see Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , p. 6 ) and therefore a basis for 
K  <  FG(a, 6 , c, d, e) (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.5).
If CK >  /0, then ab°^cd°^e{ab^cd^e)~^ — ab^cd^~^c~^b~^a~^, with a  — P > 0. 
If a  ^  P ^  J, then at least the middle c remains uncancelled in the product 
ab°^cd°^e{ab^cd^e)~^aWcd7e. Therefore B  is Nielsen-reduced.
Therefore B is a basis for the amalgamated subgroup K ,  and so K  cannot be
finitely generated (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.7). 6.2.5
By Theorem 6.2.3, the group U cannot be finitely presented. Therefore, by
Corollary 1.3.2, the semigroup S  does not admit a finite Malcev presentation. 6.2.4
Example 6 .2 .1  yields several important results. Observing that free groups and 
abelian groups are Malcev coherent by Theorems 4.3.1 and 5.3.5 produces the first 
result:
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T h eorem  6 .2 .6 . The class of Malcev coherent groups is not closed under forming 
free products. 6 .2.6
Proposition 1.6.1 asserts that the class of coherent groups is closed under 
forming free products. Consequently, the free product of a free group and an 
abelian group is coherent. Therefore F  is an example of a coherent group that 
is not Malcev coherent. Conversely, Malcev coherent groups are always coherent 
(Proposition 1.6.3).
T h eorem  6 .2 .7 . The class of Malcev coherent groups is properly contained in the
class of coherent groups. 6.2.7
Applying Theorems 2.5.1 and 2.5.4 shows that the semigroup S  is neither auto­
matic nor asynchronously automatic. Yet <5 is a subsemigroup of F, a free product 
of a free group and an abelian group, which are locally automatic by Theorems 4.4.1 
and 5.4.3.
T h eorem  6 .2 .8 . The class of locally automatic groups is not closed under forming 
free products. Indeed, the free product of two locally automatic groups may not
even be locally asynchronously automatic. 6 .2.8
[Descalço (2 0 0 2 , Question 6.7) asks whether the class of locally automatic semi­
groups is closed under forming semigroup free products. Theorem 6.2.8, which deals 
with group free products, therefore does not answer Descalço’s question.]
Finally, let H  be the subgroup of F  generated by S. Proposition 2.4.17 shows 
that H  is automatic. Therefore S  is an example of a positive subsemigroup of an 
automatic group that is not itself automatic.
Example 6.2.1 was the first known example of such a positive subsemigroup. 
However, the question of whether the automatism of the universal group of a semi­
group that embeds in a group implies the automatism of the semigroup remained 
open until Cain (2 0 0 5 6 ) constructed the semigroup in Example 5.5.1. Although re­
lated to the problem regarding positive subsemigroups answered above, one could 
not hope to use an argument analogous to the one above to find a counterexample. 
If the universal group of a particular group-embeddable semigroup were automatic, 
it would be finitely presented (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorem 2.3.12). Corollary 1.3.2 
would then imply that the semigroup had a finite Malcev presentation.
The free product of a non-abelian free group and the free abelian group of rank 
3 is not Malcev coherent. The free product of a non-abelian free group with the free 
abelian group of rank 1 is again a free group and therefore Malcev coherent. The 
rank 2  case remains undecided:
O pen P rob lem  6 .2 .9 . Is the free product of a non-abelian free group and the free 
abelian group of rank 2 Malcev coherent?
[Notice that the free product of a free group and Z x Z is a one-relator group; 
see Open Problem 8.3.5.]
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E x a m ple  6.2.1 shows that the free product of a free group and an abelian group 
is not in general Malcev coherent. Contrast this with the following result:
T h eorem  6 .3 .1 . A [monoid] free product of a free monoid and an abelian group is 
locally automatic.
[Cain et al. (2 0 0 5 a, Theorem 6 ) proved that every finitely generated subsemi­
group of the free product of a free monoid and an abelian group is asynchronously 
automatic. The proof of Theorem 6.3.1 owes much to that earlier result, but is 
rather more complex.]
Proof of 6.3.1. Let F ~  X*  ^H, where X  is finite and H  is an abelian group. View 
elements of F  as alternating products of elements of H  and letters of X .  (Successive 
letters of X  may be separated by Ip G H.) Let A be a finite alphabet representing 
a subset of F. Add a symbol 1 to A with 1 =  Ip. Let A =  A' U A", where A" C H  
and A' Ç F — H. (Observe that 1 G A".) Let M  be the semigroup generated by A, 
Each element of M  can be written in the form •
Zo^iZi • • • XnZn, (1 )
where each zi lies in H  and each Xi is in A . For the purposes of this proof, the 
element zq is called an H-preBx; Zn is called an H-suiRx] all other Zi are called H- 
subwords. Let S  be the set of if-suffixes of elements of A'\ P  the set of if-prefixes 
of elements of A'; and Z  the set of ff-subwords elements of A'. Formally add to 
each of P , 5 , and Z. An PT-subword of an element of M  may arise in two ways:
i.) as an if-subword of an element of A';
ii.) as a product of an if-suffix.of an element of A', an element w where w G (A")*, 
and an if-prefix of A'.
Let {A", K )  be an automatic structure with uniqueness for Sg(A") Ç H. (Such 
an automatic structure exists by Theorem 5.4.2.)
L em m a 6 .3 .2 . Let p ,r  G S and q,s E P. Then the language
^pqs-^r-^^A =  {(^,^) 'u ,v  E K,upq — vrs]8A  
=  {{u ,v) :u ,v  E K,püq  =  rüs}^^
is regular. Furthermore, if  (u,v) E Kpgg-i^-i, then the paths u and v fellow-travel.
[This lemma, although easily proved, is not trivial: the elements p, q, r, and 
s may not lie in Sg(A''), and thus the relations Kx =  { (n ,-u) E K  x K  : ux — v} 
(where x E {p, g, r, s}) may be empty even if is not.]
Proof of 6.3.2. If there are no words w,w' E K  with wpq =  w'rs, then Kpgg-i.^-x0A 
is empty and so regular. Otherwise choose any words w,w' E A"^  with wpq =  w'rs. 
Proposition 2.2.3 shows that the language {Kyji o K~^)5a is regular. If (u,v) E
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Kyj' ° then multiple applications of Proposition 2.3.3 (for each letter of w  and
w') show that u and v fellow-travel. Then
Kpqs-ir-'^ =  {(iA,u) \ u ,v  E K ,upq =  ü rs}
=  {(u, u) : u ,v  E K ,u  w' == V w }  since H  is abelian
=  Kyjl o K~^.
So Kpqs-ir-i and Kyji o coincide. 16.3.2
Constructing a language of normal forms for M  requires some delicate manoeu­
vring in order to ensure that if u and v are normal form words with üâ — v io i  a E A, 
then u and v  ‘keep pace’ with one another. The main obstacle is the two different 
ways in which an if-subword may arise. In comparison, letters of X  are easily dealt 
with, since they do not cancel.
The first step is to use K  to construct languages K (p, q) (where p  E S  and 
q E P)  with the property that if u G K{p, q) and v E K {r , s) are such that puq =  rvs, 
then \u\ ~  |u|.
For every p E S  and q E P ,  define the language
K {p ,q)  =  : u E K  A {3r E S, s E P){3v E K )
(|u| =  l'a] 4- /ü) A {{u,v) E 
A{{\/r' e S , s' e P){^v' e K )
{{u,v') EKpq^^>g,)-i |u'| < b l)) ] } -
The language K (p, q) is defined so that each word u E K  is padded (by appending 
symbols 1) to the length of the longest word v such that puq =  rvs  for some r  E S  
and s E P.
In the definition of K (p, q), the value k has only a finite range: two words u and 
V in K  such that puq =  rvs  for p , r  E S  and q,s  E P  cannot differ in length too much 
without violating the uniqueness condition. Furthermore, the existential quantifiers 
over S  and P  could be replaced by a finite union, the universal quantifiers over S  and 
P  by a finite intersection, and all other quantifiers are over regular languages. The 
conditions |u| =  lî/j 4-/c and |u^ [ < |u| can be checked inside a finite state automaton. 
Therefore the language K{p, q) is regular by Theorem A.5.6 .
The second step is to modify these languages K {p,q)  to deal with the case 
when a word w E K{p , q) is such that pwq  is an jEf-subword of an element of A' —  
the language of normal forms must cope with the circumstance that üâ ~ v ,  where 
u  and V are normal form words, a E A, and in E, a particular if-subword arises from 
an PT-subword of a generator â  in A', whilst in ïï, the corresponding -subword 
arises from some pwq.
Let
m  =  max {j«| : u E  K{p, q), puq =  z  for some z  E Z, p E S, q E P } .
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Figure 6.1. The automaton A, which recognizes normal form words for 
the submonoid M. Its start state is 1// € 5  and its unique accept state 
is Iff € P.
This maximum exists because K  maps bijectively to Sg(A"). To every word u E 
K {p ,q)  with |w| < m, add a suffix string to yield a new language J{p,q)  with
no word having length less than m. This new language is still regular.
The construction of the languages J(p, q) guarantees two facts about any word 
u E J{p,q)'.
i.) The length of u is at least m.
ii.) If u E J(r, s)  for r E S and s E P  is such that puq =  r v s ,  then the lengths of u
and V are equal.
Define A : A' -> N as follows. Suppose, for a E A', that â  =  zqXiZi • • • XnZn, 
where each Z{ lies in H  and each Xi is a letter of X .  Then
aA =  n +  (n — l)m .
Interpret this definition of aA as follows; each of the n letters Xi contributes 1 to 
the total, and each of the if-subwords Z{, which are n — 1 in number, contributes 
m. Define A on the languages J{p,q)  by w \  =  |w|.
Construct a generalized finite state automaton A  as follows. Let its state set 
be the disjoint union of S  and P. (Notice particularly that 1// E P  and Iff E S  are 
distinct states.) The start state is 1h  E S  and the unique accept state is 1h  E P. 
For each a E A', add an edge from the if-prefix of â  to the if-suffix of ô  labelled by 
^laA-i; an edge from each p E S to  each q E S  labelled by [a regular expression 
defining] J{p,q). (See Figure 6.1.)
The aim is now to show that (A, L(A)) is an automatic structure for M . How­
ever, some further information about L{A)  must be gathered before embarking on 
a proof.
Observe that every word in L{A) alternates between letters of A' padded with 
symbols 1 and words in some language J{p,q). Extend A to such alternating words 
by inductively defining
{wu)X =  wX 4- uX, 
where u =  1 (with lA =  0), u =  a or u E J{p, q) for some p E S, q E P.
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Let w be such an alternating word. Suppose w =  zqXiZi • • • XnZn, where each z* 
lies in I f  and each Xi is a letter of X . Each letter X{ — arising from â  for some a E A' 
— contributes 1 towards the value of wX. If z* lies in the set of if-subwords Z, it 
contributes m towards wX, regardless of whether it arises from â  for some a E A' 
or from puq for some p E S, q E P, and u E J{p,q). If z% ^ Z, then it must arise 
as puq for some u E J{p,q) and therefore contributes |u| towards wX. However, by 
observation ii. above, all words u such that puq =  z% for some p E S and q E P  have 
the same length. Therefore, the image of w under A depends on w, not on w itself.
Furthermore, since A is a measure of length on the various languages J{p,q) 
and each a E A' is padded out to length aA, the length of w E L{A)  is wX. Slightly 
more general reasoning along these lines gives the following result:
Lem m a 6 .3.3. If A  reads a word u and arrives in a state, |a| =  uX. 6.3.3
Lemma 6 .3.4. The language L{A) maps onto M.
Proof of 6 .3 .4 . The identity element of M  is represented by one word in every lan­
guage J{p,q). In particular, therefore, it is represented by a word in J ( l f ,  1^) that 
is accepted by A.
Let w E A*^ , and that w ^  Ip. Begin by deleting all symbols 1.
For each subword auh, with a,h E A' and u E (A")*, replace u by the element 
of J(p, q) representing E, where p is the ff-suffix of E and q is the if-prefix of b. For 
a subword over A" at the start of w, take p ~  Ip', at the end of w, take q =  Ip. 
Finally, replace each letter a E A' by
This yields a word accepted by A. None of these transformations alters the
element represented by w, so this shows that L{A) maps onto M. 6.3.4
Let u ,v  E L{A)  and suppose that E =  E.
Suppose that after reading u{t) the automaton A  arrives in a state in S. Then 
u(t) — ZQiCiZi ■ • • XjiZji  ^ where z* E i f  and Xi E X ,  and z„ E S. (Indeed, Zn is the
state A  reaches.) Notice that t  =  |a(i)| =  (u(i))A.__________________________ ___
Let v{s)  be the shortest prefix of v such that zqXiZi • • • is a prefix of v{s). 
Then the s-th letter of v is drawn from A'. Since these letters lie at the start of labels 
on edges originating in P , A  can read u(s -  1) and arrive in a state in P. Therefore 
(u(s — 1))A =  |u(s — 1)1 =  s — 1 by Lemma 6.3.3. Furthermore, A  will reach a state 
in S  after reading v{s) and I additional symbols 1, where I <  max{aA : a E A'}. 
Therefore, using Lemma 6.3.3 again,
s — 1 =  (u(s — 1))A < {u{t))X < (u(s))A =  {v{s +  l))X =  s +  L
So |fi — i| < max{aA : a E A'}.
Now, u(s) =  zp^izi • • • XnZji ‘ ' • Xn+hVj where h > Q  and z„ • • • Xn+hV is a sufiix 
of an element of A'. Therefore, a(i)v(s)~^ =  z„(zn • • • Xn+hV)~^. Since both Zn and 
Zn” ' Xn+hV are drawn from finite sets, this bounds the distance between u{t) and
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Figure 6.2. Words in L and corresponding elements of M Ç X* * H.
v{s). Since the difference between t  and s is also bounded, the distance between the 
elements u{t) and v{t) is bounded.
If u{t) takes A  to part-way along an edge leading to a state in 5 , at most 
2 max{aA : a G A'}  is added to this bound.
The remaining case is when u{t) concludes with part of a word in J{p,q). 
Let u{t) =  PkCJu, where au is the longest suffix of u{t) over A". Suppose p j  =  
ZqXi Zi • • • XnZn and pick pv to be the shortest prefix of v  such that ZqXiZ\ • • • is a 
prefix of Reason as before to see that \\pv\ — \pu\\ <  max{aA : a E A!}. Let Tu 
be the longest prefix of a[t] over A". Let Ty be the longest prefix of u[|pv|] over A!'. 
Let q and s be the if-prefixes of the elements represented by the letters of u and v 
immediately after T% and Ty.
Suppose 'pj =  zqX\Z\ • • • XmZm where m  > n. Then Zn<JuXuQ matches an H- 
subword of 'pj. There are therefore only finitely many possibilities for cr«r^ i, which 
therefore bounds the distance between and 'pj.
Now suppose p j  =  zqXi Zi ' ' • XnZ. (See Figure 6.2.) Then Znôÿrüq =  zfÿs, 
and so [ouTu^Ty) — minus the appended padding symbols 1 — lies in 
Therefore the paths labelled by ayTu and Ty fellow travel. That is, {auTu){t — \pu\) 
is within a bounded distance of Ty{t — |p^|). The established boundedness of the 
distance between p^ I and p j  and of the difference in the lengths of pu and py, together 
with the fact that and r j  commute with Zn and z, show that u{t) and v{t) are a 
bounded distance apart.
This reasoning shows that if E =  E, then u and v fellow travel. Now suppose 
that EE =  E for some a E A. Treat two cases:
i.) Suppose a E A'. Let u =  u'u'l, where u" is the longest suffix of u over A". 
By previous reasoning, the paths u' and v must fellow-travel. Let p  be the 
if-suffix of u' and let q be the if-prefix of E. The element pu"q corresponds to 
an if-subword of E. The word u" is a word of K  with some padding added. The 
structure {A",K)  is an automatic structure with uniqueness for the semigroup
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Sg(A"). Therefore, regardless of how the if-subword pu"q arises in E, the fellow 
traveller property holds throughout u”.
ii.) If a E A", then E and E differ only in their if-suffixes. Let u =  u'u” and 
V =  v'v”, where u" and v" are the longest suffixes of u and v over A". By 
previous reasoning, the paths labelled by u' and v' must fellow-travel. Let p  
and r  be the if-suffixes of u' and v' respectively. Then u" E J (p ,1 f )  and 
v" E J { r , lp )  and pu"a ~  rv". By the construction of the various languages 
J{p, q) from K ,  and the fact that {A", K )  is an automatic structure for Sg(A"), 
the paths labelled by u" and v" fellow travel. So, since i f  is abelian, the paths 
u and V also satisfy the fellow traveller property.
Theorem 2.3.2 shows that {A,L{A))  is an automatic structure for the monoid 
M . If the subsemigroup generated by the original set A  is not a monoid, remove 
the adjoined identity 1 and apply Theorem 2.4.3. Since the original subset A  was
arbitrary, the free product F  is locally automatic. 6.3.1
Theorem 2.5.5 yields an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.3.1:
C orollary 6 .3 .5 . The [monoid] free product o f  a free monoid and an abelian group
is Malcev coherent. 6.3.5
O pen P rob lem  6 .3 .6 . Is the free product of a free monoid with a virtually abelian, 
nilpotent, or virtually nilpotent group Malcev coherent?
As finitely generated subsemigroups of virtually abelian groups may not be 
asynchronously automatic (see Example 5.5.1), and as nilpotent groups themselves 
are asynchronously automatic only when they are virtually abelian (Epstein et 
al. 1 9 9 2 , Theorem 8.2.8), one cannot establish the Malcev coherence of these free 
products by means of automatism.
A more general question is the following:
O pen P rob lem  6 .3 .7 . Is the class of Malcev coherent monoids closed under taking 
free products with a free monoid?
CHAPTER SEVEN
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF 
DIRECT PRODUCTS
lago: . . .  take note, take note, O world. 
To be direct and honest is not safe!
—  William Shakespeare, 
Othello, Moor of Venice (1 6 0 3 -4 ) , iii.3
7.1. INTRODUCTION
T he d ir ec t  p r o d u c t  of two coherent groups is not in general coherent: if F2 is the 
free group of rank 2, then F2 x F2 is not coherent (Grünewald 1 9 7 8 ). Therefore the 
direct product of two Malcev coherent groups may not even be coherent. However, 
the direct product of a free group and a polycyclic group is coherent: a proof of this, 
adapted from reasoning of Miller (2 0 0 2 ), is given in Section 7.4. [Polycyclic groups 
are of course themselves coherent (see Section 7.3).]
One naturally asks whether the direct product of a free group and a polycyclic 
group is Malcev coherent. The present chapter answers this question negatively: 
indeed. Section 7.3 shows that polycyclic groups themselves are not in general Malcev 
coherent. The proof of this result relies on the fact, established in Section 7.2, that 
the direct product of two free semigroups of rank at least 2 is not Malcev coherent. 
Section 7.5 proves a positive result: any direct product of a virtually free group and 
an abelian group is Malcev coherent. It also exhibits an example of a non-automatic 
finitely generated subsemigroup of the direct product of a free semigroup and the 
natural numbers. Section 7.6 suggests some open problems on the Malcev coherence 
of direct products. [This chapter is a revised and extended version of Cain (2 0 0 5 c).]
7.2. DIRECT PRODUCTS OF FREE SEMIGROUPS
A lthough  the direct product of two free non-abelian groups is not coherent, this 
does not immediately preclude the Malcev coherence of the direct product of two 
free semigroups. However, the following example exhibits a finitely generated sub­
semigroup of such a direct product that does not admit a finite Malcev presentation.
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Exam ple 7.2.1. Let A =  ( a ,b ,c ,d , e , f , g ,h , i , j }  be an alphabet representing ele­
ments of {x ,y ,p ,q ,r ,s } '^  x {x ,y ,p ,q ,r ,s } '^  as follows:
â  =  (x^pqrs, x), f  =  {x^pq, x),
b =  {pqrspqrs,p), g =  {rspq, p ) ,
c = {p q r ,q ) ,  h = { r s p ,q ) ,
d =  {spqr,r), i =  {qrspqrsp,r),
e = = {s i f ,s ) ,  'g =  {qrsy‘^ ,s).
Let S  be the semigroup generated by A.
Proposition  7.2.2. The semigroup S is presented by  Sg(A | 77.), where
77. =  {(a6"cd“e, fg^^hi^j) : a  G N U {0}} .
It is therefore isomorphic to the semigroup in Example 6.2.1, and so does not admit 
a Unite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 7.2.2. Every relation in 77. holds in S:
ab° c^d°‘e =  {x^pqrs{pqrspqrs)'^pqr{spqr)°^sy'^,xp°‘qr°‘s)
=  {x^{pqrs)^°^'^^y'^,xp°‘qr° s^)
=  {x^pq{rspq)°‘rsp{qrspqrsp)'^qrsy‘^ , xp°^qr° s^)
=  fg°^hi°^j
for all a  G N U {0}.
Define a set N  of normal forms to be the set of all words in A+ that do not 
contain fg'^hi'^j for any a  G N U {0}. Every element of S  is represented by at least 
one element of N  since a word over A+ can be rewritten to one in N  using the 
relations 77.: such rewriting cannot continue indefinitely since each step decreases 
the number of letters from { f , g , h , i , j }  present.
Let u =  u \ .  ‘ -Up and v =  v\ - - -Vq {ui,Vi E A  for all i) be distinct words in the 
set of normal forms N ,  and suppose they represent the same element of S. Without 
loss of generality, suppose that u\ ^  v\ and that u precedes v  in the lexicographic 
ordering based on a - < b - < c - < . . . - < j .  Consider the second component of û î  and 
EÏ to see that
(u i,u i) G { {a , f ) , { b ,g ) , { c ,h ) ,{d , i ) , { e , j ) } .
Examining the first component forces ui =  a and vi =  / .  So
Ü =  {x^pqrs • • • ,a; • • • ),
V =  {x^pq ,X ">).
The letter V2 is thus either g or h, and consideration of second components then 
forces U2 =  b or U2 =  c, respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that the next
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a  G N U {0} letters of v  are letters g followed by a different letter: ^2 • • • Va+\ =  
and Va+ 2  ^  9 ' So:
Ü =  {x^pqrs • • •
V =  {x‘^ pq{rspq)^ • • • , xp°" • • • ).
In order to match the in the second component, W2 • • • Ua+i G {b, g}*.
Now, if Vaf-2 were a, b, c, d, e, / ,  i, or j ,  the first component of E would include 
a subword qx, qp, qs, or q .^ The only way such a subword can arise in E would be 
if u included wa, wb, wc, wd, we, w f ,  wi, or w j,  where w is a word ending in /  or 
g and the first component of w  is {pqrs)"‘pq. It is easy to see that no such word w 
exists. Therefore Va-\-2 =  h,. So:
E =  {x^pqrs • • • , æ • • • ),
E =  {x^pq{rspq)°^rsp • • • , xp'^q • • • ).
If Ua+ 3  were a, b, c, d, e, f ,  g, or h, the first component of E would include a 
subword px, p^, ps,  or pr. The only way such a subword can arise in E would be 
if u included wa, wb, wc, wd, we, w f ,  wg, or wh, where w is a word ending in h 
or i  and the first component of w  is {pqrsYp. Again, it is easy to see that no such 
word w  exists. Therefore V a + s  =  i  o t  U a ^.3 =  j .  Without loss of generality, assume 
that the next 7  G N U {0} letters of v  are letters i ,  followed by a different letter: 
^0:4-3 * ' ' *^ o:-i-7 -t-2 ~  and UQ,-j.ry_j_3 ^  i .  So:
E =  {x^pqrs • • • ,æ • • • ),
E =  {x"^pq{rspq)'^rsp{qrspqrspy - , xp^qr^ • • • ).
Reasoning similar to that in the last paragraph establishes that Va+'^+s — j-
So
E =  {x‘^ pqrs • • • • • • ),
E =  {x‘^ pq{rspq)'^rsp{qrspqrsp)'^qrs'ip' • • • , xp^qr'^s • • • ).
In order to match the first component of E, the string u must begin ab^cdfe, where
the arising from e matches the in the first component of E. In order for the 
second components to match, a  — /3 and 7  =  6 . Comparing first components shows 
that
x^pqrs{pqrspqrsŸpqr{spqrŸ sy"^  =  x^pq{rspq)°^rsp{qrspqrspYqrsy'^,
or rather, So 2/3 +  5 =  a  +  2 7 . Since a  —
and 7  =  <5, this forces a  =  j  — 5.
So V begins fg°^hi°^j • • •, which is a contradiction. Therefore S  is presented by
Sg(A|%). 7.2.2
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T h eorem  7 .2 .3 . The direct product of two free semigroups of rank at least 2 is 
not Malcev coherent.
Proof of 7.2.3. Let D  be the direct product of two free semigroups of rank at least
2. The free semigroup of rank 2 contains isomorphic copies of free semigroups of 
every rank; D  therefore contains a subsemigroup isomorphic to the direct prod­
uct {x ,y ,p ,q ,r ,s } '^  x {x ,y ,p ,q ,r ,s } '^ . The semigroup D  thus contains the finitely 
generated subsemigroup S  of Example 7.2.1, which does not admit a finite Malcev
presentation. Therefore D  is not Malcev coherent. 7.2.3
7.3. POLYCYCLIC GROUPS AND THEIR DIRECT PRODUCTS
E very  finitely  gener ated  n ilpo t en t  group is polycyclic (Proposition 7.3.2). 
Whilst the class of polycyclic groups is larger than the class of finitely generated 
nilpotent groups, the former class retains many of the pleasant properties of the 
latter (see Sims 1 9 9 4 , Section 9.3). In particular, polycyclic groups are coherent 
(Proposition 7.3.7). This section is dedicated to proving that polycyclic groups are 
not in general Malcev coherent.
D efin ition  7 .3 .1 . A group G is polycyclic if it possesses a series of subgroups
{ l G } = H o < H i < . . . < H n  =  G, 
such that, for each i G {1,...,?%}, the factor group H i/H i- i  is cyclic.
The few necessary facts about polycyclic groups are collected here: 
P rop osition  7 .3 .2  (Sims 1 9 9 4 , Proposition 9.3.4). Every ünitely generated nilpo-
tent group is polycyclic. 17.3.2
P rop osition  7 .3 .3  (Sims 1 9 9 4 , Corollary 9.3.8). Every subgroup of  a polycyclic
group is hnitely generated. 7.3.3
P rop osition  7 .3 .4  (Sims 1 9 9 4 , Proposition 9.3.3). Every extension of a polycyclic 
group by a polycyclic group if  itself polycyclic. That is, i f  E  is an extension of G, 
and G and E /G  are both polycyclic, then E  is polycyclic. In particular, the direct
product of two polycyclic groups is polycyclic. 7.3.4
P rop osition  7 .3 .5  (Sims 1 9 9 4 , Section 9.4). Polycyclic groups are hnitely  pre- 
sented. 7.3.5
P rop osition  7 .3 .6  (Sims 1 9 9 4 , Proposition 9.3.7). Every subgroup of  a polycyclic
group is polycyclic. 7.3.6
An immediate consequence of Propositions 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 is the following:
P rop osition  7 .3 .7 . Polycyclic groups are coherent. 7.3.7
Finally, the following result of Rosenblatt is needed:
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T h eorem  7.3 .8  (Rosenblatt 1 9 7 4 , Theorem 4.12). Let G be a polycyclic group. 
Then exactly one of the following two statements is true:
1.) The group G is virtually nilpotent.
ii.) The group G contains a free subsemigroup of  rank 2. 7.3.8
In light of Proposition 7.3.7 and Theorem 5.3.5, one naturally considers the 
Malcev coherence of polycyclic groups.
T h eorem  7 .3 .9 . The direct product o f  two polycyclic groups that are not virtually 
nilpotent is not Malcev coherent.
Proof of 7.3.9. Let G and H  be polycyclic groups that are not virtually nilpotent. 
Let P  =  G x H .  Theorem 7.3.8 shows that G and H  both contain a free subsemigroup 
of rank 2. Therefore P  contains the direct product of two free semigroups of rank 
2, which is not Malcev coherent by Theorem 7.2.3. Ergo, P  itself is not Malcev
coherent. 7.3.9
C orollary 7 .3 .10 . Polycyclic groups are not in general Malcev coherent.
Proof of 7.3.10. Let G be a polycyclic group that is not virtually nilpotent. Let 
P  =  G X G. By Proposition 7.3.4, P  is also a polycyclic group; by Theorem 7.3.9 P
is not Malcev coherent. 7.3.10
7.4. DIRECT PRODUCTS OF FREE AND POLYCYCLIC GROUPS
T h eorem  7 .4 .1 . Every direct product of a free group and a polycyclic group is 
coherent.
The following proof is a modification of the proof of Miller (2 0 0 2 , Theorem 1). 
It requires the following two theorems.
T h eorem  7.4 .2  (Hall 1 9 4 9 ). I f  G is a finitely generated subgroup of  a free group
F, then G is a free factor of a hnite-index subgroup of F. 7.4.2
T h eorem  7.4 .3 . Let G be group with a ûnite presentation Gp(A | p). Let P  and Q 
be subgroups of G and 'ip : P  Q an isomorphism. The HNN extension of  G with 
associated subgroups P  and Q and stable letter t,
Gp(A, t \ p , { t  ^pt,pip) for all p e  P),
is finitely presented if  and only i f  P  and Q are finitely generated. 7.4.3
[Theorem 7.4.3 is an HNN extension version of Theorem 6.2.3, which was proved 
by Baumslag (1 9 6 2 ). Although Baumslag did not publish the HNN extension ver­
sion, it is usually attributed to him.]
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Proof of 7.4.1- Let B  be a free group and let P  be a polycyclic group. Let % be a 
finite subset of P  x P  and suppose X  generates the subgroup G. Let K  =  G f] F  
and L =  G n P . Let wp : G ^  F  and ttp : G -> P  be the projection mappings to F  
and P  respectively.
By restricting, if necessary, to (im wp) x (im ttp), assume without loss of 
generality that these projection mappings are surjective. As X p p  generates im 7Tp, 
the group P  is a finitely generated free group by the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem 
(Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposition 1.2.6). Similarly, the group P  is a polycyclic 
group by Proposition 7.3.6.
Observe that K  — G H F  =  Ker ttp and L =  G D P  =  Ker pp  are both normal 
subgroups of G.
i.) If K  =  {1g}s then ttp is injective and so is an isomorphism. The group G is 
therefore a polycyclic group and so finitely presented by Proposition 7.3.5.
ii.) If L =  {Ig } , then pp  is an isomorphism and G is a free group and thus finitely 
presented.
iii.) Suppose K  and L are both non-trivial. Then L, being a subgroup of a polycyclic 
group, is finitely generated (see Proposition 7.3.3). Let Y be a set representing 
L  and let 7Z be the kernel of the representation mapping from Y  to L. Let t 
represent an element oî K  { Ip } .  Theorem 7.4.2 shows that there is a finite- 
index subgroup M  of F  which has G p(ï) as a free factor — in other words, 
admitting a basis {t, s i , . . . ,  5^}. For each i, let a% be such that âïpp — a*. So 
each ÔÏ is a lift of a, to G. Let Go be the inverse image of M  under pp. Then 
Gq is a subgroup of G of finite index and is presented by
Go =  Gp(y, t , a i , . .. ,an\1Z, 6), {af^bai, b<fi) for all i and b e V ) ,
where G Y  represents the image of b under conjugation by EJ G G.
Since L is finitely generated, multiple applications of Theorem 7.4.3 show 
that Go is finitely presented. The Reidemeister-Schreier Theorem (see Lyndon 
& Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Section II.4) applies to show that G is finitely presented.
In each case, the arbitrary finitely generated subgroup G of F  x P  is finitely pre­
sented. Therefore F  x P  is coherent. 7.4.1
C orollary 7 .4 .4 . Every direct product of a free group and a nilpotent group is 
coherent.
[This corollary is not quite a special case of Theorem 7.4.1: polycyclic groups 
are always finitely generated; nilpotent groups may not be.]
Proof of 7 .4 .4 . Let F  be a free group and N  a nilpotent group. Let X  be a finite 
subset OÎ F X N  and suppose X  generates the subgroup G. Let p p f  : G N  h e  the 
projection mapping to N .  Then G is a finitely generated subgroup of F  x im pn- 
The group im Ppf is nilpotent and finitely generated by Xpm- By Proposition 7.3.2, 
im pn  is a polycyclic group. Therefore, by Theorem 7.4.1, F  x im pn ,  the group G
is finitely presented. Since X  was arbitrary, F x N  is coherent. 7.4.4
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7.5. DIRECT PRODUCTS OF VIRTUALLY FREE AND ABELIAN GROUPS
Theorem  7.5.1. Every direct product of a virtually free group and an abelian 
group is Malcev coherent.
Proof of 7.5.1. Let F  be a virtually free group and let I f  be an abelian group. Let 
A be a finite alphabet representing elements of G =  F  x H. Let p : A* -A G he the 
standard representation mapping. Let S =  Sg(Ap). The semigroup S  is obviously 
presented by Sg(A | ker p).
Let pp  ’ G -A F  and ph  : G be the projection mappings to F  and H, 
respectively. Define pp : A* -A- F  and pH : A* H  hy ppp  and pPH: respectively. 
Notice that ker p =  ker pp  D ker pn-
The strategy of the proof is based on the observation that any relation {u, v) G 
ker p can be decomposed as
(u, v) =  (c i ,d i)(c 2 , ^2 ) ' (cfc, dk), (1 )
where u — C1 C2 ■ • - Ck,v =  d±d2 -"dk ,  and each (cj, di) is in ker pp  but not necessarily 
in ker pn- The first stage of the proof involves showing that every relation in ker p 
is a Malcev consequence of relations that have a decomposition (1 ) where each pair 
{ci,di) is drawn from a particular finite set. However, the set of such relations is 
manifestly infinite. The second — rather technical — stage involves showing that all 
these relations are Malcev consequences of those in a different, but still infinite, set. 
The reader — although perhaps beginning to empathize with Sisyphus — should be 
reassured by the fairly simple structure of this new set of relations. The third stage is 
an easy proof that a finite subset of these relations suffices for a Malcev presentation.
Preliminaries. Let Sp  =  S pp  Ç F . Notice that Sp  is not in general a subset of S  
and that App  is a finite generating set for Sp. The subsemigroup Sp  has a finite 
Malcev presentation SgM(A | TZ), where 7Z is the finite set of relations found using 
the algorithm of Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose that 7Z is symmetrized, so that (u,v)  G 1Z 
implies that (D,u) G 7Z. Suppose that
7Z — {(^1 ,^1), (ui, ttx), . . . , {Ufi^  '"n}x (^ n.) '^n)} >
where ui,Vi G A"^ . The set of relations 7Z is contained in ker pp. Fix these pairs 
{ui,Vi) throughout the proof.
Define Ô : A"^  x A~^  -4 I f  by {u,v)S ~  {upn) ~ {'"Ph ). Let D  =  1ZÔ Ç H. 
Observe that (a ,u ) 6  =  —{v,u)S. Therefore, since TZ is symmetrized, D  =  —D. 
Throughout this proof, ô is used as a measure of the ‘difference’ in the ff-components 
of the elements represented by the two sides of a relation in ker pp.
Each (n, v) G ker p can be decomposed (possibly in many ways) as a product
{u,v) =  (c i,d i)(c 2 ,d 2 ) • • • (c& ,4),
where u — C1 C2 • • • c ,^ u =  ^1^2 " ' and (c*,d%) G ker pp.
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 that for (s,t) G ker pp, n {s , t)  is the 
minimum number of internal vertices in a derivation tree for the word st~^.
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Define, for each decomposition (ci,d i)(c2 , ^2 ) • • • (c&,
n '((c i,d i)(c2 ,d 2 ) • • • (ck,dfc)) =  max{n(ci,dj) : i — 1 , . . .  ,k } .
and
p '((ci,d i)(c2 ,ûÎ2 ) ••• (cfc,4)) =  \{i :n{cudi)  =  n '((c i,d i)(c2 ,d2 ) ■ • • (cfc,dfc))}| •
So n' is the maximum n-value of any of the (cf,d*), and p' is the number of times 
this maximum is achieved.
Fix a canonical decomposition of each relation (u, v) e  ker p by selecting the 
decompositions that minimize n' and from these selecting one that minimizes p'. 
Define
n"(u,v) ~  n'((c i,d i)(c2 ,d 2 ) ( c k , d k ) )
and
p"(u, v) =  p'((c i,d i)(c 2 ,d 2 ) • • • (ck, dk)),
where (c i ,d i ) (0 2 ,^ 2 ) • • * (ck,dk) is the canonical decomposition of (u,u).
First stage. Let S  be the subset of ker p consisting of those relations whose canonical 
decompositions are formed by concatenating elements of 77. Let
Q =  {{uiWVi^ ViWUi) \ w e .A *  and i =  1 , . . . ,  n}.
Notice that Q Ç 77^, and furthermore that if (p, g) G 77+ and w E A*, then 
(ptug, qwp) is a consequence of Q. (The set 77+ consists of all relations formed by 
concatenating elements of 77.)
Define an ordering «C of the set ker p as follows:
(u,u) <C {u \v ')  <==> n"{u,v) < n"{u'.,v') or
andp"(u,'y) < p"[u'.,v')) .
The line of reasoning in this first stage owes much to the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. 
To show that each (u, u) is a Malcev consequence of <C-preceding elements of ker p, 
one follows the basic outline of that earlier proof to obtain <C-preceding elements of 
ker p f \ one ‘compensates’ for the fact that these relations may not lie in ker pH by 
inserting pairs , Uiuf, u\ui^ or v\vi\ and one uses these newly-found relations 
and those in Q in a Malcev chain yielding {u^v).
L em m a 7 .5 .2 . Let (u,v) E ker p — S. Then (u,v) is a Malcev consequence of  
relations in Q and <^~preceding elements of  ker p.
The following technical result will be needed in the proof of Lemma 7.5.2. 
Informally, it is this result that allows the ‘compensation’ mentioned above. Recall 
that D =  1ZÔ.
L em m a 7 .5 .3 . Let (n,u) E ker pp. Then {u ,v ) 6  is a positive {that is, semigroup) 
sum of elements o f  D.
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Proof of 7.5.3. This result is obviously true for elements of 77 Ç ker pp. Suppose 
(u, v) G ker pp — TZ. As in the proof of theorem Theorem 4.3.1, proceed by induction 
on n{u,v). There are three cases, two of which are parallel.
i.) Suppose
u =  x a i  • • ' am -iw '  and v =  ^
where x, w', w", /3j, y  are as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the relations
(%ai • • ' Oim-2 w',
and (2 )
are in ker pp  and have n-values less than n{u,v). Assume that 5 applied to 
each of these relations (2 ) gives a positive sum of elements of D . Now,
{u,v)5 ^  {upn) -  {v ph )
=  (æai • • • am-iw')pH  -  
=  { x a \  ' • • a m - 2 w ' ) p H  +  { o i m - l ) p H
-  • ' ' {^m-2‘^ " ) p H  -  i ^ m - l ) p H
=  (æ a i • • • a m - 2 w ' ,  +  { a m - l ) p H  ~  { P m - l ) p H
=  {xai • • • am -2'w', +  {oLm- l)pH "  (^m-l)PR
+  (x)pH +  {'^')pH -  {y~^)pH -  {w")pH
~ {x)pH -  {w')pH +  {y~^)pH +  {w")pH 
=  {xai  • • • am~2 w \
+  {xam-lw')pH -  {y~^Pm-lw")pH 
-  {xw')pH +  [y~^w")pH 
=  {xai  • • • a m - 2 w',
+  {xam-iw',y~~^^rn-iw" ) 6  -  {xw',y~'^w")0 .
Since D  — —D, the assumption shows that {u, v)ô is a positive sum of elements 
of D.
ii.) Suppose
u =  x a i  • • • a m -iw p m -i  ' " • Piy' and v =  y" 
where x, ai, w, Pi, y ', y" are as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the relations
(xai  • • • a m - 2 Wpm- 2  ' " ' P iy \  v"), {xam -iw P m -iy ' , y")  ^ and {xw y',y”) (3 )
are in ker pp  and have n-values less than n{u, v). Again assume that 5 applied
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to each of these relations (3 ) gives a positive sum of elements of D. Then
{u ,v ) 6  =  {uph) -  {vpn)
=  (%«1  • • • a m - l W P r n - l  ' ' '  P i y ' ) P H  ~  { y ” ) p H  
=  { x a i  • • • a m - 2 W P m - 2  '  " * P i y ' ) p H  ~  [ y ” )p H
+  {(^m-l)PH +  {Pm~l)pH
-  (xai  • • • am~2Wpm-2 ' ' ' A 3/% y")^ +  {oim-l)PH +  {Pm-l)pH
+  {xwy')pH -  {y")pH -  {xwy')pH +  {y”)pH
=  {xai  • • • Oim-2 wPm- 2  ' ' " y")^
+  {xam-lWprn~iy')PH ~ {y”)PH ~ {xwy')pH +  {y")PH
-  {xai  • • • a m - 2 WPm- 2  ' ' ' P w ' , y")S
+  {xam-iwPm-iy'yy'‘)S -  {xwy',y")6 .
Prom D  =  ~ D  and the assumption, (u,v)<5 is a positive sum of elements of D.
Therefore, by induction on n{u,v), the image under 6  of each {u,v) G ker p p  
can be expressed as a positive sum of elements of D  [ T.'S.S
Proof of 7.5.2. Let (ci, d i) • • • (c*, djt) be the canonical decomposition of (n, v). Since 
(u,u) G ker p ~ S, there exists {cj,dj)  G ker pp — TZ. Reasoning as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.3.1, there are three cases, two of which are parallel. For brevity, let 
s =  d  ‘ • Cj—i, t  =  Cj^i • • • Ck, s' =  d i '  ' ' d j—i, and t' =  • • • dk-
i.) Suppose
Cj =  x a i  • * * Oim-1 ' '^ and dj =  y~^Pî^ • • • Pm-i''^" 
where x , a i , w ' , P i , y  as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the relations
{xa i ' • • 0Lm~2'^',
{xam-iw',y~^Pf^l,iw"), and {xw',y~^w")
are in ker pp. The relations
(srcai • • • a m - 2 w't, s'y"^P^^ • • •
{sxam-iw't,s'y~^P^]_iw"t'), and {sxw',s'y~^w"t')
are thus also in ker pp. Now, since (u, ?;)J =  0^ ,
{ sx a i  • • • a m - 2 w 't, s'y~ '^P ï^ ■ ■ • P~^_2 w ”t')S  =  - { a m - i ) p H  + {^m~i)PH^
{sxam -iw 't,  s 'y~^p~ tiw ”t ' ) 6  =  - ( a i  • • • a m - 2 )pH +  Wm- 2  ' * ' ^i^)Ph, 
{sxw't, s'y~^w"t')5 =  - ( a i  • • • am~i)pH  +  W m-i ' ' ' Pi^)ph-
Lemma 7.5.3 asserts that there are positive sums of elements of D  that 
equal the left-hand sides of the above equations. That is, one can choose 
elements of 77, concatenate them, and get a relation in ker pp  whose image
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under 6  takes one of these three values. By switching the two sides of such a 
relation, one can invert the image under 6 . Therefore choose (p, q) and {p', q') in 
77+ such that (p, q)0 =  {am-i)pH ~  {^m-i)pH  and (p', q')5 =  (a i • • • am~2 )PH ~  
(^m- 2  ’ ' ’ ^i^)PH- Observe that the relations {pwq,qwp) and (p'wq',q'wp') are
consequences of Q for any word w E A*, and that
{p'p, q'q) 6  =  (p, q)5 +  (p% q')5 =  (oq • • • am -l)pH  ~ W m-l ' ' ' Pi^)Ph-
Using these relations (p, g) and {p',q') as ‘compensation’, one obtains the 
relations
{psxai  • • • a m - 2 w't, qs'y-'^p^^ • ■ • p~]_2 w"t'),
{sxam-iw'tp',s'y~'^p:^^_iw"t'q'), and {q'qsxw',p'ps'y~^w"t'), (4 )
which lie in ker p since their images under ô are Off. By the choice of (p, q) 
and {p',q'), the relations (4 ) precede (u,v)  in the <C-ordering: for example, the 
decomposition of the first relation
(P, q){s, / ) W i  • • • a m - 2 w',y~'^P{^ • • • t')
has a lesser value of n”, or the same n''-value and a smaller p"-value, than the
canonical decomposition of (u,v), so certainly the canonical decomposition of 
the first relation must have the same property.
The following Malcev chain shows that {u,v) is a Malcev consequence of 
the relations (4 ) and those in Qi
sx a i  ' ' •
-4- p^ paazcKi • • •
-4 p‘-gs'p~^/3f
4  p^gs 
4  p^qs'y~'^Pf
4  p '-g /p 'Y r
4  p^qs'y~^Pï
4  p^gs'p“ ^^f 
4  p^gs'p" V f  
4  p^gs'y" V f
4  p^gs'y“ V f  
4  p'-gs'p" V f  
4  p‘-gs'y“ V f  
4  p'-gs'p" V f  
4  pV«'2/“ V f
P~Llw”t'pq^ 
P~liw"t'qq^
) ' ( / )
) " ( 4
)"-(/)
' ( 4
"-(4
" ( 4
\ s ' )
"-g"- {q')^q'qs'y~'^w"t't^{w')^am^iw't 
^p'psxw'tt^{w') ^  a jn-iw 't  
^q^{q')^p'psxam-iw't 
^g  ^{q')^p'psxam~iw'tq' (g') ^  
^q^{q')^q'psxam-iw'tp' (q')^ 
q^psxam-iw'tp'{q')^ 
q^ps'y~'^P~l.^w"t'q'{q')'^ 
g W 'V m - l^ " ^ '
by (4) 
by (4)
by Q#
by (4)
by Q# 
by g #
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ii.) Suppose
Cj — x a \  • • • a m -iw p m -i  ' • * Piy' and dj =  y” 
where x, ai, w. Pi, y', y" are as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the relations
{xai  • • ■ a m - 2 Wpm- 2  ' ’ ' P w ' , p"). {xam -iw P m -iy ' , y”), and {xwy', y") 
are in ker pp. Therefore the relations:
{sx a i  • • • 0£m-2Wpm-2 ' ‘  * P w 't,  s'y"t'),
{sxam-iwpm-iy^t,s'y"t'), and {sxwy't,s'y"t')
are also in ker pp. Since (‘u,u)(5 =  0/f,
(aæai • • • am~2 Wpm~ 2  ‘ ’ ' Piy't, s'y"t')S =  ~{am~l)pH ~ {Pm~l)PHy
{ s x a m - iw P m -iy ' t ,  s'y"t')0  =  - ( a i  • • • am-2)pH  -  {Pm-2  '  '  '  P i )p h , 
{sxwy't,  s'y"t')0  =  - ( a i  • • • am~i)pH ~  {Pm-i ’ ' ' P i)pH ‘
Choose ‘compensation’ relations {p,q) and {p',q') in 77+ such that {p,q)S =  
{cxm-i)PH +  {Pm~i)PH and (p', q')S =  (ai • • • a m - 2 )pH +  {Pm- 2  • • • Pi)PH‘ The 
relations
(sæai • • • a m - 2 Wpm- 2  ■ ■ • Piy'tp, s'y”t'q),
{p'sxam~\wPm-iy't,q's'y”t'), anà{pp'sxwy't,qq's'y”t') (5 )
are in ker p and precede {u, v) in the <C-ordering. The following Malcev chain 
shows that the relation (u, u) is a Malcev consequence of the relations (5 ) and 
those in Q:
s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s x a i  
4  s ' y Y q q ^
4  s ' y Y
a m - l w P m - l  '  • • P iy ' t
a m - 2 X^s'~{p')''P'^^^m-lWpm-iy'ii^(y')^Pm- 2  ' ' ' Pip't 
am-2X^s^{p')^q's'y"t't^{y')^pm-2 ‘ '  * P iy ' t  
a m - 2 X^s^{p')'^q^qq's'y"t’t^{y')'^Pm- 2  ' ’ ' Piy't 
am-2X^s^{jp')^q^pp'sxwy'tt^{y'Ÿ'pm-2 ' • • P iy ' t
a m -2 X ^ S ^ {p ' )^ q ^ p p 'S X W p m -2  ' ' ' P ip ' tq ^ ^
a m - 2X ^ s^ {p ')^ q^ qp'sxw pm - 2  ■ ’ ' P iy 'tp q ^
am-2WPm-2  '  * * Pip'tpq^
by (5) 
by (5)
by g #
by (5)
In either case, {u, v )  G ker p — 5  is a Malcev consequence of C-preced ing  
elements of ker p plus relations from Q. 7.5.2
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Second stage. The reasoning thus far has reduced the presentation Sg(A | ker p) 
for S  to the Malcev presentation SgM(A j 5  U Q). However, the set of relations 
<S U Q is infinite. The next stage is to show that all relations in «S U Q are Malcev 
consequences of those in a still infinite — but simpler — set T.
This section is rather technical, so a few motivational remarks will be made 
immediately after some definitions required later.
Let K = ( N V  {0})^" and N  =  Z". Define 6 ' : K  4  H  by
n
( a i , a i , . .. ,an,a'„) 4 ^  [ai{ui,Vi)ô +  ai{vi,Ui)5]. 
i = l
(Recall that 77 =  {(ui ,ui ) ,  (ui ,wi ) , . . . ,  {un,Vn), (^nj^n)}-)
Define cr : i f  4 iV by
(ci]^ , a ,^ '. ' ) Cbji, a^) I  ^ (ai • • • > ^n)'
Let Ô "  : N  H  he given by
n
(6 i , . . . ,  5„ )  4 ^  hi{ui ,  Vi)0.  
i=l
Recall that every relation in <S is a concatenation of elements of 77. It is obvious, 
therefore, that S  Ç 77^. However, although all elements of 77 lie in ker pp, they 
may have non-zero image under 5. (Recall that (u,v)5 — upu  — vpH^) Suppose 
{u,v) ~  (ci ,di )  • • • (cfc,dfc), with (cj,dj)  G 77 and that this decomposition contains 
ai instances of (u%,u%) and a\ instances of (vi, Ui) for each i. Record this fact using 
a tuple T  =  (a i ,a { ,a 2 ,a 2 , . . .  ,an,a'^) G i f .  Notice that the image of T  under 
Ô' coincides with the image of (u,v)  under ô. So the tuple corresponding to any 
relation in ker p must also have image 0^ under S'. Now, as the contributions 
of each ai and to the sum (5 ) are mutually inverse, one may pass to a tuple 
(oi -  a ' l , . . . , an -  a'n) in N  (using the mapping a) and still be able, to obtain the 
image of T  under 5' using the mapping 6 ". (Lemma 7.5.4 formalizes this notion.) The 
kernel of 6 " (in the group-theoretical sense) is a subgroup of the finitely generated 
abelian group N  and is therefore itself finitely generated. The strategy is to pick 
a finite [semigroup] generating set for this kernel, pull this set back to a set of 
tuples Y  in i f ,  and thus to find a particular set T  consisting of relations formed 
by concatenating relations from 77 and trivial relations (a, a) such that the number 
of (ui,Vi) and {vi,Ui) in a particular pair is described by a tuple in Y .  (Thus each 
relation in T  has image Oh under 5.) The aim is to express the tuple T as a positive 
(semigroup) sum of tuples YljeJ  with yj  G Y .  The definition of the relations in 
T  then allows the construction of a Malcev chain from u to u in which there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the steps of the chain and the yj in the sum of 
tuples.
The details of the reasoning are, however, quite delicate: a number of technical 
difficulties arise in pulling back the generators of the kernel of ô" to tuples in i f .  
Lemmata 7.5.4- -^7.5.6  show how to surmount these problems.
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L em m a 7 .5 .4 . g5" =  6 '.
Proof of 7.5.4- Let (ai, . . . ,  an,  ^ Then
(ttl, , . . . ,  an, OinfjO^S =  {a\ Oj, . . ,  a>n J
n
=  -  a'i){ui,Vi)S
i=l 
n
=  -  a'i{ui,Vi)S\
i=l 
n
~  '^ [ a i{ u i,V i)S  + ai{vi,Ui)S] 
i=l
— (ui, a-i,. . . ,  an, O-n)^  •
Therefore aô" =  Ô'. 7.5.4
Now, Ker 6 " is a subgroup of iV =  Z” and so is finitely generated. Let X  be 
a finite semigroup generating set for Ker 6 ". [This proof adheres to a notational 
distinction between ker (p, which denotes a congruence on the domain of a homo­
morphism (p, and Ker 'ip, which is a normal subgroup of the domain of a group 
homomorphism tp.]
Let T : N  K  be  defined by
(6 i, . . . ,b n )  4  (max{6 i , 0 } ,m a x { - 6 i , 0 } , . . . ,  max{6„, 0 }, m ax{— 0 }).
Observe that r a  =  id//. This observation and Lemma 7.5.5 will together show that 
r  is ‘almost’ an inverse of cr. Use r  to pull back X  into K  as follows: Let Y' =  X r .  
Let Y" Ç i f  be the set
{ ( 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 , 0 ), (0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , . . . , 0 , 0 ) , . . . ,  (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . ,  1 , 1 )},
and let Y  =  Y 'U  Y ”.
Unfortunately, the composition a r  is not the identity mapping. However, it is 
‘close enough’ for the purposes of this proof, in a sense made precise by the following 
lemma:
L em m a 7 .5 .5 . For {ai,a'i , . . . ,  an, ctn) ^ 7f,
{a i,a [,  . . . , a n ,  a'n) -  {ai,a'^, . . . ,a n ,  a'^)ar G M on(y") .
Proof of 7.5.5. Let ( . . . ,  ai, aj , . . . )  G i f .  Then
( . . . ,  a ,^ a ,^ . .  .)or  — ( . . . ,  a^  a ,^ . .  .)r
=  ( . . . ,  max{a% -  oj, 0 }, max{oJ -  %, 0 } , . . . ) .
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If ai >  a[, th en  th is gives ( . . . ,  -  aj,  0 , . . . ) ,  and
( . . . ,  a i , , . . .  ) ( . . . ,  a>i — C&2, 0 , . . .  ) — ai  ( . . . , 1 , 1 , . . . )  I . . . .
I f  ai <  aj,  th en  th is gives ( . . . ,  0, aj — a^, . . . ) ,  and
( . . . ,  a^, ) . . . )  ( . . . ,  0, ai a i , . . . )  ai{.  . . , 1 , 1 , . . . )  I . . . .
R easoning thus for each i gives the result. 17.5.5
Sim ilarly , r  is ‘c lose’ to  being  a hom om orphism :
L e m m a  7 .5 .6 .  For  ( 6 i , . . . ,  bn) and  ( c i , . . . ,  Cn) in N ,
( 6 i , . . . ,  bn)r  +  ( c i , . . . ,  Cn)r  -  (&i +  c i , . . . ,  +  c „ )r  G M o n (y " ) .
Proof  o f  7.5.6.  Let ( . . .  , 5* , . . . )  and ( . . .  ,c%,. . . )  be  m em bers o f N .  T hen
{. . . , bi, . . . )t  “h ( . . . , C j , . . . ) T
=  ( . . . ,  max{6%, 0} , m a x {—6*, 0 } , . . . )  +  ( . . . ,  max{c%, 0 } , m a x {—c%, 0 } , . . . )
— ( . . .  ,m a x {6 j ,0 }  +  m a x { c i ,0 } ,m a x { -6 j ,0 }  +  m a x { - c * ,0 } , . . . ) .
C onsider th e follow ing four cases:
i.) bi, Ci >  0. T h is gives ( . . . ,  6 j , . .  . )r  +  ( . . . ,  c^,. .  . )r  =  ( . . . ,  +  Ci, 0 , . . . ) ,  and
{. . . , bi Ci , 0 , . . . )  ( . . . ,  bi "h Cl, . . . ) 7"
' (* • * ^bi T  Cj , 0 , . . . )  ( . . . , 6 j  -p Cj,0 , . . . )
— ( . . . , 0 , 0 , . . . ) .
ii.) bi, Ci <  0. T h is gives ( . . . ,  6j , . .  . ) r  +  ( . . . ,  Cj, . .  . )r =  ( . . . ,  0, - b i  -  Cj, . . . ) ,  and
(••• ; 0, bi Cj , 0 , . . . )  , bi “p Cj, . . . ) 7*
~  (. • . ,  0, —bi — Cj, 0 , . . . )  — ( . . . ,  0, —bi — Cj,. . . )
— ( . . . , 0 , 0 , . . . ) .
iii.) 6j >  0, Cj <  0. Now  sp lit into two sub-cases:
a .) j6j| >  |cj|. T h is gives ( . . . ,  6 j , . .  . ) r  +  ( . . . ,  Cj, . .  . ) r  =  ( . . . ,  6j, - C j , . . . ) ,  and
( . . . , 5 j ,  Cj , 0 , . . . )  ' ' ( . . . , 5j -pCj , . . . )T  
' jbi,  ' 'cj , 0 , . . . )  ( . . . , 5 j " p c j , 0 , . . . )
=  { . . .  ,bi — bi — Ci, — Cj. . . )
“  (. . . , Cj, Cj, . . . ) .
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(O bserve th at — c% >  0.)
b.) \bi\ <  |cj|. T h is gives ( . . . ,  . .  . )r  +  ( . . . ,  Cj, . .  . )r =  ( . . . ,  bi, - C i , . . . ) ,  and
( .«•j5jj  CjjO, . . . )  ('*• ibi Y  Ci, , .  .)t~
—  ( . . . )  b i ,  Cj )  0 )  . . . )  ( . . . )  0 )  {p i  " p  C j ) ) . . . )
— (•••j5j ,“ Cj'p6j-pCj.. .)
~  ( . . . )  bi, b i, . . . ) .
iv .) bi <  0, Cj >  0. T h is reasoning parallels that o f case iii.
A pply the four cases above to  each i  to  com plete the proof. 7.5.6
Finally, although Ker Ô' is not guaranteed to be a subset of M on(y), any ele­
ment of Ker 5' differs from some element of M on(y) only by an element of Mon(y''):
L em m a 7 .5 .7 . I f  ( a i , a i , . . .  ,On,,oJj)<5' =  Og, then there exists y  G M on(y") such 
that {ai, a [ , . . . ,  an, a'n) y  E M o n (y ).
Proof of 7,5.7. Let {a \,a 'i, . . .  ,an,a'jf)ô' =  Off. Applying Lemma 7.5.4 shows that 
{a i ,a ' i , . .. ,an, a'. )^a E Ker S". So
{a i ,a ' i , . . . ,  an, a'^)a — xj for some Xj E X ,
jeJ
(ttl, a i , . . . ,  an, ajf)GT ^ ^  ^
j e J
{a \ ,a ' i , . . . ,  an, a'jf)ar +  y =  where y E M on (y" ), by Lemma 7.5.6,
jeJ
(oi, a'l,. . . ,  an, a'jf) -by ~   ^ where G M on (y" ), by Lemma 7.5.5,
jeJ  
, G M o n (y ) ,
and this completes the proof. 7.5.7
Let T  consist of all relations in (77 U {(a, a) : a E A})+ , containing, for some 
(ai, a i , . . . ,  an, a'n) G Y ,  exactly Uj instances of (uj, Vi) and a| instances of {vi,Ui), for 
each i. Observe that T  contains Q since Y  contains Y". (Notice that the definition 
of T  makes no mention of canonical decompositions.) When a relation in T  is 
applied to a word over A, the Oj instances of Ui change to Uj, and the aj instances 
of Vi change to Uj, and no other letters alter. Call these unchanged intermediate 
letters ‘padding’.
Suppose (u,u) G T. Then obviously (a,u) G ker pp. Also, {u,v) E ker pn,
since
{u ,v ) 6  — {ai,a 'i, .. .,an,a'n)S' =  Oh, 
where (ai, a^, . . . ,  an, a' )^ E Y .  So T  C ker p.
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Define x  • <5 -> i f  as follows: w E S  maps to {a i,a [ , . . .  where a* is
the number of {ui,Vi) in the canonical decomposition of w, and is the number of 
(ViyUi)-
L em m a 7 .5 .8 . Every relation in S  is a Malcev consequence o f  those in T .
Proof of 7.5.8. Let (u,v) E S. Then (u,v) E ker pp  f! ker pH, so [u ,v )x  €  Ker 5'. 
Let y  E M on(y'') be such that (u, v)x~by E M on(y). Suppose y =  {h \,h i , . . .  ,hn, bn)- 
Let
(s, t )  =  (ui,Vi)^^(vi,Ui)^^ ■ • • iUn,Vn)^^{Vn,Un)^^- (6 )
Observe that {s, t) E Qÿ.
Suppose that {u, v ) x + y  =  Vjy where yj E Y .  Construct a Malcev T-chain 
from u to u as follows. First of all, insert t  and transform it to s using relations from
g ç T :
U -4 Utt^ -4 USt^. (7 )
The component a, of the tuple (-u, v )x  +  V describes the number of (uj, Vi) that 
appear in the canonical decomposition of (u, v) concatenated with the decomposition
(6 ) of (s ,i) . A similar statement applies to and (vi,Ui). Put another way, the
components Oj and aj of the tuple (u, v )x  +  y  describes the number of subwords U{ 
and Vi of us that must be changed to Vi and Ui, respectively, in order to transform 
us to vt. As (u ,v )x  -b y  =  Vjy tbe sum of the various components of the yj 
also gives the number of subwords of each type that must be changed.
Construct a Malcev chain from us to v t  by defining the j~th step in the chain 
(where j  =  1 , . . .  ,p) as follows. Suppose yj ~  { a i , a [ , . . . , an, a' )^ and that the first 
j  — 1 steps have transformed -us to tu. For each i, find ai subwords Ui and aj subwords 
Vi of w  that have not been changed in the chain thus far. The j-th. step consists of 
changing those words Ui to Vi and Vi to Ui. By the definition of T , a relation exists 
that permits this step. Furthermore, by the comments in the last paragraph, the 
word left after the p-th step is vt.
Concatenate the Malcev chain (7 ) with the one just constructed and append
vtt'^ - 4  V
to obtain a Malcev T-chain from u to v. 7.5.8
Third stage. The proof thus far has shown that S  has a Malcev presentation 
SgM(A I T). The set T  is still infinite. This third and final stage shows that a 
finite subset U o i T  will suffice in a Malcev presentation for S.
Let U  be the subset of T  where each string of padding is either empty or one 
letter long — elements of 77 are either adjacent or separated by a single {a, a) for 
some a E A. Observe that the set U is finite because Y  — which dictates how many 
elements of 77 can appear — is finite.
L em m a  7 .5 .9 . Every relation in T  is a Malcev consequence of those in U.
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Proof of 7.5.9. Let (aw^^jw^) be a relation in T , with {w,w) being padding. Sup­
pose {w,w) ~  {a,a){w',w') for a G A  The relations
{aafd^jaC),  { a w ' (3,'yw'C), {ol^ , i Q  (8)
are also in T .
The following Malcev chain shows that {aw ^ ,jw Q  is a Malcev consequence of 
the relations (8 ):
awj3 
=  aaw'P  
4  aa^P^w'P 
4  'yaÇP^w'P
4  'ya'y^a^^^w'p 
4  ^a'j^aw'P
4  7 (2 7 '-7 W% (by induction on |u)|)
4  ja w 'Ç 
=  7w (.
Apply such reasoning to every padding string in the relation to show that it is a
Malcev consequence of U. 7 .5.9
Conclusion. By Lemmata 7.5.2, 7.5.8, and 7.5.9,
ker p =  S ^  =  r ^ =  U^.
Therefore S  admits the finite Malcev presentation SgM(A | U). Since S  was an 
arbitrary finitely generated subsemigroup G , the group G — which was an arbitrary 
direct product of a virtually free group and an abelian group — is Malcev coherent.
7.5.1
The following is an explicit example of a non-automatic finitely generated sub­
semigroup of the direct product of a free semigroup and the natural numbers. Al­
though not of the utmost interest here, except perhaps to show that one could not 
use automatism to prove Theorem 7.5.1, it is called upon in Subsection 8.2.3.
E xam p le  7 .5 .10 . Let A  =  {a, 5, c, d, e, / ,  g, h} be an alphabet representing elements 
of {æ, g, r}+ x N as follows:
a =  {x^p,0 ),
h = { q r p , l ) ,  7  =  (æVg,0 ),
c =  (gr, 0 ), g =  {rpqrpq, 1 ),
d =  (pgr, 0 ), h =  {rpy ,^ 0 ).
ë =  (py^jO),
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Let S  be the semigroup generated by A.
Proposition  7 .5.11. The semigroup S  is not asynchronously automatic.
[The following proof is very similar to that of Proposition 5.5.2.]
Proof of 7.5.11. First of all, notice that for each a: G M,
ah^cdPe =  a) =  fg^h.
Elementary reasoning shows that for each a  G NU {0} the elements o)
and fg^  =  (æ^(pgr)^“pg, a) have unique representives ab°^cd°‘ and fg°  ^ over the 
alphabet A.
Suppose that S  is asynchronously automatic. Then it admits an asynchronous 
automatic structure (A,L) ,  and, in particular, the relation Le ° is rational. Let 
N  be the number of states in an asynchronous automaton recognizing Le o LJ^ .^
The language L  must contain the words ab° c^d°‘ and / g “ for each a; G N U {0}, 
and so Le o L^^ contains the pair {ab°^cd°‘, / g “).
Fix a  > N .  Proceed as in the proof of Proposition 5.5.2 to show that one of 
the following two cases holds:
i.) For some /3,7,p G N U  {0} with /? <  7 ,
6  i e  o L p ,
whence
a6^62(7-/3)6a-7cd“e =  fg^fg^h.
This is a contradiction, since the left-hand side is
ck +  7  -  /?)
and the right-hand side is
(æ^(pgr)^^pgæ^(pgr)^“+^rpy^, ck -f 77).
ii.) For some /5,7 , 7  G N U  {0} with /? <  7 ,
Therefore __________________  _______
aô^62(7-^)6«-7cd“e =  fg^+^h.
The left-hand side is
(a:^(pgr)^“+'^ “‘®+V2/ )^ a  -|- 7  -  /?)
and the right-hand side is
( æ ^ ( p g r ) ^ ( ^ + ^ ) + ^ p y ^ , p  4 -  ck) .
For the N-components to match, rj =  j  — j3. However, for the free semigroup 
components to match, 2 0 :4 - 7  —/3 =  2 ( c k 4- 77) 4- 1 , which implies that 2 rj =  7  — /?. 
So 7  — =  0, which contradicts ^ <  7 .
Therefore S  cannot be asynchronously automatic. 7.5.11
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7.6. FROM ABELIAN GROUPS TO NILPOTENT GROUPS
T heorem  7.4.1 asserts that the direct product of a free group and a polycyclic 
group is coherent. Thus, by Proposition 1.6.1, the direct product of a virtually free 
group and a virtually polycyclic group is also coherent. This immediately provokes 
questions about how far Theorem 7.5.1 extends: can one replace the abelian group 
by a virtually abelian, a nilpotent, or a virtually nilpotent group?
O pen  P rob lem  7 .6 .1 . Is every direct product of a [virtually] free group and a 
virtually abelian group Malcev coherent?
O pen P rob lem  7 .6 .2 . Is every direct product of a [virtually] free group and a 
[virtually] nilpotent group Malcev coherent?
Of course. Corollary 7.3.10 implies that Theorem 7.5.1 does not extend in 
general to the direct product of a free group and a polycyclic group.
CHAPTER EIGHT
ONE-RELATOR 
SEMIGROUPS & GROUPS
one true inference invariably suggests others.
(spoken by Sherlock Holmes) 
—  Arthur Conan Doyle, Silver Blaze (1892)
8.1. INTRODUCTION
O n e-relator  g roups have long been and continue to be a popular subject of 
study. B y  comparison, the field of one-relator semigroups shows little activity, ex­
cept perhaps regarding the question of whether the word problem for one-relator 
semigroups is soluble. [Magnus (1 9 3 2 ) proved that ohe-relator groups have soluble 
word problem.] The present chapter studies subsemigroups of one-relator groups and 
one-relator cancellative semigroups. [One-relator cancellative semigroups are always 
group-embeddable by Adjan’s Theorem 0.9.12 and so form positive subsemigroups 
of one-relator groups.]
The majority of the chapter is devoted to Baumslag-Solitar semigroups, which 
are positive subsemigroups of the noted Baumslag-Solitar groups. Subsections 8.2.1 
and 8.2.2 establish that finitely generated subsemigroups of ‘almost all’ Baumslag- 
Solitar semigroups are either automatic or left-automatic, and, consequently, have 
finite Malcev presentations. Subsection 8.2.3 proves that automatism does not ex­
tend to subsemigroups of the remaining Baumslag-Solitar semigroups. [Subsec­
tions 8.2.1-8.2.3 are based on Gain (2 0 0 5 a).]
The final part of the chapter. Section 8.3, speculates on the Malcev coherence 
of other one-relator groups and cancellative semigroups.
8.2. BAUMSLAG-SOLITAR SEMIGROUPS
B a u m s la g  & SOLITAR ( 1 9 6 2 ) introduced groups with presentations of the form
Gp{x,y\{yx'^,x''^y)), (1 )
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Figure 8 .1 . Fragment of the Cayley graph of the Baumslag-Solitar semi­
group BSS (m,n).
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
y y y y
Figure 8 .2 . Fragment of the Cayley graph of the Baumslag-Solitar semi­
group BSS (5,3).
where m  and n  are natural numbers, in order to answer certain questions about 
Hopfian and non-Hopfian groups. [A group is Hopûan if it is not isomorphic to any 
of its proper factor groups (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , p. 14).]
Denote by BSG (m ,n) the particular Baumslag-Solitar group presented by (1 ). 
Each group BSG(m ,n) is an HNN extension of Gp{x)  ~  Z with stable letter y  
and associated [cyclic] subgroups G p(æ ^ and Gp(æ" )^. Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Ex­
ample 7.4.1) showed that BSG(m,n) is always asynchronously automatic, but is 
automatic if and only if m =  n.
Analogously, the Baumslag-Solitar semigroups are those semigroups
BSS(m, n) =  Sg(æ, y  | {yx'^, æ"y)),
where m, n G N. In contrast to the result for Baumslag-Solitar groups, Hoffmann 
(2 0 0 1 , Lemma 4.18) proved that BSS(m ,n) is automatic for m >  n. [In his study of 
decision and separability problems for Baumslag-Solitar semigroups, Jackson (2 0 0 2 ) 
suggests that Baumslag-Solitar semigroups can have radically different properties 
from Baumslag-Solitar groups.] This section studies the automatism of subsemi­
groups of Baumslag-Solitar semigroups. The first task is to gather some information 
about the Cayley graphs of these semigroups.
To construct the Cayley graph, start with a single cell describing the relation 
{yx^, x'^y), as shown in Figure 8.1. Join copies of this cell along the edges labelled y  
as shown in Figure 8.2. Starting from the basepoint w, add an infinite horizontal row 
R  of edges, each labelled by x. Add n copies of the row of cells shown in Figure 8.2 
to this row, identifying the basepoint of the {k — l)-th  such row of cells with the k-th 
vertex from the left of R. Viewed side-on, the fragment of the graph constructed 
thus far is a ‘fan’ with n  spokes. Now iterate this construction, taking R  to be the
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Figure 8.3. Fragment of the Cayley graph of the Baumslag-Solitar semi­
group BSS (3,2 ).
row of edges labelled x at the top of each row of cells just added. [Figure 8.3 shows 
this step in the construction for m =  3 and n =  2 .] The result is the Cayley graph 
of BSS(m, n). Viewed side-on, this graph is an infinite tree. Select an infinite path 
climbing this tree and take the subset of the Cayley graph that projects to this path. 
Call such a subset a branch of the Cayley graph. [The construction of the Cayley 
graph just described is similar to that for the Baumslag-Solitar group BSG(m ,n) 
given by Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 , Section 7.4).]
A branch of the Cayley graph of BSS(m, n) may be embedded into the Eu­
clidean plane as shown in Figure 8.4. Notice that all cells describing a relation 
(yx‘^ ,x^y)  are similar squares, being scaled by n /m  as one climbs from one row to 
the next. Define a concept of ‘horizontal distance’ within rows of æ-edges by tak­
ing the distance along this æ-row between vertices and extending to edges by linear 
interpolation.
Each element of the Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m, n) has a normal form
yx^^ yx^ "^ yx^^yx^
where each ki is less than n; such a normal form can be obtained from any word 
over X and y  by using the defining relation to move letters x as far to the right as 
possible. Identify elements of BSS (m ,n) with these normal forms.
8.2.1. Autom atic  subsemigroups
Let A be a finite alphabet representing a subset of BS8 (m, a). Let S  be the sub­
semigroup generated by A. In the Cayley graph F (5 ,A ), one may imagine a word
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m :
> • X X X AX X X i i  X X X X X X i i  X X X i i  X X X
Figure 8.4. Fragment of a branch the Cayley graph of the Baumslag- 
Solitar semigroup BSS(3,2 ) embedded into the Euclidean plane.
Figure 8.5. An example of the variance of horizontal distance from one 
æ-row to the next. Notice that the horizontal distance from p' to g' is 
m /n  (in this case 3/2) times-that between pi and gi.
w G A+ as labelling an edge from each element s E S  direct to sw. In an appropriate 
branch of the Cayley graph of BSS(m, n), consider an edge from s to sw  labelled by 
w. Embed this branch into the Euclidean plane, so that this edge becomes a straight 
line between s and sw. Now, because of the similarity of the various cells mentioned 
above, the angle 6 ^ between this edge and the horizontal axis is independent of s. 
Notice further that this angle must lie between 0 and 7t / 2 .
Pick any two points p  and q (not necessarily vertices) on an æ-row. Choose any 
two words w and z  such that 9^ and 6 z are non-zero. Consider the intersection of two 
lines through p  and q with angles 9^ , and 9z, respectively. These lines intersect the 
æ-row immediately above that containing p  and q at points p' and q', respectively. 
The horizontal distance from p' to q' is given by
m
n (distance between p  and q) — 4-tan 9,n tan 9
as can be seen from Figure 8.5. [The absolute value is needed in case the two lines 
cross over. The ‘vertical’ distance between the two æ-rows is 1. Although all concepts
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of distance discussed here relate to the Cayley graph, one must momentarily appeal 
to the Euclidean plane for trigonometric purposes.] Suppose m > n so that m /n  >  1. 
Then, regardless of 0^ and 0^ ? if the distance between p and q is larger than a certain 
critical value, the distance between p' and q' is larger still. This observation will 
prove crucial at a later stage. [This is a purely geometric remark. The words w  and 
% may not label lines passing through a particular choice of points p, p', q and q'.] 
Let A' be that subset of A  whose letters represent elements of BSS(m, n) of the 
form æ* for some k e N (that is, letters a such that 9a =  0). Let A" =  A — A'. For 
each a E A"] let /3o be the number of symbols y  in â. (For all a E A', Pa =  0.)
As a consequence of the defining relation {yx^, for any a G A',
whence, for b E A" and k =  Pt y
ba^"‘
Moreover, a ia 2 =  agui, where a i , a 2 G A'. The upshot of this is that every element 
of 5  has a representative in the set
(A')*jr* -  W , (2 )
where K  is the finite set
: b E A ",0 <  a* < m'®''}
and A' =  { a i , . . .  , a;}. [In a way, this is the reverse of the set of normal forms for 
BSS (m ,n) — letters representing powers of x  are now moved as far left as possible.] 
Let 1 be a new symbol representing the adjoined identity of S^. Let k be the 
maximum length of any element of K .  Define
K '  =  ^tyjihb{k+i)-\w\-i . Ç e  K } .
The set K '  consists of elements hw of K  padded with symbols 1 to a length that is 
a constant multiple of P .^ [The large constant multiple k is necessary to ensure that 
the exponent on 1 is always positive.] Define
J  =  : a E A'},
where â  =  for each a G A'.
Let L — J*{K 'Y  — {e} U { !} . The language L differs from the set (2 ) only by 
padding using symbols 1 and the addition of the word 1 to represent the adjoined 
identity. Therefore, since the set (2 ) maps onto S, the language L  maps onto 5^. 
The aim is now to show that (A U { !} , L) is an automatic structure for 5^.
Suppose u ,v  E L  and a G A U {e} with üâ =  v. Let u =  u'u" and v  =  v'v", 
where E J* and u",v" E {K')*. The paths ua and v run from w to a common 
vertex. As these paths never run ‘downwards’ through the Cayley graph, they lie
L..;i 4:'  '
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in a common branch containing Ûâ =  v. Isolate such a branch and embed it into 
the Euclidean plane. The parts of the two paths labelled by u' and v' run along the 
lowest æ-row.
Let t e N U  {0}. Suppose firstly that t  <  min{]tt'|, As any word w in J  
has length equal to the number of letters æ in vJ, the same holds true for any word 
in J*. Any prefix of a word in J* is at most M  =  max{|u;| : w E J }  letters short of a 
member of J*; the number of letters æ in u'{t) differs by at most M  from t. Similar 
reasoning applies to the distance between u'{t) and v'{t) is therefore bounded.
The words u"a and v" label subpaths from u' and u' to üa =  v. Imagine these 
paths as made up of ‘segments’ w E K',  with each w labelling an edge that runs 
directly from s to sw. Consider the intersection of the paths with a given æ-row, 
at points p  and q. Let the intersections with the next æ-row be p' and q'. Let 
w  and z  be the labels on the segments that run between p and p' and q and q'. 
(These segments may of course start below p  and q and end above p' and g'.) As 
was observed above, if the horizontal distance between p  and g exceeds a certain 
critical value, then the distance between p' and g' is larger still, regardless of w  and 
z. Therefore, since the paths labelled by u”a and v" must eventually meet, the 
horizontal distance between their intersections with each æ-row cannot exceed the 
maximum critical value obtained as w  and z range over the finite set K ' .
In particular, the points u' and v' can only be a bounded distance apart. There­
fore I a'I and |u'| can only differ by a bounded amount.
An argument similar to that for J* shows that if w is a prefix of a word in 
{ K ' y , then the length of w  differs from a constant multiple of the number of letters 
y in w by only a bounded amount.
Suppose now that t  > min{|u'|, |u'|}. Consider the elements u{t) and v{t).  By 
altering f by a bounded amount, assume v{t) E v'{K')*. By the observation in 
the last paragraph, the [new] elements u{t) and u(t) lie on æ-rows that are only a 
bounded number of elements y apart. Therefore u[t) is a bounded distance from the 
intersection p  of the subpath labelled by u" with the æ-row containing v{t).  The hor­
izontal distance between p  and v{t) cannot exceed the critical value discussed above. 
Therefore the distance between u{t) and v{t) in the Cayley graph of BSS(m ,n) is 
bounded. Restoring the original value for t  does not alter this fact. The paths u 
and V therefore fellow travel.
By Theorem 2.3.2, {A U { !} , L) is an automatic structure for S^. The semi­
group S  is therefore automatic by Theorem 2.4.3. Since S  was an arbitrary finitely 
generated subsemigroup of BSS(m ,n), this proves the following result.
T h eorem  8 .2 .1 . Every Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m ,n), where m  >  n, is
locally automatic: each of its finitely generated subsemigroups is automatic. 8 .2.1
8.2.2. Left-automatic subsemigroups
Theorem 8.2.1 has the following left-handed version (see Subsection 2.2.1 for the 
definition of left automatism):
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T h eorem  8 .2 .2 . Every Rnitely generated subsemigroup of a Baumslag-Solitar 
semigroup BSS (m,n) ,  where m  < n, is left automatic.
Proof of 8.2.2. The reasoning for this proof mirrors that for Theorem 8.2.1. Firstly, 
notice that a branch of the Cayley graph of BSS(m ,n) with m < n resembles 
Figure 8.4 mirrored in a horizontal plane; horizontal distance increases by n jm  as 
one moves downwards through the graph.
Retain notation from the proof of Theorem 8.2.1. One can show that every 
element of S  has a representative in
K X A T - W ,
where
K  =  { o f  ■ ■■af'b : b e  A",0 < a; <  4 } .
By padding elements of A' and K  as before, using a symbol 1 representing an 
adjoined identity, one obtains the language of normal forms L =  J*{K')*.
A path labelled by a word u E L  ‘climbs’ to the æ-row of the graph containing 
Ü in segments from K '  is the same way that those in the earlier proof climbed from 
the bottom æ-row. It then travels along that æ-row to the vertex u.
To show that iî  u ,v  E L are such that Wi ~ v ,  then the paths u and v fellow- 
travel, proceed as follows. Argue in the same way as before to show that u and 
V ‘keep pace’ during the climb to the relevant æ-row and during travelling along 
that row. The earlier reasoning about horizontal distances holds true because of 
the increase in horizontal distance by a factor of n /m  as one moves down a single 
row. Therefore, as the paths have a common origin at the basepoint, the distance 
between their intersections with a given æ-row cannot exceed a certain value.
Applying the left-handed version of Theorem 2.3.2 shows that (A, L) is a left-
automatic structure for S. 8 .2.2
8.2.3. Non-autom atic subsemigroups
Theorems 8.2.1 and 8 .2.2 show that all finitely generated subsemigroups of the 
Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m, n) are automatic if m > n and left-automatic 
if m <  n. This leaves the case when m  =  n. The present subsection shows that 
BSS(m ,m ), which has presentation Sg(æ,y | {yx^, x^y) ) ,  is not locally autoniatic 
unless m =  1. If m >  2, it contains finitely generated subsemigroups that are not 
even asynchronously automatic; a consequence of the following result:
P ro p o sitio n  8 .2 .3 . The Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m, m) contains the 
semigroup { p i , . . .  ,Pm}* x (NU {0}) -  {(e, 0)}; the direct product of the free monoid 
on m  letters and the natural numbers (including zero) with the identity  (e, 0 ) re­
moved.
Proof of 8.2.3. Let A =  { p i , . - • iPmyf'} be an alphabet representing elements of 
BSS(m, m) as follows
pi  — æ*~^y for each i, and r — x^.
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Let S  be the subsemigroup of BSS(m ,m ) generated by A. The aim is to show that 
S  is presented by
Sg(A I {pir,rpi) for all i).
To prove this, note firstly that every relation [pir,rpi) holds in S. Define a 
set of normal forms N  ~  { p i , . . .  ,Pm}*r* — {&}. Every element of S  has a normal 
form; letters r can be moved to the left of all letters pi using the defining relations. 
Consider any element of s G 5 . Suppose first that s  contains some letter y. If s 
begins • • •, then any word in N  representing it must begin p% » " . On the other 
hand, if s  contains no letters y, then s  =  x'^ °‘ for some c k  G N and the normal form 
word representing it is r“ . In the first case, one can cancel the and iterate
this reasoning to obtain the entire normal form word representing s.  Thus iV is a 
set of unique normal forms for 5 , and so S  has the given presentation.
Thus S  is isomorphic to { p i , . . .  ,Pm}* x (NU {0}) -  { (e ,0)}. 8.2.3
Since the free semigroup of rank 2  contains a copy of the free semigroup of any 
rank, the following corollary is immediate:
C orollary 8 .2 .4 . The Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m, m), where m  >  2 ,
contains the semigroup { p i , . . .  ,Pk}* x (N U {0}) — {(e, 0)} for any A: G N. 18.2.4
Therefore, excepting the case when m =  1, the Baumslag-Solitar semigroup 
BSS(m, m) always contains the semigroup {x, y,p, g, r}* x (NU {0}) — {(e, 0)}. This 
semigroup is known to contain finitely generated subsemigroups that are not asyn­
chronously automatic; see Example 7.5.10.
P rop osition  8 .2 .5 . The Baumslag-Solitar semigroup BSS(m ,m ), where m >  2, is
neither locally automatic nor locally asynchronously automatic. [8.2.5 |
O f course, B SS(1,1) is sim ply
Sg(æ,y I {yx,xy))  ~ N x N C Z x Z ,  
and is therefore locally automatic by Theorem 5.4.2.
8.3. MALCEV COHERENCE
A p p l y in g  the right- and left-handed versions o f  Theorem  2.5.1 to Theorem s 8.2.1  
and 8 .2.2 y ields the following:
C orollary 8 .3 .1 . The Baumslag-Solitar semigroups BSS(m,n) ,  where m  ^  n, are
Malcev coherent. 8.3.1
This leaves unanswered the following questions:
O pen P rob lem  8 .3 .2 . Are the Baumslag-Solitar semigroups BSS(m, m) (where 
m > 2) Malcev coherent?
O pen P rob lem  8 .3 .3 . Are Baumslag-Solitar groups Malcev coherent?
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[The Baumslag-Solitar groups are known to be coherent (Kropholler 1 9 9 0 ).] 
Baumslag (1 9 7 4 , Section B) asks whether all one-relator groups are coherent. 
Some progress has been made on this front; see Karrass & Solitar (1 9 7 0 ) and Mc- 
Cammond & Wise (2 0 0 5 ). It is therefore natural, although perhaps precipitate, to 
pose the following question:
O pen  P rob lem  8 .3 .4 . Are all one-relator groups Malcev coherent?
A positive answer to this question would also provide a positive answer to the 
question of whether the free product of a free group and Z x Z is Malcev coherent 
(Open Problem 6.2.9), since
FG(A) * (Z X Z) Qp{ X, z \ , Z 2 | (z\Z2 ,Z2 Z1 )) .
A restricted version of Open Problem 8.3.4 that may be easier to answer is the 
following:
O p en  P rob lem  8 .3 .5 . Are all one-relator cancellative semigroups Malcev coher­
ent?
CHAPTER NINE
EXTENSIONS, 
SUBSEMIGROUPS & INDICES
. . .  what a large and immense field doth 
extension alone afford the mathematicians?
—  John Locke,
An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690 ),
bk. i, ch. vii.lO
9.1. INTRODUCTION
T h e  R e i d e m e i s t e r - S c h r e i e r  T h e o r e m  asserts that the finite generation and 
finite presentability of a group is preserved under constructing finite extensions and 
passing to finite-index subgroups (see Lyndon & Schupp 1977, Section II.4). Much 
work has been carried out on concepts of index for semigroups that preserve proper­
ties such as finite generation and finite presentability. The earliest such semigroup 
index to be defined was the Rees index, introduced by Jura (1978) and studied in 
Section 9 .2 . The Rees index, however, is not a generalization of the group index. 
An index that does specialize to the group index is the syntactic index of Ruskuc & 
Thomas (1998), considered in Section 9.3 . Section 9.4 speculates on other concepts 
of index. Finally, Section 9.5 considers the question of whether the class of Malcev 
coherent groups is closed under finite extensions.
9.2. REES INDEX
J u r a  (1978, D e f in i t io n  1) was the first to define the Rees index of a subsemigroup 
of a semigroup, although he simply referred to it as the ‘index’:
D efin ition  9 .2 .1 . Let S  and T  be semigroups with T  being contained in S.  The 
Rees index of T  in 5  is |5  — T| -H 1. If this Rees index is finite, then semigroup S  is 
a small extension of T, and the semigroup T is a large subsemigroup of S.
[Should the subsemigroup T  be an ideal, the Rees index is the order of the Rees 
quotient semigroup S/T;  hence the name ‘Rees index’. Some authors, however, con­
sider the Rees index to be the cardinality of S — T.  Of course, this disagreement
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has no effect on finiteness.] Many properties of semigroups are known to be pre­
served under constructing small extensions or passing to large subsemigroups. Finite 
generation is such a property;
P ro p o sitio n  9 .2 .2  (Campbell, Robertson, Ruskuc & Thomas 1 9 9 5 ). Let S  be a 
semigroup and let T  be a large subsemigroup of S. Then S is Rnitely generated if
and only if  T  is Rnitely generated. 9.2.2
Automatism is also preserved under passing to small extensions and large sub­
semigroups (see Theorem 2.4.5), as is finite presentability:
T h eorem  9.2 .3  (Ruskuc 1 9 9 8 , Theorem 1.3). Let T  be a large subsemigroup of a
semigroup S. Then S  is Rnitely presented i f  and only ifT  is Rnitely presented. 9.2.3
[The proof that finite presentability is preserved under constructing small ex­
tensions is concise. The proof of its preservation under forming large subsemigroups 
is long and technical. Gray & Ruskuc (2 0 0 5 , Section 5) point out and repair a gap 
in the latter’s original proof.]
Anyone familiar with Malcev presentations will, upon reading this result of 
Ruskuc, ask whether the property of admitting a finite Malcev presentation is pre­
served under taking large subsemigroups or small extensions. The purpose of the 
present section is to prove that such preservation does indeed occur. Although one 
could prove the ‘small extension’ case by following the reasoning of Ruskuc but 
using Malcev presentations rather than ‘ordinary’ presentations, both cases can be 
deduced from the following result:
Theorem  9.2 .4 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let T  be a 
subsemigroup of S. Suppose that |T| >  |5  -  T |. [This includes the possibility that 
T  is inRnite and S — T  Rnite.] Then the universal groups of S  and T  are isoniorphic.
Proof of 9 . 2 . 4 -  Let Sg(T j r) and Sg(5 j cr) be the Cayley table presentations for 
T and 5 , respectively. Let G be the universal group of 5 , and view 5  and T  as 
subsemigroups of G. By Proposition 0.8.2, G  is presented by G p(5 j a). Use the 
sets S  and T as both symbols in presentations and as elements of G, and suspend 
(for the duration of this proof) the notational distinction between a symbol and the 
element it represents. The key to the proof is the following lemma:
Lem m a 9 .2 .5 . For each s E S — T , there exist elements Ug, Vg, Wg, and Xg o f T  
such that s =  UgVj^ and s — wJ^Xg in G.
Proof of 9.2.5. Let k — \S — T\. Let k < I <  |T|. Pick distinct elements t \ ,  tg, • • • ? 
ti of T. Suppose the elements st i ,  stg, . . . ,  sti are not all distinct. Then for some 
i , j  with i ^  f,  sti — stj ,  which means that ti =  t j ,  contradicting the choice of t \ ,  
tg, . . . ,  t[. Therefore the elements s ti, stg, . . ,  sti are all distinct, and so at least 
one of them lies in T  since I > V  — T[. Let h be such that st ,^ E T. Let Ug =  st^ 
and Vg — th- Then Us,Vg e T  and s — UgVj^ in G. Similar reasoning yields Wg and
æ .. 9.2.6
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Lemma 9.2.5 shows that T generates G as a group, since the subgroup of G 
generated by T  contains S, and S  is certainly a group generating set for G. The 
strategy of the remainder of the proof is to show that G has a presentation Gp(T | p) 
such that all of the defining relations in p are between positive words and are valid 
in T. All the relations in p must then be consequences of those in r. Therefore 
Gp(T I r) will present G and so G will be isomorphic to the universal group of T.
Partition <r as r U w, where
and let
w =  {{pq, r) : p  E S -  T  or q e  S  -  T }  Ç S S  X  S,
TI =  {(sus. Us), [wgS, Xs) : s E S  -  T},
where Us, Vs, Ws, and Xg are as in Lemma 9.2.5. Notice that I Z Q u .
Create a new set of defining relations w \ For each relation (pq,r)  E w, add 
relations to u'  in accordance with the appropriate case below:
p  E S —T,  q e T , t e T.  Use IZ to see that the relation {Wp^Xpq, r) is valid in G. 
Therefore add the relation (xpq,Wpr) — which is valid in T — to w'. Observe 
that [pq, r)  is a consequence of this new relation and {wpp, Xp) E 1Z.
ii.) p E T , q E S  — T , r E T .  The relation {puqVq^,r) is valid in G. Add [puq,rvq) 
to oj’ and observe that the original relation is once again a consequence of the 
new one and (qvq,Uq) E TZ.
p E S  — T ,  q E S  — T , r E T .  The relation {Wp^XpUqV~^,r) is valid; add 
{xpUq,WprVq) to uj'. Oncc more the original relation is a consequence of the 
new one and (wpp,Xp),  (qVq,Uq) E TZ.
p E S  — T ,  q E T ,  t E S  — T.  The relation {w~^Xpq,UrV~^) is valid; add 
[xpqVr,WpUr) to w'. The original relation is a consequence of the new one and 
(WpP,Xp), (rVr,Ur) E TZ.
p  E T ,  q E S  — T ,  r  E S  — T .  The relation {pUqV~^,wp^Xr)  is valid; add 
(wrPUq,XrVq) to w' . The Original relation is a consequence of the new one and
[Wrr,Xr),  (qVq,Uq) E TZ.
p E S  — T ,  q E S  — T , v e S  -  T.  Now, pq =  r  in S,  so pq  =  UrV~  ^ in G. 
Therefore pqvr =  Ur. Now consider two sub-cases:
a) qvr =  s E S  — T .  Then ps  = Ur, and so [pq,r)  is a consequence in G of 
{ r V r , U r ) ,  ( q v r , s )  and ( p s , U r ) .  The set TZ contains the first of these three 
relations. The second and third are in w and are of types iv. and i. above.
b) qVr =  t  E T .  Then p t  =  Ur,  and so ( p q , r )  is a consequence of ( r V r ,U r ) ,  
( q v r , t )  and ( p t , U r ) .  Again, the set TZ contains the first of these three 
relations. The second and third are both in w and of type i. above.
In either sub-case, (pq,r)  is a consequence of TZ and relations in w of other 
types. Therefore do not add any relations to u'.
Now, G =  G p(5 I cr) =  Gp(i5 I cr U %) =  Gp(6 " | T U w U 97.). Each relation in oj' is 
a consequence of those in TZ and those in w. On the other hand, each relation in w
111.
IV .
V .
V I .
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is a consequence of those in IZ and those in So the group G is also presented by 
Gp{S  I T U w' U IZ),
Partition TZ as 7Z' U 7Z”  ^ where
IZ — -[(sVgjUs) ! s  G ,
'R!' =  {(tuga,æa) : s  G 5 } .
Every relation in
Q — {{xsVs^WgUs) s G S}
is a consequence of those in TZ\ every relation in 7Z” is a consequence of those in 
IZ' U Q. Therefore the group G is presented by Gp(»5' | r  U w' U 7?.' U Q).
Finally, eliminate the generators contained in 5  — T and the relations in TZ'. 
This gives a presentation Gp(T [ r U a;' U Q) for G. Observing that r Uoj ' UQ  consists
of positive relations between elements o f T  completes the proof. 9.2.4
T h eorem  9 .2 .6 . Let S  be a semigroup that embeds in a group. Let T  be a 
subsemigroup of S  of finite Rees index. Then S  has a finite Malcev presentation if  
and only if  T  has a finite Malcev presentation.
Proof of 9.2.6. If T is finite, then S  is also finite and therefore S  and T trivially 
both admit finite Malcev presentations. Therefore assume T is infinite, in which 
case [5 — T| < |T|. Theorem 9.2.4 applies to show that the universal groups of S  
and T  are isomorphic.
By Proposition 9.2.2, S  is finitely generated if and only if T  is finitely gener­
ated. Let S  admit a finite Malcev presentation. Then S  is finitely generated and 
its universal group is finitely presented by Corollary 1.3.2. Therefore T  is finitely 
generated and its universal group — isomorphic to that of S  — is finitely presented. 
Corollary 1.3.2 applies again to show that T admits a finite Malcev presentation.
Similar reasoning shows that S  has a finite Malcev presentation if T  does. 9.2.6
9.3. SYNTACTIC INDEX
RuSKUC & T h om as ( 1 9 9 8 ) defined the syntactic index of a subsemigroup:
D efin ition  9 .3 .1 . Let 5  be a semigroup and T a subsemigroup of S. Let a  be the 
relation (T x T) U ((5  — T) x (5  — T)). Let ctr and ctl be, respectively, the largest 
right congruence and largest left congruence contained in a. The right syntactic  
index of T  in S, denoted [S : T ] r , is the number of (jR-classes in S. Similarly, the 
left syntactic index [5 : T ]l of T in 5  is the number of <JL-classes in S.
In other words, c t r  and (Jl are the largest right congruence and largest left con­
gruence on S  that respect T  — that is, for which T  is a union of congruence classes. 
[In formal language theory, the syntactic congruence of a language L over an alpha­
bet A  is the unique largest congruence on A* that respects L (see Definition A.5.7). 
This is the origin of the name of the ‘syntactic indices’.]
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The right syntactic index of T in 5  is finite if and only if the left syntactic 
index of T in 5  is finite (Ruskuc & Thomas 1 9 9 8 , Theorem 3.2(iii)). It is therefore 
sensible to simply state that a subsemigroup is of finite syntactic index. If T is a 
finite Rees index subsemigroup of S,  then T  has finite syntactic index in S  (Ruskuc 
& Thomas 1 9 9 8 , Corollary 4.4).
D efinition 9.3.2. Let 5  be a semigroup and T a subsemigroup of S  of finite syn­
tactic index. Then 5  is a syntactically small extension of S  and T is a syntactically 
large subsemigroup of S.
The syntactic indices have an important advantage over the Rees index: they 
are generalizations of the group index. Ruskuc & Thomas (1 9 9 8 , Theorem 3.2(iii)) 
show that if G and H  are groups, then
[G : iï]  =  [G : H]^  =  [G : H\^.
Ruskuc & Thomas (1 9 9 8 , Theorem 3.5) point out that any property of semigroups 
either fails to be inherited by syntactically large subsemigroups or by syntactically 
small extensions. However, their proof relies on a semigroup with a zero adjoined, 
which does not eliminate the possibility of restricting to semigroups embeddable 
into groups and obtaining positive results. As the syntactic indices generalize the 
group index, one might hope that group-embeddable semigroups would prove fertile 
in this regard.
This section investigates syntactically small extensions and syntactically large 
subsemigroups in the context of group-embeddable semigroups. In particular, study 
is made of whether the the following properties are inherited by those extensions 
and subsemigroups: being a group, finiteness, finite generation, finite presentabil- 
ity, admitting a finite Malcev presentation, and Malcev coherence. [All of these 
properties are preserved under forming finite extensions and taking finite-index sub­
groups of groups except Malcev coherence, the question of whose inheritance by 
finite extensions is open (Open Problem 9.5.1).]
As one can see from Table 9.1, which provides a summary, the results are 
generally negative. It therefore seems that the syntactic indices are ‘poor relations’ 
of the group index.
Proposition  9.3.3. A syntactically large subsemigroup of a group is itself a group.
Proof of 9.3.8. Let G be a group and let T be a subsemigroup of G of finite syntactic 
index. Let p be the largest right congruence contained in (T xT )U ((G —T) x (G—T)). 
Suppose the number of p-congruence classes is finite.
Pick t  G T . Consider the powers for o: G N. Since there are only finitely 
many congruence classes, there exist natural numbers a  and P with a  <  P such 
that p t^. Since G is a group, G G. As p i s  a right congruence on G, 
p so 1g P Since p  — a i s  greater than zero, 1g € T. Furthermore,
=  lGt~^ P Therefore, since /? — a  — 1 is at least zero, G T.
Since t  g T  was arbitrary, this means that T  is a subgroup of G. 9.3.3
' '/•!
' Î 
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T able 9.1. Summary, for group-embeddable semigroups, of inheritance of certain prop­
erties by syntactically large subsemigroups and syntactically small extensions.
INHERITED BY SYNTACTICALLY
PROPERTY LARGE SUBSEMIGROUPS SMALL EXTENSIONS
Being a group Y (Pr. 9.3.3) N (Ex. 9.3.4)
Finite Y (TYivial) N (Ex. 9.3.4)
Finitely generated N (Ex. 9.3.5) N (Ex. 9.3.5)
Finitely presented* N (Ex. 9.3.7) N (Ex. 9.3.7)
Finite Malcev presentation* N (Ex. 9.3.8) N (Ex. 9.3.8)
Malcev coherent Y (Trivial) N (Ex. 9.3.8)
Automatic* ? (Op. 9.3.9) N (Ex. 9.3.8)
Locally automatic Y (Trivial) N (Ex. 9.3.8)
* Assuming finite generation.
Note. Y =  Yes, N = No, ? ~  Undecided,
The converse of the preceding result does not hold: the following example 
shows that a small extension of a group — even an extension known to be group- 
embeddable— may not be a group.
E xam p le  9 .3 .4 . Let 5  =  Z2 x (N U {0}). Let T =  {(m, 0) : m G Z2}. Let p be the 
relation (T x T) U ((5  — T) x {S — T)).  Observe that
T T Ç T ,  T ( 5 - T ) C 5 - T ,  and (5  -  T )5  Ç 5  -  T.
Therefore, if ( 1^ ,^2) C T x T  and t G T, then t 2 t) G T x T .  If (4 ,^2 ) G T x T  and 
s G 5 - T ,  then { h s , t 2 s) G { S - T )  x { S - T ) .  Finally, if (s i,S 2 ) G ( 5 - T )  x ( 5 - T )  
and s G S', then ( s is ,s 2 s) is again in {S — T) x  (5  — T). Therefore p is a right 
congruence on S  and [S : T ]r =  2. However, T clearly is a group and S  clearly is 
not.
Notice that Example 9.3.4 also shows that a syntactically small extension of a 
finite group may not be finite.
E xam p le  9 .3 .5 . Consider the following subsets of the group
X  =  { ( l ,n )  : n G NU {0}},
y  =  % u {(o , i ) } ,
Z  =  {(1 ,0 )} .
Let S, r ,  and U be the subsemigroups generated by Y , X  and Z,  respectively:
S — {(m ,n) : m G N U  {0} ,n  G N U  {0}} — {(0 ,0 )},
T  =  {(m ,n) : m G N,n G NU {0}},
U =  {(m ,0) : m  G N}.
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Then
5 - T  =  {(0 ,n ) :n G N },
T  — U — {(m , n) : m, n G N}.
Let p be the relation (T x T) U ((5  — T) x (S — T)). Let <j be the relation
{ U x U ) U  ((T - U ) x { T -  U)).
Observe that
T T  Ç T, T{ S  - T ) Ç T ,  and (S -  T) S  Ç S - T .
Therefore p is a congruence on S  and [S : T]r =  2. Similarly, observe that
UU Ç U ,  U { T - U ) Ç T -  G, and (T -  C/)r Ç (T  -  U).
Therefore cr is a congruence on T and [T : î 7 ] r  =  2
Therefore S  is a syntactically small extension of T and U ïs a syntactically 
large subsemigroup of T. However, no element of the subset X  is decomposable in 
T. Therefore T  is not finitely generated. However, U is finitely generated by Z  
and 5  by {(1 ,0 ), (0 ,1)}. Ergo, finite generation is inherited neither by syntactically 
small extensions nor by syntactically large subsemigroups, even if one restricts to 
the case of group-embeddable semigroups.
Proposition  9.3.6. A finitely generated subsemigroup o f a free semigroup has 
finite syntactic index.
Proof of 9.3.6. Let X  be an alphabet. Let Z be a finite subset of the free semigroup 
and let T be the subsemigroup it generates. Let X ' be the subset of X  consisting 
of all letters that appear in at least one word in Z. The alphabet X ' must be finite.
Let S  =  (X ')+ and notice that S  contains T =  Z+, which is a regular language. 
The syntactic congruence is the largest congruence on S  respecting T. There 
are finitely many py-classes by Theorem A.5.8 .
Since (JY+ -  5 )X +  and (X+ -  5 ) (A"*" -  S) are subsets of (%+ -  5 ), and pr is 
a congruence on 5 , the relation
(7 =  pr U ((%+ -  6") X (%+ -  5:))
is a right congruence on X ^  and has one more class than pr- Furthermore, a  is 
contained in (T x T) U ((%+ -  T) x  (AT+ -  T)) since pr is. Since there are finitely
many tr-classes, [X'^ : T ] r  is finite. 19.3.6
Proposition 9.3.6 parallels the fact that a non-trivial finitely generated nor­
mal subgroup of a free group has finite index (Lyndon & Schupp 1 9 7 7 , Proposi­
tion 1.3.12).
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E xam p le  9 .3 .7 . Let X  =  { x^y, z , t } .  Let S =  A" .^ Let A — { a ,6 , c ,d ,e , / }  be an 
alphabet representing a subset of S  as follows:
cb =  x'^yz  ^ d ~  x'^y,
b =  yz, ë  — zy ,
c =  yx^, f  =  zyx" .^
Let T  — S g (3 )  and let U =  Sg(ô, 6 ,c ). By Proposition 9.3.6, T is a finite syntactic 
index subsemigroup of S.
The semigroups S  and U are finitely presented; the semigroup T  is presented
by
Sg(A I (a6“c,de“/ )  : a  G N U  {0}),
but does not admit a finite presentation.
Identify T with — A*de*fA*.  Let — Ude* =  {a, 6 , c}**'de*. Let T' =
{ T - U ) -  Trf. Let
(T =  (G X G) U (% X U (T' X T ').
Notice that U{a,  6 , c} C  U, U{d}  ç Ta, U{e,  /} Ç T \  Td{o, 6 , c, d} C  T \  % {c} Ç 
Td{ f }  Q U,  and T'A  C T'. So, since A  generates T , the relation cr is a right 
congruence on T  contained in {U x U ) U  {{T — U) x {T — U)).  So [T : ?7]r is at most
3.
So T is a syntactically small extension of the finitely presented semigroup U 
and a syntactically large subsemigroup of the finitely presented semigroup 5 , yet is 
itself not finitely presented.
E xam p le  9 .3 .8 . Let F  =  FG(æ, %/, 2:, s, t ,p)  * Z^. Identify F  with alternating prod­
ucts of elements of FG{ x , y , z , s , t , p )  (viewed as reduced words) and of Z  ^ (viewed 
as triples of integers). Let B  =  {a, 6 , c, d, e, / ,  g, h, %, j , k, I, m }  be an alphabet repre­
senting elements of F  as follows:
0, — X y  ^ f  ~  X Sj
6 =  y“ ^ (l,0 , l )y , p =  s~ ^ (l,0 , 0 )s, k =  x'^p,
c =  y~^Zy /i =  s “ t^, I =  p~^(l, 1, l)p,
d =  z ~ ^ % l , ^ ) z ,  « =  i~^(0 , l , l ) t ,
ë  =  j  =
Let A — B — { k A , m }  and let C  =  {a, c, e , / , /i, j} . Let S  =  Sg(H); let T =  Sg(A); 
and let U ~  Sg(C).
By Lemma 6.2.2, the semigroup T is presented by Sg(A | 7ë), where
71 =  {(a6“cd“e, fg^^hi^j) : a; G N U {0}} .
Reasoning similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6.2.2 shows that the semigroup S  
is presented by Sg(R | Q), where
Q =  {(o6"cd“e, kl°^m)  ^{fg°‘hi°‘j ,  kf^m)  : o; G N U {0}} .
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Let Sk =  { t W  : t  G T, a  e  N U  { 0 }}.  Let S' =  {S -  T)  -  Sk- Let
a =  (T X T) U (5fc X Sk) U {S' x S').
Now, T A  Ç T , T (k }  C Sk, T {I,m } ç  S', whilst %{%} Ç Skj_Sk{m} Ç T, and 
Sk{B ~ { l , m} )  Ç 5'. Finally, S'B Ç S'. Therefore, since B  generates S, the 
relation a  is a right congruence on S. Thus [5 : T ]r is at most 3.
Let
r  =  { U x U ) U { { T - U ) x { T -  U)).
The various tuples of natural numbers cannot cancel, so U{B — C) Ç {T ~  U) and 
(T — U)B  Ç {T — U). That UC  C T  is obvious. Therefore r  is a right congruence 
and [T : C 7]r  =  2 .
Proposition 6.2.4 establishes that T does not admit a finite Malcev presentation. 
However, S  admits the finite Malcev presentation 8 gM(B | S),  where
S  =  {{ab^^cdSe, kl°"m), {fg^hi'^j, kl°"m) : a  =  0 ,1 ,2 }  .
To prove this, proceed by inducation on a. Let a  be at least 3, and assume 
{ab^cd^e,kl^m) G S ^ ,  for all P <  a. The following Malcev chain shows that 
{ab°‘cd°‘e,k l°‘m) is also in S^:
-4
—> ab°‘~^a^kl^me^d°^~^e by induction, w ith P =  2
ab°‘~^a^klmm^lme^d°^~^e
—> ab°^~^a^abcdem^ lme^d‘^ ~^e by induction, with P =  1
—> ab°‘~^cdem ^ lm e^d°‘~'^e
—> ab°‘~^cdc^a^acem ^ lm e^d^~^e
by induction, with P =  0
-4  ab°‘~^cdé'a}~klme^d^~^e
-4  a6“~^cdc^a''o6cdee^d®"'^e by induction, with P ~  I
-4  o6““ ^cdc^6cd““ e^
-4  a6®'~^cdc^(6““ ^)*'a*'a6“~^cd““ ^e
-4 by induction, w ith P =  a  — 1
-4  ab'^~^cdc^{b°‘~ ‘^ )^a}'kl°‘~^mm^lTn
by induction, w ith P =  a ~ 2
-4  ab'^~^cd°‘~^em ^ lm
-4  kl°‘~ ^ m m ^ lm by induction, w ith P — a  — 1
-4  kV^m.
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Similarly, each relation {fg°^hi^j,kl^m) lies in
As t / is a finitely generated subsemigroup of a free group, it admits a finite 
Malcev presentation and is Malcev coherent by Theorem 4.3.1. Furthermore, U is 
automatic and locally automatic by Theorem 4.4.1.
The semigroup S  contains the syntactically large subsemigroup T, which in 
turn is a syntactically small extension of the semigroup U,  Therefore syntactically 
small extensions do not in general inherit the property of admitting a finite Malcev 
presentation, nor Malcev coherence, automatism, or local automatism. Furthermore, 
the properties of having a finite Malcev presentation and of being automatic may 
not be inherited by a syntactically large subsemigroup.
O pen  P rob lem  9 .3 .9 . Let S  be an automatic semigroup, and let T be a syntac­
tically large subsemigroup of S. Must T be automatic?
[If S  were a group, then T  would also be a group by Proposition 9.3.3 and so 
would be automatic by Theorem 2.4.16.]
9.4. OTHER INDICES
T he pr o o f  of the result of Ruskuc (1 9 9 8 ) that finite presentability is preserved 
under passing to subsemigroups of finite Rees index is long (eleven pages) and tech­
nical. In contrast, proving Theorem 9.2.6 is almost ‘too easy’. One might informally 
view the ease of proof as a consequence of the fact that if T is a finite Rees index 
subsemigroup of a group-embeddable semigroup 5 , then a very strong restriction 
is imposed on the structure of T  relative to S. It is this restriction that forces the
universal groups of T  and S  to coincide, as per Theorem 9.2.4.
On the other hand, the syntactic indices seem to allow too much flexibility. 
Perhaps, then, there is a concept of index for subsemigroups of groups that lies 
‘between’ the Rees and syntactic indices and shares the most desirable properties of 
both: like the syntactic indices, it could generalize the group index; like the Rees 
index, taking finite-index subsemigroups and constructing finite-index extensions 
would preserve certain pleasant properties. In particular, one would hope to preserve 
the property of having a finite Malcev presentation.
O pen P rob lem  9 .4 .1 . For group-embeddable semigroups, is there a ‘better’ con­
cept of index than the Rees and syntactic indices?
9.5. EXTENSIONS OF MALCEV COHERENT GROUPS
P r o po sitio n  1.6.1 asserts that the class of coherent groups is closed under con­
structing finite extensions. One therefore immediately asks whether the same holds 
true for Malcev coherence:
O pen  P rob lem  9 .5 .1 . Is the class of Malcev coherent groups closed under forming 
finite extensions?
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Figure 9.1. Diagram illustrating a strategy one might hope to use to 
prove that the class of Malcev coherent groups is closed under forming 
finite extensions.
[The author opines that Open Problem 9.5.1 is the most important unanswered 
question in the theory of Malcev presentations.]
Solving Open Problem 9.5.1 seems to be difficult. Three species of Malcev co­
herent groups are known: virtually free groups, virtually nilpotent groups, and direct 
products of virtually free groups and abelian groups. Of these three classes, the first 
two are by definition closed under constructing finite extensions. Therefore, only the 
direct product of a virtually free group and an abelian group and a finite extension 
of same may  provide a counterexample to negatively answer Open Problem 9.5.1.
On the other hand, suppose the class of Malcev coherent groups is indeed 
closed under forming finite extensions. One might naïvely hope to prove this using 
a strategy similar to that used for Proposition 1.6.1:
i.) Take a finite extension E  of a Malcev coherent group G. Choose an arbitrary 
finitely generated subsemigroup S  of E.
ii.) Use the Malcev coherence of G to obtain a finite Malcev presentation of 5  D G, 
which is simply a presentation for the universal group U' of S  f] G.
iii.) Lift this presentation to a finite presentation of the universal group U of S  using 
an extension ^ of the embedding mapping 5  f! G 5 . (Figure 9.1 illustrates 
this idea.)
However, there are two major problems with this outline. Firstly, despite the finite 
generation of S,  the subsemigroup S  f\ G may not be finitely generated, so one 
cannot call upon the Malcev coherence of G to obtain a finite presentation for U' 
(see Example 9.5.2). Secondly, even if 5  fl G is finitely generated, so that U' admits 
a finite presentation, the mapping <p may not be injective (see Example 9.5.3).
E xam ple 9 .5 .2 . Let Z2 =  {0 ,1} be the cyclic group of order 2. Let G =  Z  ^be the 
direct product of three copies of Z. Let E  — Z 2 x G,  where 1 G Z2 acts on G (from 
the right) by interchanging the leftmost two coordinates of an element of G.
Let A =  {o, 6 } represent elements of E  as follows:
0 =  [1, ( 0, 0, 1)], 6 =  [0, (1, 0, 0)].
Let S =  Sg(A). Let T  be the intersection of S  and G.
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Each element of T  with a non-zero second integer coordinate has at least 2 in the 
rightmost integer coordinate: at least one generator a would be required to obtain 
a non-zero second coordinate; another is required to have identity Z2-component. 
Each of these generators contributes 1 to the rightmost coordinate.
However, T  contains an element
ab°‘a =  [0 , (0 , a, 2 )]
for each a  G N. By the observation in the last paragraph, none of these elements 
decomposes into a product of other elements of T. Therefore T  =  S C\ G cannot be 
finitely generated.
E xam p le  9 .5 .3 . Let Z2 =  {0 ,1} be the cyclic group of order 2. Let G =  FG(æ, y, z). 
Let E  ■ =  I j 2 X  G, where 1 G Z2 acts on G =  FG{x, y , z )  (from the right) by the 
automorphism induced hy x ^  y  and y x. Then E  is a finite extension of the 
free group FG{x,y , z ) .
Let A  =  {a, b} represent elements of E  as follows:
Cl —  [1 , 37^ ] , b [ 1 , 7 / 2 : ] .
Let S =  Sg(A). Let U' be the universal group of S  f] G and U the universal group 
of S. Clearly, S D G consists of those elements of S  represented by words over A  of 
even length, for it is these elements that have 0 as their Z2-component. Let
c =  =  [0 , yzxz],  e =  ba — [0 , xzxz],
d =  a b ~  [0 , yzyz],  /  =  52 _  [q, xzyz].
The subsemigroup 5  fl G is generated hy B  =  {c, d ,e ,/ } .  Inspecting the free 
group components of these elements shows that 5  fl G is a free semigroup with basis
B.  The universal group 17' of 5  (T G is therefore the free group of rank 4. However,
its image in U under the extension of the inclusion mapping jS n  G 5  is not free, 
because {ce~^f,d)  is a consequence of relations holding in S:
ce~^f =  a {^ba)~'^b'  ^ =  a^a~^b~^b‘^ =  ab =  d.
PRECIS
Summary is almost exact (6 )  
—  The Times Cryptic Crossword
T hroughout  this thesis, and especially in Chapters 4-8, subsemigroups of several 
classes of groups and semigroups are studied from the perspective of Malcev pre­
sentations and automatism. Certain theorems for these classes parallel one another. 
There are also a number of examples that establish, for example, that a particular 
class is not closed under a given construction. However, these results and examples 
are scattered throughout the thesis, depending on the context in which they arise. 
The purpose of this Précis is to gather and summarize these examples and results 
for the purposes of reference and comparison. Three tables contain the various data:
• Table P . l  summarizes the closure of certain classes of groups under free prod­
uct, finite extension, and direct product.
•  Table P .2 compares the Malcev coherence of groups satisfying various prop­
erties virtually ^  groups, and direct products of these groups with free 
groups.
• Table P .3 describes the Malcev coherence and local automatism of groups and 
semigroups of various classes.
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Table P .l . Closure of various classes of groups under certain constructions.
CLOSED UNDER
CLASS OP GROUPS FREE PRODUCT FINITE EXTENSION DIRECT PRODUCT
Coherent Y (Th. 1 .6 .1 ) Y (Th. 1 .6 .1 ) N (§7.1)
Malcev coherent N (Th. 6 .2 .6 ) ? (Op. 9.5.1) N (§7.1)
All f.g. subgroups auto. Y (Th. 2.4.17) Y (Th. 2.4.17) N (§7.1)
Locally automatic N (Th. 6 .2 .8 ) N (Th. 5.5.5) N (§7.1)
Note. Y  =  Yes, N =  No, ? = Undecided.
Table P.2. Malcev coherence of groups of certain classes.
MALCEV COHERENT
viRT. FREE X FREE X VIRT. ^
Free Y (Th. 4.3.1) Y (Th. 4.3.1) N (Incoherent) N (Incoherent)
Abelian Y (Th. 5.3.5) Y (Th. 5.3.5) Y (Th. 7.5.1) ? (Op. 7.6.1)
Nilpotent Y (Th. 5.3.5) Y (Th. 5.3.5) ? (Op. 7.6.2) ? (Op. 7.6.2)
Polycyclic N (Go. 7.3.10) N (Co. 7.3.10) N (Co. 7.3.10) N (Co. 7.3.10)
One-relator ? (Op. 8.3.4) ? (Op. 8.3.4) N (Incoherent) N (Incoherent)
Notes.
1. Y =  Yes, N =  No, ? =  Undecided.
2. It is unknown whether all [virtually] one-relator groups are coherent. Except for the classes 
so marked, groups of the other classes in this table are known to be coherent.
3. Ail entry ‘N’ in this table does not preclude a particular group of the class in question 
from being Malcev coherent. It merely asserts that not all such groups have that property.
4. The term ‘free’ could be replaced by ‘virtually free’ in the headings of the rightmost two 
columns of this table without altering its validity. However, it is conceivable that — for 
example — direct products of free groups and nilpotent groups are Malcev coherent but 
that there exists a direct product of a virtually free group and a nilpotent group that is 
not Malcev coherent. This situation, however, cannot arise if Open Problem 9.5.1 has a 
positive answer.
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Table P.3. Malcev coherence and local automatism of various semigroups.
SEMIGROUP MALCEV COHER. LOCALLY AUTO.
Virtually free group Y (Th. 4.3.1) Y (Th. 4.4.1)
Virt. abelian/nilpotent/ polycyclic group:
Abelian group Y (Th. 5.3.5) Y (Th. 5.4.2)
Virtually abelian group Y (Th. 5.3.5) N (Ex. 5.5.1)
Nilpotent/virt. nilpotent group Y (Th. 5.3.5) N (Not auto.)
Polycyclic group N (Co. 7.3.10) N (Not auto.)
Direct product:
Free semigroup x Free semigroup N (Ex. 7.2.1) N (Ex. 7.2.1)
Free semigroup x Natural numbers Y (Th. 7.5.1) N (Ex. 7.5.10)
Virt. free group x Abelian group Y (Th. 7.5.1) N (Ex. 7.5.10)
Virt. free group x Virt. abel. group ? (Op. 7.6.1) N (Ex. 5.5.1)
Virt. free group x Nil./virt. nil. group ? (Op. 7.6.2) N (Not auto.)
Free product:
Fiee group * Abelian group N (Ex. 6.2.1) N (Ex. 6.2.1)
Free monoid * Abelian group Y (Co. 6.3.5) Y (Th. 6.3.1)
Free monoid * Virt. abelian, group ? (Op. 6.3.6) N (Ex. 5.5.1)
Fi*ee monoid * N il./virt. nil. group ? (Op. 6.3.6) N (Not auto.)
Free monoid * Malcev coher. monoid ? (Op. 6.3.7) N (Not auto.)
Baumslag-Solitar semigroup/group:
BSS(m ,n), m >  n Y (Co. 8.3.1) Y (Th. 8.2.1)
BSS(m, n), m  < n Y (Co. 8.3.1) L (Th. 8.2.2)
BSS(m ,m ), m > 1 ? (Op. 8.3.2) N (Pr. 8.2.5)
BSG (m ,n), m ^ n ? (Op. 8.3.3) N (Not auto.)
BSG(m ,m ), m > 1 ? (Op. 8.3.3). N (Pr. 8.2.5)
One-relator cancellative semigroup ? (Op. 8.3.5) N (Pr. 8.2.5)
One-relator group ? (Op. 8.3.4) N (Pr. 8.2.5)
Notes.
1. Y =  Yes, N =  No, L = All finitely generated subsemigroups are left-automatic, ? =  Un­
decided.
2. An entry ‘N’ in this table does not preclude a particular semigroup of the class in 
question from being Malcev coherent or locally automatic. It merely asserts that not 
all such semigroups have that property.
APPENDIX A
FORMAL LANGUAGES 
& AUTOMATA
The proverbial German 'verb-at-the-end', about which droll 
tales of absentminded professors who would begin a 
sentence, ramble on for an entire lecture, then finish up 
by rattling off a string of verbs by which their 
audience, for whom the stack had long since lost its 
coherence, would be totally nonplussed, are told, is an 
excellent example of linguistic pushing and popping, 
—  Douglas R. Hofstadter, 
Godel, Escher, Bach (1979 ), ch. v
A .I. INTRODUCTION
P urely  ling uistic  results required in this thesis are gathered together in this ap­
pendix. Most of the material herein may be found in the standard texts in formal 
language theory. The likeliest exceptions are the treatment of rational relations and 
asynchronous automata in Section A.6 , and the discussion of regular predicates in 
Section A.5. For proofs of the main results quoted below, the reader is referred 
to Hopcroft & Ullman, Introduction to Autom ata Theory, Languages, and Com­
putation  [Reading: Addison-Wesley, (1 9 7 9 )], which is probably unsurpassed as a 
general reference to the subject. Alternatively, see Harrison (1 9 7 8 ), Howie (1 9 9 1 ), 
or Hopcroft, Ullman & Motwani (2 0 0 1 ).
A.2. OPERATIONS ON LANGUAGES
R ecall that an alphabet is an abstract set of symbols; a word is a string of those 
symbols; and a language L over an alphabet A  is simply a set of words over A. 
[Section 0 .2  formally defines these concepts.]
The concatenation of two languages L i and L 2 , denoted L 1 L 2 , is the language
{u i U 2  : u i  G L i ,U2  E  T g } .
For n  G N, let =  {L^-'^)L and L^ =  {e}.
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The Kleene closure of a language L over an alphabet A, denoted L*, is the 
language
i *  = IJ  L".
neNU{0}
The unary operation returning the Kleene closure of a language is called the Kleene 
star operation. Observe that the notation for the Kleene star is compatible with the 
notation A* for the free monoid over A. Similarly, one defines
L+ = U  L",
n e N
which agrees with the notation used for the free semigroup A~^  over A.
A.3. REGULAR LANGUAGES AND RATIONAL SUBSETS
T he m ost ple a sa n t  languages — from a computational perspective — are the 
regular languages. This section defines regular languages by means of regular ex­
pressions, following closely the style of definition in Section 1.1 of Epstein et al. 
(1 9 9 2 ).
D efin ition  A .3 .1 . Let A  be an alphabet. A regular expression over A is a string 
of a particular type over the extended alphabet A u { ( ,  ) ,  *,  V,  e } .  Any regular 
expression r defines a particular language, denoted by L{r).  l î  w € L{r),  then the 
word w is said to match the regular expression r. The set of regular expressions over 
A  is defined recursively as follows:
i.) The string e is a regular expression over A, and L{e) — {c/i}. [Observe that 
‘e’ is a symbol in the extended alphabet — it is not the empty word over that 
alphabet. It is, however, matched by the empty word over the alphabet A.]
ii.) The string {) is a regular expression over A, and L{{)) =  0.
iii.) For all letters a 6  A, the string a is a regular expression over A, and L{a) =  {a}.
iv.) If r is a regular expression over A, then so is (r), and L((r)) =  L{r).
V .)  If r is a regular expression over A, then so is (r)*, and L{{r)*) =  (L{r))*.
vi.) If ri and r2 are regular expressions over A, then so is (ri)(r2 ), and L ((ri)(r2 )) =
vii.) If ri  and r2 are regular expressions over A, then so is (ri) V (r2 ), and L({ri )  V 
k ) )  =  L { n ) U L { r 2 ).
[Rules viii-x . are not normally included in the definition of regular expressions. That 
they do not alter the class of languages defined by rules i-vii. is a consequence of 
Theorem A.5.1. They simply serve to abbreviate more complex regular expressions. 
Formally, these extra rules require further augmentation of the extended alphabet 
defined above.]
viii.) If 5  is a finite set of words over A, then the string 5  is a regular expression and 
L{S) =  S.
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ix.) If ri is a regular expression, then so is (ri)+ , and L{ {n)^)  =  (L (ri))+ .
X.) If ri  and rg are regular expressions, then so is (ri) — (r2 ), and L{{ri )  — (7-2 )) =  
L{ri)  ~  L(r2 ).
A language defined by a regular expression is called a regular language.
To avoid a surfeit of parentheses, one adopts the convention that the Kleene star 
(rule V.) and the operation (rule viii.) have higher precedence than concatenation 
(rule vi.), which in turn has higher precedence than V (rule vii.). This permits the 
omission of parentheses in those rules. Furthermore, the body of the thesis makes 
no notational distinction between a regular expression and the language it defines: 
for example, if r is a regular expression, then ‘w G r ’ means ‘w matches r \
The following definition is slightly incongruous here. Although it is mentioned 
in Section A.4, its main purpose is to allow comparison of regular languages with 
rational relations, the subject of Section A.6.
D efin ition  A .3 .2 . Let M  be a monoid. The class of rational subsets of M  is the 
smallest subset of the power set of M  satisfying the following conditions:
i.) All finite subsets of M  are rational subsets.
ii.) If /S is a rational subset of M , then so is the submonoid generated by S, which 
is denoted S*.
iii.) If S  and T are rational subsets of M , then so are 5  U T and ST.
L em m a A .3 .3 . Let M  be a monoid. I f  S  is a rational subset o f M , then so is- the 
semigroup S'^ that S  generates.
Proof of A .3.3. By part ii. of Definition A.3.2, the set S* is rational. By part iii, so
is the set S{S*)  =  S~^ . A.3.3
A.4. FINITE STATE AUTOMATA
Inform ally , a finite state automaton is a ‘machine’ with a finite number of internal 
states that reads a string of input symbols from a tape and either, accepts or rejects 
that input string. Suppose that a finite state automaton is in internal state q and 
is reading the symbol a from its input tape. Then the automaton changes to a new 
input state q' dependent on q and a and advances to read the next input symbol 
from the tape. In certain cases, the new state q' depends only on q and a; in others, 
the automaton may have an element of choice. It may even be possible for the 
automaton to change spontaneously to a new state without advancing the input 
tape. (One supposes the automaton reads the empty word e.) If the automaton 
reads and accepts an input string w  — or if it can do so by making the right choices 
— then the automaton is said to accept w. The set of all such accepted words w  is 
called the language recognized by the automaton.
The following definition formalizes the notions introduced in the last paragraph.
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D efin ition  A .4 .1 . A finite sta te automaton (f sa ) A  over a finite alphabet A is a 
quintuple (Q, A, d, Y), where Q is a finite set of states; ô : Q x (AU  {s}) -4 P(Q) 
is a function, known as the transition function; % E Q is called the initial state; and 
Y Ç Q is the set of accept states.
A word w G A* is accepted by the automaton A  if there is a sequence of 
states ço> • • •} and letters « i , . . . ,  E A U {c} such that q ,^ is an accept state, 
w =  a ia 2 ‘ "Um and, for each 2 =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  m, the state % lies in
The language L{A)  recognized by the automaton A  is the set of words w G A* 
accepted by A.
The automaton A  of Definition A.4.1 is best visualized as a directed graph. 
The vertex set is Q and for all q,q' G Q there is an edge from q to q' labelled 
by a whenever q' lies in {q,a)0. The label on a trail 7  is the concatenation (or 
multiplication in A*) of the labels on the edges making up 7 . A word w E A* is 
accepted by A  if and only if there is a trail in the graph labelled by w  leading from 
go to an accept state. As a consequence of this graphical representation, it makes 
sense to think of ô not as a function, but as a set of edges called transitions: for 
each q' G (g, a)ô, there is a transition from g to q' labelled by a. Such a transition is 
denoted (g, a, g') or g g'.
D efin ition  A .4 .2 . A finite state automaton A  =  (Q, A, <5, go, Y) is called deter­
ministic if, for each q G Q and a G A, the set (g, a)<5 contains at most one element, 
and that the set {q,e ) 6  is empty for each q G Q.  [Graphically, this means that each 
vertex g is the source of at most one edge labelled with the letter a and that e labels 
no edge in the automaton.]
In a deterministic finite state automaton, any word labels at most one path 
starting at any given state. A word is accepted by the automaton if it labels a path 
starting at the start state and if that necessarily unique path leads to an accept 
state.
T h eorem  A ,4.3  (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 g, Theorem 2.1). Given any [possibly 
non-deterministic] Unite sta te automaton, one can effectively construct a determin­
istic FSA recognizing the same language. Thus the class o f languages recognized by 
deterministic finite sta te automata coincides with the class o f languages recognized
by all finite sta te  automata. {A.4.3
There is an extension to the concept of an FSA called a generalized finite state  
automaton. Exactly as its name implies, generalized finite state automata are ex­
tensions of ‘standard’ finite state automata. Rather than having edges labelled by 
letters of the alphabet or by the empty word, a generalized FSA has its edges labelled 
by regular expressions. Suppose a generalized f s a  is in a state g, and the word w 
remains on its input tape. The automaton can read any prefix w{k)  of w  and move 
to a state g' if there is an edge from g to q' labelled by a regular expression r such 
that w{k)  matches r.
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A word w G A* is therefore recognized by a generalized FSA over A  if there is a 
sequence of states go, - - - , 9m, where go is the initial state and Qm is an accept state, 
and a factorization of to as toi • • • Wm, where Wi G A*, such that, for each i  =  1, 2,
. . . ,  m, there is a transition from g^_i to g% labelled by a regular expression matched 
by Wi.
T h eorem  A .4 .4  (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Section 2.5). Let A b e  a Bnite alphabet 
and A* be the free monoid over A, Then the following four classes coincide:
i.) The class of rational subsets o f A*.
ii.) The class of regular languages over A.
iii.) The class of languages recognized by Bnite sta te automata over A.
iv.) The class of languages recognized by generalized Bnite state automata over A. 
Indeed, there is an algorithm that takes a regular expression r  and yields a Bnite 
sta te automaton recognizing L{r ) ; and an algorithm that takes a [generalized] Bnite 
sta te automaton A  and yields a regular expression deBning L(A).  | A.4.4
As a consequence of Theorem A.4.4, the terms ‘regular language’, ‘rational 
language’, and — less commonly — ‘recognizable language’ are used interchangeably. 
Furthermore, one can effectively convert back and forth between a representation 
of a regular language as a finite state automaton and a representation of the same 
language as a regular expression.
For further discussion of finite state automata, refer to Chapters 2-3 of Hopcroft 
& Ullman (1 9 7 9 ) or Chapter 1 of Epstein et al. (1 9 9 2 ).
A.5. PROPERTIES OF REGULAR LANGUAGES
T h eorem  A .5.1 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorems 3.1, 3.2, & 3.3). The class 
of regular languages is closed under the operations of concatenation, intersection, 
union, complement, and set difference. Moreover, each of these operations can be 
effectively computed. That is, there are algorithms that take as input Bnite state  
automata A  and B and yield Bnite sta te automata recognizing the languages:
i.) T(A)L(^),
ii.) L { A) n L { B ) ,  
m . ) L { A) UL { B ) ,
iv.) A* -  L{A),
V.) T(B) - T ( A ) .  IA.5.1
By virtue of Theorem A.4.4, there exist algorithms analogous to those men­
tioned in the statement of Theorem A.5.1 whose inputs and outputs are regular 
expressions rather than FSAs. The same observation applies to the following results:
T h eorem  A .5.2 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 3.5). The class of regular 
languages is closed under forming homomorphic and inverse homomorphic images. 
That is, for every homomorphism ^ : A* —>■ B*, where A and B  are alphabets, and
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for all regular languages L C A* and M  Ç B*, the languages Lcf) and M<p~  ^ are 
regular. Moreover, there are algorithms that take Bnite state automata recognizing 
L and M  and the homomorphism (j> (speciBed by the image o f each letter o f A), and 
return Bnite state automata recognizing L<j) and M^~^. A.5.2
T h eorem  A .5.3 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Section 3.3). Let A  be a Bnite sta te au­
tomaton over an alphabet A. There is an algorithm that tests whether the language
recognized by A  is empty. A.5.3
T h eorem  A .5.4 . Let A  be a Bnite state automaton over a Bnite alphabet A and 
let u be a word over A. Then there is an algorithm that tests whether u is accepted
by A . A.5.4
T h eorem  A .5.5 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 3.8). Let A  and B be Bnite 
sta te automata. Then there is an algorithm that tests whether L{A)  Ç L{B) and
thus an algorithm that tests whether L(A)  =  L(B).  A.5.5
For any alphabet A  and natural number n, the padded alphabet A{n, $) is the 
set {(&!, . . . ,  an) : a/ G A U {$}} -  { ( $ , . . . ,  $)}. Define the mapping Ôa : (A+)*  ^ -4  
A(n, $)+ as follows: to obtain the image of ( wi , . . .  ,Wn) E (A+)", pad each word Wi 
to length m  =  max^Wj} : j  =  1 , . . .  ,n}  by appending symbols $. If the resulting
tuple is (ai • • • Cm, &i • ' • 5m,. . . ) ,  the desired image is
(0 1 , 6 1 , . .  .)(a2 , 6 2 , . . . ) " '  E A{n,  $)+.
[The mapping of Section 2.2 is a specialized version of the one just defined. Actually, 
there is no need for the same alphabet to be used in each component, but this 
restricted definition suffices for the purposes of this thesis.]
Formally, a predicate is a boolean value function a : {{A'^)'^)0a r4 {T, F}.
Every predicate a  has a corresponding language Tcr“ ’^ over A(n, $). A predicate is 
regular if its corresponding language is regular. Theorem A.5.1 implies that the 
class of regular predicates is closed under the operations A, V, - 1, since:
T(cr A r )“  ^ =  (Tc7~^) fl (Tr"^),
T{cr V r)"^ =  (Ta“ )^ U (Tr“ )^,
T(-na)-^ =  ((A+)")J^ -  (T a-i).
It is also closed under = >  since a  = >  P is defined as (-lO') V p.
Let cr be a regular predicate with Tcr“  ^ Ç ((A'*')”)^^- The predicate 3cr is
defined by
T(3cr)-l = { ( w i , . . . , w „ - i )  6 :
( w i , . . .  , w „ - i , w „ ) 6 a €  Tcr“  ^ for some w„}Sa Ç
The predicate 3cr is regular. Since Va =  -n(3(-icr)), the predicate Va is also regular.
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T h eorem  A .5 . 6  (Epstein et al. 1 9 9 2 , Corollary 1.4.7). The class o f regular predi- 
cates is closed under A, V, -i, = >  , V, and 3. | A.5 6 1
The ‘syntactic congruence’ is used briefly in Section 9.3:
D efin ition  A .5 .7 (Howie 1 9 9 1 , Section 3.1). Let L be a language over an alphabet 
A. The relation
pL =  {(a^,y) : {Vu,v G A*){uxv G L uyv G L )}
on A* is called the syntactic congruence of L.
As its name suggests, the syntactic congruence is indeed a congruence on the 
monoid A *. Actually, it is the maximum congruence on A* that respects L  (Howie 
1 9 9 1 , Theorem 3.1.3).
T h eorem  A .5 . 8  (Howie 1 9 9 1 , Theorem 3.1.4). A language L over a finite alphabet
A is regular i f  and only if  the number o f pL-classes is Bnite. A.5.8
A.6. RATIONAL RELATIONS AND ASYNCHRONOUS AUTOMATA
As ONE MIGHT SUSPECT, a rational relation between A* and B*, where A  and B  are 
both alphabets, is a relation that forms a rational subset of A* xB*.  [See Section A.3 
for the definition of a rational subset.] As one might hope, these relations possess 
elegant properties that make them pleasant to work with. They can be recognized 
by special types of automata called ‘asynchronous [two-tape] automata’ (Epstein et 
al. 1 9 9 2 , Shapiro 1 9 9 2 ) or ‘2-automata’ (Pelletier & Sakarovitch 1 9 9 9 ).
Much of the theory of rational relations is almost ‘folklore’: whilst the area has 
been active for some decades (the earliest work seems to be due to Rabin & Scott 
(1 9 5 9 )), it has not been sufiiciently popular to warrant inclusion in standard texts. 
Perhaps as a consequence of this, there are many slight variations on the definitions. 
In particular, this section follows Rabin & Scott (1 9 5 9 ) in requiring ‘endmarkers’. 
As Pelletier & Sakarovitch (1 9 9 9 , Section 2 ) observe, the presence or absence of 
endmarkers makes no difference to the class of relations recognized by asynchronous 
automata. However, the class of relations recognized by deterministic asynchronous 
automata with endmarkers strictly contains the class recognized by deterministic 
asynchronous automata without endmarkers (see Pelletier & Sakarovitch 1 9 9 9 , Ex­
ample 2.2). Furthermore, both of these classes are properly contained in the class of 
relations recognized by arbitrary asynchronous automata, which coincides with the 
class of rational relations by Theorem A.6 .2.
D efin ition  A .6 .1 . Let A  and B  be finite alphabets. An asynchronous [two-tape] 
automaton [with endmarkers] over A  and H is a sextuple A ~ { Q , A , B , ô , q { ) , Y ) .  As 
with finite state automata, Q is a set of states, go is the initial state, and Y  the set 
of accept states. The transitions in 6  are labelled by elements of
((A U {$}) X { e g } )  U ( { £ a }  X (B U  {$})) U { ( s A ,  E g ) } ,
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where $ is a new symbol in neither A  nor B. The label of a trail in A  is the product 
in A* X B* of the labels on its edges.
An element {u, -y) is accepted by A  if there is a trail in A  from go to a state of 
Y  whose label is (72$, u$). The relation — the subset of A* x B* — recognized by A  
is the set of all such {u,v).
The interpretation of a label from (A U {$}) x {eg} is that the automaton 
reads a symbol of the alphabet A U {$} from the left-hand input tape; a label from 
{ea} X (B U {$}) is a symbol of B  U {$} read from the right-hand input tape. The 
symbol $ serves as an endmarker: when the automaton has read $ from the left 
tape, it can read no more symbols from that tape. Similarly, when it has read $ 
from the right tape, it reads no more symbols from that tape.
T h eorem  A .6 .2. A subset of A* x B* is rational if  and only i f  it  is recognized by 
an asynchronous two-tape automaton whose edges are labelled by elements o f some
generating set for A* x B*. A.6 .2
Theorem A.6 .2 is a special case of a result of Elgot & Mezei (1 9 6 5 ). In gen­
eral, one can recognize a rational subset of an arbitrary monoid M  using a finite 
state automaton whose edges are labelled by elements of any generating set of M . 
However, for the purposes of this thesis. Definition A.6.1 and Theorem A.6 .2 suffice.
D efin ition  A .6 .3. An asynchronous [two-tape] automaton A  =  (Q, A, B,  5, go, Y) 
is deterministic if it satisfies the following two additional conditions:
i.) There is a partition of Q  as Q a  U Q g , where all edges whose origin lies in Q a  
are labelled by elements of (A U {$}) x {eg} and all edges whose origin lies in 
Qb  are labelled by elements of {êa} x (B U {$}). (Observe that no edges are 
labelled by (ea , Eg ). )
ii.) For each state, no two edges from that state have the same label.
The final definition in this section is rather technical, and is only useful in 
working with asynchronous automatic structures (see Subsection 2.3.2).
D efin ition  A .6 .4. An asynchronous [two-tape] automaton A  is called boundedly 
asynchronous if there exists a constant k G N such that A  cannot read more than k 
letters consecutively from one tape.
T h eorem  A .6 .5 (Hoffmann et al. 2 0 0 2 a, Proposition 2.1(3)). Let R i Ç A* x B* 
and R 2 Ç B* X C* be rational relations. Then their composition
0 B 2 =  {(22, 7;) G A* X C* : {3w G B*){{u,w) G Ri  A {w,v) G B 2 )} '
is a rational relation between A* and C*. A.6 .5
A.7. PUSHDOW N AUTOMATA
A PUSHDOWN AUTOMATON is, loosely Speaking, a finite state automaton augmented 
by a stack. A stack is a list of potentially arbitrary length, which can store an
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unlimited amount of information. However, only the ‘top’ of this list is accessible. 
One imagines a stack to be just that: a pile of items. One may inspect the item 
sitting on the top of the pile; one may remove that top item; or one may add further 
items. This restriction on how one can access the list means that the last item to 
be added to the stack must be the first to be removed. [Thus stacks are sometimes 
called LIFO (‘last-in-first-out’) lists. Knuth (1 9 9 7 , Section 2.2.1) treats of stacks in 
the context of more general list data structures.]
The extra storage provided by the stack allows pushdown automata to recognize 
languages that cannot be recognized by finite state automata.
D efin ition  A .7.1. A pushdown automaton (p d a ) P  over a finite alphabet A  is a 
sextuple {Q, A, B , 6 , go ? 5o, Y), where Q is a finite set of states; B  is a finite alphabet, 
called the stack alphabet; 6  is a function from Q x (A U {e}) x B  to finite subsets of 
Q X B*, known as the transition function; go G Q is called the initial state; bo E B  
is the initial stack symbol; and Y  Ç Q is the set of accept states.
The state of the PDA V  at any given point may be described by a triple (g, w, s), 
where g G Q is the internal state; w E A* is the input yet to be read; and 5 G B* is 
the current contents of the stack. Such a triple is called an instantaneous description. 
The PDA can move from (g, aw, bs) to (g', w, ts) (where q,q' G Q, w G A*, a G AU{e}, 
and s , t  G B*) if {q,a,b)5 contains (q',t). The interpretation of such a move is that 
the automaton has read a whilst in state g with b at the top of the stack, and has 
moved to state g', popped b from the stack and pushed t  onto the top of the stack.
A word 7Ü G A* is a ccep ted  by the automaton V  if there is a sequence of 
instantaneous descriptions d i , . . . ,  dm, with d \ =  (go, w , 6 0 ) and dm =  (g, £, s ) , where 
g G Y, s G B* is arbitrary, and the automaton can move from di to dj+i for each 
2 =  1 , . . . ,  m.
The language L{V)  recognized by the pushdown automaton V  is the set of 
words w  G A* recognized by V.
The PDA V  is deterministic if only one move is possible given a particular input 
letter and symbol at the top of the stack. More formally, for g G Q and 5 G B, if 
the set (q,£,b)ô is non-empty, then {q,a,b)ô is empty for all a G A; and, for q E Q, 
a G A U {e}, and 5 G B , the set (g, a, b)S contains at most one element of Q x B*.
A.8. CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS
D efin ition  A .8 .1 . Let A be a finite alphabet. A context-free grammar (c fg )  T 
over A is a quadruple {N, A, P, O), where N  is a finite alphabet of non-terminals; P  
is a finite set of productions, defined below; and O G IV is called the start symbol. 
The set of productions P  is a finite subset of iV x (AT U A)*. A pair (n,r)  E P  is 
usually denoted n r. The symbolism n ^  ri | . . .  | abbreviates the k separate 
productions n, - i  r*.
Define a relation on (AT U A)* by
unv urv  for all u ,v  G {N  Li A)* and (n —)• r) G P.
Let be the refiexive and transitive closure of =>.
■ v; ■' ' - y :  v i '
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The language defined by the context-free grammar F is
T(F) =  {w  : O ^  w  and w  G A*}.
Any language that can be defined by means of a context-free grammar is called a 
context-free language (ofl).
It is possible for two different context-free grammars to define the same context- 
free language. In general, it is undecidable whether two context-free grammars define 
the same language (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 8.12).
T h eorem  A .8 .2 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Section 5.3). The class o f context-free 
languages coincides with the class o f languages recognized by pushdown automata. 
Moreover, there is an algorithm that takes a pushdown automaton V  and yields 
a context-free grammar defining L{V); and an algorithm that takes a context-free
grammar F and yields a pushdown automaton recognizing L{V).  A.8.2
T h eorem  A .8.3  (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 6 .6 ). There is an algorithm
that tests whether L{V) is empty, where F is a context-free grammar. A.8.3
T h eorem  A .8 .4 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , pp. 139-141). There is an algorithm  
that tests whether w  G T(F), where F is a context-free grammar over an alphabet
A and w is a word in A*. A.8.4
T h eorem  A .8.5 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 6.5). The class o f context-free 
languages is closed under intersection with the class o f regular languages. That is, if  
L be a context-free language and R  a regular language, then L O R  is a context-free 
language. Furthermore, given a pushdown automaton recognizing L and a finite 
state automaton recognizing R, i t  is possible to effectively construct a pushdown
automaton recognizing LC\R.  A.8.5
T h eorem  A .8 . 6  (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 6.3). The class o f context- 
free languages is closed under forming inverse homomorphic images. That is, for 
every homomorphism (p : A* B*, where A and B  are alphabets, and for every 
context-free language L Ç B*, the language is context-free. Moreover, there
is an algorithm that takes a pushdown automaton V  over B  and a homomorphism  
(p : A* B* (speciBed by the images of each a G A), and returns a pushdown
automaton recognizing (L(V))<p . A.8.6
A context-free language is deterministic if it can be recognized by a determin­
istic pushdown automaton. The class of general context-free languages is not closed 
under taking complements (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Corollary to Theorem 6.4). 
The situation differs for deterministic context-free languages:
T h eorem  A .8 .7 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 10.1). The class of determin-
istic context-free languages is closed under taking complements. A.8.7
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A.8.1. Derivation trees
Informally, a derivation tree is a directed tree that describes how a word in the 
language defined by a context-free grammar F can be obtained from the start symbol 
of F by replacing left-hand sides of productions by right-hand sides. For further 
information on derivation trees, see Section 4.3 of Hopcroft & Ullman (1 9 7 9 ).
D efin ition  A .8 ,8 . Let F =  [N, A, P, O) be a context-free grammar. A V-derivation 
tree (or simply a derivation tree) is a directed rooted tree T with the following 
properties:
i.) The vertices of T are labelled by elements of IV U A U {e}.
ii.) The internal vertices of the tree are labelled by elements of N . In  particular, 
the root of the tree is labelled by the start symbol O.
iii.) The leaves of the tree are labelled by elements of A U {e}.
iv.) If a vertex is labelled by n € AT, then either the child nodes of that vertex are 
labelled from left to right by the letters of r, where n —> r is a production in P; 
or there must be a single child node of that vertex labelled by e, where n -4 e is 
a production. Any leaf node labelled by e must be the only child of its parent 
node. ’
The yield  of the derivation tree T  is the word over A found by reading the leaves of 
T from left to right. Observe that the yield may be the empty word.
T h eorem  A .8 .9 (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 4.1). Let F be a context-free 
grammar. A word is in the language L(T) if  and only if  there is a T-derivation tree
whose yield is that word. A.8.9
E xam p le  A .8 .10. Let F =  ( N , A , P , 0 )  be a context-free grammar, where N  =  
{O, M l, M2 }, A =  {a, 6 , c, d},  and P  consists of the productions:
O -4 M 1CM1CM2 ,
M^ i —¥ aM \b, M l —y d,
M2 —^ bM20>, M2 —^ €.
The word adbcdcbbaa is in the language L(F), as is shown by the derivation tree 
in Figure A.I. Reading the leaves from left to right — as indicated by the dotted 
arrows — gives the yield.
There may be more than one F-derivation tree for some word w, in which case 
F is said to be ambiguous. Although it is possible that w may have only one A- 
derivation tree, where A is another context-free grammar defining the same language 
as F, there exist context-free languages such that any grammar defining one of those 
languages is ambiguous (Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorem 4.7). Such languages are 
called inherently ambiguous. Both the ambiguity of a given context-free grammar 
and the inherent ambiguity of a particular context-free language are undecidable 
(Hopcroft & Ullman 1 9 7 9 , Theorems 8.9 and 8.16).
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Figure A.I.  An example of a derivation tree.
A.9. CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES
T h e  PINAL CLASS of languages needed is that of the context-sensitive languages. 
A full definition is included for completeness, although these languages are only 
mentioned in passing in Section 4.3. [Harrison (1 9 7 8 ) treats of context-sensitive 
languages more fully than Hopcroft & Ullman (1 9 7 9 ).]
D efin ition  A .9 .1 . Let A be a finite alphabet. A context-sensitive grammar (c sg ) 
r  over A is a quadruple (AT, A, P, O), v/here AT is a finite alphabet of non-terminals; 
P  is a finite set of productions, defined below; and O E N  is called the start symbol. 
The set of productions P  is a finite set of pairs of the form O —>■ e or cinc2 —J- circg, 
where n G AT, ci,C2 G (AT U A)*, and r € (N  U A)" .^ [Observe that r  cannot be 
empty.]
The definitions of the relations and are retained from Definition A.8.1. 
The language defined by the context-sensitive grammar T is
L{r) =  {w  : O ^  w  and w  G A*}.
Any language that can be defined by means of a context-sensitive grammar is called 
a context-sensitive language (csl).
Observe that the only substantive difference between Definition A.9.1 and 
Definition A.8.1 is in the productions. A CSG production cinc2 circ 2 functions 
like the CFG production r, but is restricted to the ‘context’ C1-C2.
P rop osition  A .9.2 . The class o f context-sensitive languages contains the class of 
context-free languages. A.9.2
P rop osition  A .9 .3 . The class of context-sensitive languages is closed under com­
plementation. A.9.3
[Whether the assertion of Proposition A.9.3 holds true was a long-standing open 
question in formal linguistics. The result was proven independently by Immerman 
(1 9 8 8 ) and Szelepcsényi (1 9 8 8 ).]
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[/] realized I had never used the index of a book 
fit to read. Who would insult his Decline and 
Fall, by consulting it just upon a specific point? 
—  T. E. Lawrence, 
Seven Pillars of Wisdom (1926)
W h e n  a  r e f e r e n c e  in this index is italicized, the relevant page or range of pages 
contains the original definition or statement of the concept or result indexed. The 
ordering of entries is strictly lexicographic, ignoring punctuation and spacing. Sym­
bols outside the Latin alphabet are collected at the start of the index, even if an 
‘auxiliary’ Latin symbol is used: thus w is included in this set, since it is the nota­
tion “  that is being defined. Brief definitions are given for notation.
S°: S  with a zero adjoined; 11.
S^: S  with an identity adjoined; 11. 
e: empty word; 1.
w: path in Cayley graph labelled by w; 6. 
w: element represented by w, 2.
W : elements represented by words in TV; 2 . 
|w|: length of word w, 1. 
w{t): prefix of w up to (-th letter; 2. 
w[(]: suffix of w after f-th letter; 2.
A^: free semigroup on A\ 1, 148.
A*: free monoid on A; 1, 148.
L*: Kleene closure of L\ 148 .
-<h'. lexicographic ordering based on 39. 
-< s l : ShortLex ordering based on -<; 39. 
r(S,A): Cayley graph of S  w.r.t. A; 5. 
q:*’: natural map to a-congruence classes;
16.
congruence generated by p; 3. 
p^; Malcev congruence generated by p; I4 . 
a}--, formal inverse for a; 15. 
a^: formal inverse for a; 15.
a~^\ formal inverse for a.
immediately derives/reduces to; 4, 165. 
=^ : derives/reduces to; 5, 155. 
n —> r: production of a grammar; 155.
$; padding symbol; 28.
A{2 , $): padded alphabet; 28.
A(n,$), 152.
8A', maps relations on A"*" into A(2 , $); 29, 
152.
[G : H]: group index of H  in G.
[5 : T]l: left syntactic index of T  in S] 135. 
[S : T]r: right syntactic index of T in 6"; 
135.
2-automata, see ‘asynchronous automata’.
abelian group, see also ‘virtually abelian 
group’, 24, 82, 83, 85-87, 90, 109-120, 
130, 145, 146. 
local automatism, 87.
Malcev coherence, 85.
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subgroup of, see ‘subgroup of abelian 
group’, 85, 116. 
finite generation, 85. 
subsemigroup of, 84, 85-87, 90, 137-138. 
automatism, 86 . 
non-finitely generated, 85.
Adjan (= Adian, Adyan), Sergei Ivanovich 
(Aflan, Cepreft HnaHOBHH), 159. 
Adjan’s Theorem, 10-11, 18, 23, 123. 
Albert, Jürgen, 159.
Albert, Michael Henry, 159. 
algorithm, 47-60, 63-70, 77-78, 79, 109,
150, 151, 152, 156.
Almeida, Jorge, 165.
alphabet, 1, 3, 14, 28, 147, 148, 153, 155, 
158.
alternating product, 41, 93, 97. 
amalgamated free product, see ‘free 
product, amalgamated’.
AAd^-DTfeX, 182.
Anderson, Ian, xv.
AnÏsïmov, Anatoly Vasilievich (A hhchmob, 
AiiaTOJiHii BacHJibeBHu), 160. 
anti-isomorphism, 15.
Aristotle of Stagira, son of Nicomachus 
( ApiatoxéXr)ç Nixojjdyou 6 
ÈxayiplxTQç), 80. 
asynchronous automatic group, 30, 33, 42, 
124.
non-automatic, 30. 
asynchronous automatic semigroup, 30-42, 
45, 79, 96, 102. 
changing generators, 38-39. 
non-automatic, 30. 
asynchronous automatic structure, 30,
33-36, 38-39, 40, 41, 79, 89, 121, 154. 
boundedly asynchronous, 34-36, 37, 40. 
deterministic, 34~36, 37. 
geometric characterization, 32-36. 
with uniqueness, 40 . 
asynchronous automatism, 88-90, 121. 
asynchronous automaton, 30, 89, 121, 153,
153-154.boundedly asynchronous, 34, 36, 154. 
deterministic, 30, 33-36, 154- 
rational relation and, 154. 
asynchronous fellow traveller constant, 35, 
36.
asynchronous fellow traveller property, 
35-36, 37. 
asynchronous two-tape automaton, 
see ‘asynchronous automaton’.
automatic completely simple semigroup, 32, 
43.
automatic group, 27, 29, 41, 42, 124, 141. 
finite extension of, 41. 
positive subsemigroup of, 96. 
subgroup of finite index, 41.
automaticity, see ‘automatism’, see 
also ‘automatic semigroup’.
automatic monoid, 29.
changing generators, 38. 
semigroup vs. monoid generators, 38.
automatic semigroup, 9, 29~46, 47-60,
71-79, 85-91, 96, 124, 128-129, 141. 
adjoining identity, 37, 50, 51. 
adjoining zero, 38. 
changing generators, 38-39, 
finite Rees index subsemigroup, 37-38. 
right-right, right-left, etc., 31-32. 
testing freedom, 49-52, 78. 
testing group-embeddability, 60. 
testing right-cancellativity, 53. 
testing whether a group, 52-53. 
testing whether a monoid, 52. 
undecidability of cancellativity, 59. 
undecidability of left-cancellativity, 
53-59.
automatic structure, 27, 29, 32-36, 38, 43, 
48, 55-56, 76-87, 86 , 99, 102, 128, 129. 
geometric characterization, 32-36. 
right-right, right-left, etc., 31-32. 
with uniqueness, 39-40, 50-52, 53, 97.
automatism, 28.
automaticity vs., 28. 
etymology, 28. 
notions of, 31-32.
automaton
asynchronous, see ‘asynchronous 
automaton’, 
finite state, see ‘finite state automaton’, 
pushdown, see ‘pushdown automaton’.
B r ( s ) :  open ball of radius r around s; 6.
Baker, Andrew James, xv.
Bandyopadhyay, G., 160.
Baumslag, Gilbert, 160.
Baumslag-Solitar group, 24, 30, 123-^124, 
125, 130, 146.
Baumslag-Solitar semigroup, 32, 123-130, 
146.
BrnTfeX, 182.
binary relation, see ‘relation, binary’.
Blum, Edward Kenneth, 160.
Book, Ronald Vernon, 160.
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boolean value function, 152, 
braid group, 90. 
braid semigroup, 90.
Brearley, Rachel Tamsin, xiv.
Brooksbank, Peter, 161.
Brown, Kenneth Alexander, xv.
B SG (m ,n): Baum slag-Solitar group; 124- 
B SS(m ,n): Baum slag-Solitar semigroup;
124.
Budkina, L. G. (ByflKHna, JI. P.), 161. 
Biinau, Paul Heiner von, xiv.
Cain, Alan James (V p ) ,  i, v, xv, 161. 
Campbell, Colin M atthew, 161, 162. 
Campbell, Peter Philip, xiv. 
cancellative, see ‘semigroup, cancellative’. 
cancellative presentation , 21.
Cannon, James Weldon, 162, 163.
Carnegie Trust for the Universities of 
Scotland , xv.
Carvalho, Catarina Alexandra Santos, xv. 
caveat, 18.
Cayley graph, 5-6 , 27, 33, 35, 43, 124-129. 
basepoint, 6, 43.
distance in, 5, 9, 34, 76-77, 79, 101-102, 
125, 126-127, 128, 129. 
embedding, 9. 
metric, 5.
neighbourhood, 34.
open ball in, 6, 33, 35, 36, 78.
path, see also ‘path’, 6.
Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, 159.
CFG: context-free grammar; 155.
CFL: context-free language; 156. 
chain, 4, 44.
Clifford, Alfred Hoblitzelle, 162. 
closure, 145. 
coding theory, 63.
coherent group, 20, 24-26, 85, 107-108, 131, 
141, 145. 
free product of, 96. 
semigroup law and, 82.
Cohn, Paul Moritz, 162. 
colophon, 182.
Colquhoun, Archibald, 183. 
combinatorial group theory, 11. 
combinatorial semigroup theory, 2. 
comm utative semigroup, see ‘semigroup, 
com m utative’, 
complement, 151, 158. 
completely simple semigroup,
see ‘semigroup, completely sim ple’.
autom atic, see ‘autom atic completely  
simple semigroup’, 
composition, 29, 154.
concatenation , 1, 61, 71, 72, 110, 147, 150, 
151.
condition Z, see ‘quotient cond ition’, 
congruence, 3, 14, 15, 135-141. 
class, 3.
generated by a relation, 3. 
conjugation, 108. 
consequence, 4i 43, 134-135. 
context-free grammar, 67-70 , 155-157. 
ambiguous, 59, 63, 157. 
language defined, see also ‘context-free 
language’, 156. 
non-terminal, 155. 
production, 63, 155, 157. 
start symbol, 155, 157. 
context-free language, 64-71, 78, 156-157, 
158. 
closure, 156. 
deterministic, 156.
closure, 156. 
inherently ambiguous, 157. 
pushdown autom aton and, 156. 
testing emptiness, 65, 78, 156. 
testing membership, 156. 
context-sensitive grammar, 158.
language defined, 158. 
context-sensitive language, 71, 158.
Cossey, John, 170. 
co-word problem, 71.
C s{k), 11.
CSG: context-sensitive grammar; 158.
CSL: context-sensitive language; 158.
Culik, II, Karel, 159, 162.
Cutting, Andrew, 162.
d,A{s,t): distance from s to t in P (5 , A); 5. 
D{1), 11.
Deans Court, xiv, xv. 
decomposable, 85, 143. 
defining relation, 4> 16, 21, 22, 23, 62, 74, 
91, 125, 127. 
de Luca, Aldo, 162. 
departure function, 34~36, 37, 79. 
derivation path, 67-68, 70. 
derivation tree, 67-69, 109, 157, 158.
yield , 157.
Descalço, Luis Antonio Arsenio, 162. 
direct product, 25, 71, 87, 103-122, 142, 
145, 146.
of asynchronous autom atic monoids, 40.
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of autom atic semigroups, 40. 
of free group and nilpotent group, 108. 
of free group and poly cyclic group, 25, 
103, 107-108. 
of free groups, 25, 71, 103. 
o f free semigroup and natural numbers, 
120-121, 129-130. 
of free semigroups, 103-106.
subsemigroup of, 103-105. 
of polycylic groups, 107. 
of virtually free group and abelian 
group, 109-120. 
of virtually free group and virtually 
abelian group, 122. 
of virtually free group and virtually 
nilpotent group, 122. 
distance, see ‘Cayley graph, distance in’, 
division ring, 9.
Dombi, Erzsébet R ita , xiv , 162.
Doyle, Arthur Ignatius Conan, 123.
Dubreil, Paul, 162, 163.
Dubreil’s Theorem, 10.
Duncan , Andrew J., 163.
Dunwoody, Martin John, 163.
Eco, Umberto, 61. 
edge, see ‘transition’, 
effective process, see ‘algorithm’. 
Ehrenfeucht conjecture, 71.
Elgot, Calvin Creston, 163. 
em pty word, see ‘word, em pty’, 
endmarker, 153, 154- 
Epstein, David Bernard Alper, 163.
Erdos number, xiv.
Erdos, Paul, 163.
Euclidean plane, 125, 126, 127, 128. 
extension
finite, 12, 41, 42, 132, 136, 145. 
coherence and, 24.
Malcev coherence and, 141-143. 
finite Rees index, see ‘extension, sm all’, 
small, 37-38, 132-135. 
autom atism and, 133. 
finite generation and, 133. 
finite presentability and, 133. 
Malcev presentations and, 133-135. 
universal groups and, 133-135. 
syntactically small, 136-141. 
autom atism , 137, 139-141. 
finite generation, 137-138. 
finite Malcev presentation, 137, 
139-141. 
finiteness of, 137.
finite presentability, 137, 139. 
groups and, 137. 
local autom atism , 137, 139-141. 
Malcev coherence, 137.
factor group, 4, 82, 106, 124. 
factorization , 72-73. 
factor monoid, 15, 16. 
factor semigroup, 3, 14.
Falconer, Kenneth John, xiv.
Feighn, Mark, 163. 
fellow traveller constant, 33. 
fellow traveller property, 32-33, 77, 97, 101, 
102, 128, 129.
FG(A): free group on A; 3.
finite state autom aton , 30, 48, 56, 64,
72-76, 78, 86, 98, 149-152, 155. 
accepting input, 149, 150. 
determ inistic, 150. 
generalized, 75-77, 99, 150-151. 
language recognized, see also ‘regular 
language’, 149, 150. 
non-determ inistic, 73, 150. 
regular expression and, 151. 
flowchart, 48, 51.
Floyd , Robert W ., 63. 
folklore, 153. 
formal inverse, 2-3.
Fraleigh, John B ., 163. 
freedom, 49-52.
testing for, 63-66. 
free group, see also ‘virtually free group’, 3, 
4, 8, 20, 24, 61-62, 72-73, 90, 108, 145. 
autom atism , 61. 
automorphism, 143. 
basis of, 8, 62, 95. 
presentation , 4, 61. 
subgroup of, 8, 61, 63, 107. 
subsemigroup of, 20, 38, 61, 139. 
free monoid , 1, 6, 14, 61, 146, 148, 151. 
basis of, 1.
submonoid of, 13, 21, 24, 64.
Malcev coherence, 24. 
presentation , 64. 
testing freedom, 64. 
freeness, see ‘freedom’, 
free nilpotent group, 83. 
free product, 23, 24, 42, 64, 92-102 , 145, 
146.
amalgamated , 95. 
free factor of, 107, 108. 
monoid vs. semigroup, 92, 96.
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of asynchronous autom atic semigroups, 
41.
of autom atic monoids, 41.
of autom atic semigroups, 41.
of free group and abelian group, 92-96.
subsemigroup of, 92-95. 
of free monoid and abelian group, 
97-102. 
local autom atism , 97-102.
Malcev coherence, 102. 
of free monoid and Malcev coherent 
monoid, 102. 
of free monoid and virtually
abelian/nilpotent group, 102. 
subsemigroup of, 64, 139-141. 
free semigroup, 1, 2, 8, 14, 21, 61, 63-64,
66, 71, 90, 106, 107, 143, 146, 148. 
basis, 143. 
basis of, 1.
Malcev coherence, 79. 
subsemigroup of, 21, 22, 38, 63-64. 
asynclironous autom atism , 79. 
automatism , 71. 
finite syntactic index, 138. 
testing finite presentability, 79. 
testing freedom, 63-64. 
free 5-group, see also ‘universal group of a 
semigroup’, 7.
Freyd, Peter, 163.
FSA: finite state automaton; 150. 
fundamental group of a 3-manifold, 24. 
Füredi, Zolta, 163.
Gallagher, Peter Timothy, xv. 
Garcia-Sanchez, Pedro A., 169. 
generalized free product, see ‘free product, 
amalgamated’, 
generating set, see ‘generator’, 
generator, 2 -3 , 21, 28, 29, 56-59, 62, 65, 72, 
116, 143, 154. 
redundant, 50, 51, 65. 
generator-inverse pair, 15, 18.
Gersten, Stephen M., 160.
Gibbon, Edward, xii.
G L „ ( < Q ) :  g e n e r a l  l i n e a r  g r o u p  o v e r  t h e  
r a t i o n a l s .
Glasgow (=  Glasguensis), University of, i,
XV.
Gomes Moreira da Cunha, Gracinda Maria 
dos Santos, 165.
Gordon, Iain, xv.
Gp(A): [sub]group generated by X ; 5.
Gp(A I p): group presentation; 4-
graph
Cayley, see ‘Cayley graph’, 
cycle, 10. 
directed, 5, 150.
of a presentation, see ‘semigroup
presentation, right/left graph o f’, 
theory, 6. 
undirected, 10.
Gray, Robert Duncan , xv, 163.
Greendlinger, Martin, 159.
Grillet, Pierre-Antoine, 164. 
group, 136.
accessible, 62.
automatic, see ‘autom atic group’, 
centre of, 82. 
cyclic, 106.
finitely generated, 132. 
finitely presented, 132.
Hopfian, 124. 
inaccessible, 62. 
monoid presentation of, 4. 
presentation of, see ‘group presentation’, 
subsemigroup of, see ‘subsemigroup of a 
group’.
universal, see ‘universal group of a 
semigroup’, 
group-embeddable semigroup,
see ‘semigroup embeddable into a 
group’, 
group generator, 2. 
group of quotients, 10, 81.
uniqueness of, 81. 
group presentation, 4 ,  7, 15, 123.
finite, 42, 95, 107, 108. 
group-theoretical property, 11-12.
hereditary, 11-12.
Grünewald, Fritz J., 164.
Guba, Victor S. (Py6a, B h k to p  C.), 164.
Hajnal, Andrâs, 163.
Hall, Jr., Marshall, 164.
Handel, Michael, 163.
Haralambous, Yannis (XapotXct[iTcouç, 
T6)àvvT)ç), 182.
Harrison, Michael Alexander, 164.
Haüsdorff closeness property, 35-36, 37, 79. 
Hausdorff distance, 34- 
Heisenberg group, 83.
Herbst, Thomas, 164.
Hilbert Basis Theorem, 85.
Hirsch, Kurt August, 170.
HNN extension, 107, 124.
Hobbes, Thomas, 92.
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Hoffmann, Michael, 164, 165.
Hoffmann’s semigroup, 86.
Hofstadter, Douglas Richard, 147.
Hogarty, Christopher, xv.
Holmes, W illiam Sherlock Scott, 123.
Holt, Derek F ., 163, 165. 
homomorphism, 71, 151.
Hopcroft, John Edward, 165.
Horvath, Michal, xiv.
Howie, John Mackintosh, 165.
Hudson, John F. P., 165. 
hyperbolic space, 27.
identity element, 11, 15, 29, 52, 75. 
Immerman, Neil, 165.
index, see ‘Rees index’, see ‘subgroup, finite 
index’, see ‘syntactic index’, 
input tape, 30, 149, 154. 
integral domain, 84. 
intersection, 151, 156. 
inverse, formal, see ‘formal inverse’, 
inverse homomorphism, 62, 64, 151, 156; 
inverse relation , 3.
inverse semigroup, see ‘semigroup, inverse’, 
involution, 2.
Isbister, Laura Grace, xv. 
isomorphism problem, 49,
IvrillEX:, 182.
Jackson, David Arden, 165.
Johnson, David L., 166.
Jowett, Benjamin , 80.
Jura, Andrzej, 166.
I< i, 11.
Kam bites, Mark Edwin, 166.
Karhumaki, Juhani, 159.
Karrass, Abraham , 166.
Kashintsev, E. V. (Kaimmiren, E. B .), 166. 
kernel, 3.
Kevis, Robert Andrew, xiv.
Kimber, Elizabeth Helen, xv.
Kleene closure, 148.
Kleene star, 148.
Knuth, Donald Ervin, 47, 166, 182. 
Komjath, Péter, 163.
Kropholler, Peter Hendrikus, 166.
Kurosh Subgroup Theorem, 25, 42.
Kuske, Dietrich, 165.
C: Green’s relation; J7.
L {A ): language recognized by A; 150, 155. 
L(F): language defined by P; 156.
Lallement, Gérard, 1 6 6 .
Lambek, Joachim, 1 6 7 .
Lambek’s group-embeddability condition, 9 .  
Lampedusa, Giuseppe Tomasi di, 1 8 3 .  
language, 1, 6 2 ,  1 4 7 .
context-free, see ‘context-free language’, 
context-sensitive, see ‘context-sensitive 
language’, 
family, 6 2 .
regular, see ‘regular language’, 
last-in-first-out list, see ‘stack’.
E % X ,  1 8 2 .
law, see ‘semigroup law’.
Lawrence, John W illiam , 1 5 9 .
Lawrence, Thomas Edward, 1 7 2 .  
left reversible, see ‘semigroup, right/left 
reversible’, 
left syntactic index, see ‘syntactic index’, 
length plus lexicographic order, 
see ‘ShortLex order’.
Lennox, John Carson, 1 6 7 .
Leonardo da Vinci, 1 . 
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Levenstein, Vladimir Iosifovich 
(JleneHuiTeHH, BjiaflHMHp 
H o c h ( J ) O b h h ) ,  1 6 7 .
Levy, Silvio Vieira Ferreira, 1 6 3 .
Lewin, Jacques, 1 6 7 .
Lewin (née Taylor), Tekla, 1 6 7 .  
lexicographic order, 39, 9 3 ,  1 0 4 .
of tuples, 86.
LIFO list: last-in-first-out list; see ‘stack’. 
Linton, Stephen Alexander, xiv.
Livius (=  Livy), T itus, 1 3 .  
locally asynchronously autom atic, 31, 1 3 0 .  
group, 4 2 .
locally autom atic, 31, 9 6 ,  9 7 - 1 0 2 ,  1 3 0 ,  1 4 1 ,  
1 4 6 .
group, 4 2 ,  7 1 - 7 8 ,  8 7 ,  9 0 - 9 1 ,  1 2 8 ,  1 4 5 .  
finite extension and, 9 1 .  
free product of, 9 6 .
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Lyndon, Roger Conant, 1 6 7 .
Machiavelli, Niccolo di Bernardo dei, xiv. 
machine, 1 4 9 .
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Malcev (=  M altsev), Anatoly Ivanovich
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group, 66-71, 82, 84, 109-120 , 145, 146. 
coherence, 25, 96. 
finite extension of, 141-143. 
free product of, 92, 96.
Malcev congruence, 14~18, 70.
generated by a relation, I4- I 8.
Malcev consequence, 18, 19, 22, 45, 49, 67, 
69-70 , 109, 110-115, 119-120.
Malcev presentation, 10, 13-26, 43-46, 
48-49, 78, 104, 119. 
elementary properties, 18-20. 
finite, 13, 15, 19, 21-24, 43-46, 48-49, 
66, 70, 79, 85, 95, 109, 136, 140,
141.
foundations, 13.
large subsemigroups and, 133-135. 
monoid, 15.
semigroup presentation and, 20-24. 
small extensions and, 133-135.
Malcev sequence, 18.
Malcev’s group-embeddability condition, 9, 
13, 18.
mapping tori of free group automorphisms, 
24.
Markov, Al. A. (Mapnon, An. A .), 161, 168. 
McCammond, Jonathan Paul, 168. 
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Miller, III, Charles Frederick, 168.
Modified P ost’s Correspondence Problem, 
see ‘P ost’s Correspondence Problem, 
Modified’.
M on(X): [sub]monoid generated by X ; 3. 
monoid, 27.
Malcev presentation of, see ‘Malcev 
presentation, monoid’, 
presentation of, see ‘monoid 
presentation’, 
semigroup presentation of, 4. 
monoid presentation, J, 4.
of a group, see ‘group, monoid  
presentation o f’.
Mon (A I p): monoid presentation; 4- 
MonM(A I p): monoid Malcev presentation; 
15.
M otteux, Peter Anthony, 159.
Motwani, Rajeev, 165.
MPCP: Modified P ost’s Correspondence 
Problem; 54.
Muller, David E ., 168.
neighbourhood, see ‘Cayley graph, 
neighbourhood’.
Neumann , Bernhard Hermann, 168.
NF(w): normal form of w; 5. 
Nielsen-reduced, 95.
Nielsen-Schreier Theorem, 8, 61, 63, 108. 
nilpotent-by-finite, see ‘virtually nilpotent’, 
84.
nilpotent group, see also ‘virtually nilpotent 
group’, 24, 82-85, 106, 108, 145, 146. 
automatism and, 102. 
coherence, 83.
Malcev coherence, 84. 
nilpotency class, 82. 
polycyclic group and, 85, 106. 
subsemigroup of, 84.
Malcev classification, 84- 
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